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Abstract

The main goal of magnetic confinement fusion is the controlled production of energy
through thermonuclear reactions which occur in ionised plasmas at extremely large temperatures (& 108 K). The tokamak is an axisymmetric toroidal device that is thought
to be the closest to achieving such a goal. One of the remaining challenges in tokamaks is the adequate control of plasma instabilities called edge localised modes (ELMs).
These instabilities appear in the so-called high confinement mode (H-mode), which is
characterised by an edge pressure pedestal together with large edge current density. The
magnetic confinement that prevents the hot plasma from touching the material walls becomes repetitively disturbed by ELMs. As a result, plasma is quasi-periodically expelled
from the magnetic ‘cage’ and is directed towards the plasma facing components (PFC).
Unmitigated type-I ELMs are predicted to cause an unacceptable reduction of the PFC
lifetime in the ITER tokamak. Operational regimes without ELMs or with small ELMs
and methods to mitigate/suppress large type-I ELMs have been developed and applied in
various existing experiments. The risk posed by unmitigated ELMs and the uncertainties
in the applicability of ELM control methods have been translated to significant efforts in
understanding ELMs and their dynamics through experiments, theory, and simulations.
This thesis focuses on the latter.
The non-linear extended MHD code JOREK is used to simulate ELMs in ASDEX
Upgrade. In contrast to past simulation efforts, the modelling presented here does not
consider initial conditions which are unstable to ELMs. Using initially unstable pedestal
profiles makes it impossible to study ELMs in a predictive way because the ELM size will
depend on how unstable the initial profiles are. Stable initial conditions are considered,
and the pedestal is built-up with ad-hoc stationary diffusion coefficients and sources. The
simulated build-up represents a simplified approach with the main goal of understanding
the behaviour of the instabilities as a stability threshold is crossed. A more sophisticated
model for the pedestal build-up will be required for predictive simulations of ELMs, but
goes beyond the scope of the present work.
Simulations with sufficiently slow temperature pedestal evolution result in small, quasicontinuous, relaxations of the plasma edge which prevent the excitation of type-I ELMs.
These small relaxations show several qualitative similarities to the quasi-continuous exhaust (QCE) regime, which is a small/no-ELM scenario that might be an attractive
alternative for ITER. This is an encouraging finding that will be further studied in the
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future to verify whether quantitative agreement can be obtained. By increasing input
heating power the temperature pedestal evolution is accelerated.
At sufficiently large heating power, the small relaxations disappear and the pedestal
builds up and a type-I ELM is excited. The type-I ELM rapidly reduces the pressure
pedestal and expels roughly 11% of the stored energy. The pressure pedestal begins to
build-up again until a second ELM is excited; two further ELMs are then simulated. The
initial conditions of the seed perturbations are observed to influence the ELM behaviour.
The first simulated ELM is borne out of arbitrary seed perturbations, but the three
subsequent ELMs are borne out of seed perturbations that are consistent with the prior
occurrence of an ELM crash (as is the case in experimental conditions). The difference
in the seed perturbations cause the ELM size and duration to change (between the first
ELM and the other simulated ELMs), therefore highlighting the importance of multiELM simulations for predictive purposes. These spontaneous type-I ELMs are then
compared in detail to pellet-triggered ELMs. The triggered ELM simulations are obtained
from [S. Futatani et al Nuclear Fusion 61, 046043 (2021)] and were produced by using
the pedestal build-up established in this thesis. ELMs are triggered prematurely in the
build-up resulting in lower ELM sizes. However, it is observed that pellet-triggered ELMs
deposit their energy on a roughly 30% smaller area than spontaneous ELMs.
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Zusammenfassung

Das Hauptziel der magnetischen Einschlussfusion ist die kontrollierte Energieerzeugung
durch thermonukleare Reaktionen, die in ionisierten Plasmen bei extrem hohen Temperaturen auftreten (& 108 K). Der Tokamak ist eine achsensymmetrische toroidale Konfiguration, von der angenommen wird, dass sie dem Erreichen eines solchen Ziels am nächsten
kommt. Eine der verbleibenden Herausforderungen bei Tokamaks ist die zuverlässige
Kontrolle von Plasmainstabilitäten, die als Edge Localized Moden (ELMs) bezeichnet
werden. Diese Instabilitäten treten in der sogenannten High-Confinement-Mode (HMode) auf, die durch einen Druckpedestal zusammen mit einer großen Randstromdichte
gekennzeichnet ist. Der magnetische Einschluss, der verhindert, dass das heiße Plasma die
Materialwände berührt, wird wiederholt durch ELMs gestört. Infolgedessen wird Plasma
quasi periodisch aus dem magnetischen ,,Käfig” zu den Wand-Komponenten ausgestoßen.
Es wird vorausgesagt, dass uneingeschränkte Typ-I-ELMs eine inakzeptable Verringerung
der Wandlebensdauer im ITER-Tokamak verursachen. Betriebsregime ohne ELMs oder
mit kleinen ELMs und Methoden zur Abschwächung bzw. Unterdrückung großer Typ-IELMs wurden entwickelt und in verschiedenen bestehenden Experimenten angewendet.
Das Risiko unmitigierter ELMs und die Unsicherheiten in der Anwendbarkeit von ELMKontrollmethoden wurden durch Experimente, Theorie und Simulationen in erhebliche
Anstrengungen zum Verständnis von ELMs und ihrer Dynamik untersucht. Diese Arbeit
konzentriert sich auf die Dynamik von ELMs.
Der nichtlineare erweiterte MHD-Code JOREK wird verwendet, um ELMs in ASDEX Upgrade zu simulieren. Im Gegensatz zu früheren Simulationen beruhrt die hier
vorgestellte Modellierung nicht auf Anfangsbedingungen, die für ELMs instabil sind.
Die Verwendung von anfänglich instabilen Sockelprofilen macht es unmöglich, ELMs auf
prädiktive Weise zu untersuchen, da die ELM-Größe davon abhängt, wie instabil die
anfänglichen Profile sind. Es werden stabile Anfangsbedingungen verwendet, und der
Sockel wird mit stationären Diffusionskoeffizienten und -quellen ad-hoc aufgebaut. Der
simulierte Aufbau stellt einen vereinfachten Ansatz dar, mit dem Hauptziel, das Verhalten der Instabilitäten beim Überschreiten einer Stabilitätsschwelle zu verstehen. Für
prädiktive Simulationen von ELMs wird ein komplexeres Modell für den Sockelaufbau
benötigt, das jedoch über den Rahmen der vorliegenden Arbeit hinausgeht.
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Simulationen mit ausreichend langsamer Temperaturpedestaltwicklung führen zu kleinen,
quasi kontinuierlichen Relaxationen des Pedestals, die die Anregung von Typ-I-ELMs
verhindern. Diese kleinen Relaxationen weisen mehrere qualitative Ähnlichkeiten mit
dem QCE-Regime (Quasi-Continuous Exhaust) auf, bei dem es sich um ein Szenario mit
kleinen ELMs handelt, das für ITER eine attraktive Alternative darstellen könnte. Dies
ist eine ermutigende Erkenntnis, die in Zukunft weiter untersucht wird, um zu überprüfen,
ob eine quantitative Übereinstimmung mit dem Experiment erzielt werden kann. Durch
Erhöhen der Eingangsheizleistung wird die Entwicklung des Temperatursockels beschleunigt.
Bei ausreichend großer Heizleistung verschwinden die kleinen Relaxationen und der
Sockel baut sich auf bis ein Typ-I-ELM angeregt wird. Der Typ-I-ELM reduziert schnell
den Drucksockel und stößt ungefähr 11% der gespeicherten Energie aus. Der Drucksockel beginnt sich wieder aufzubauen, bis ein zweiter ELM angeregt wird. Anschließend
werden zwei weitere ELMs simuliert. Es wird beobachtet, dass die Anfangsbedingungen
der Keimstörungen das ELM-Verhalten beeinflussen. Der erste simulierte ELM wird aus
willkürlichen Keimstörungen getragen, aber die drei nachfolgenden ELMs entwickeln sich
aus Keimstörungen, die von dem vorherigen Auftreten eines ELMs stammen (wie dies
unter experimentellen Bedingungen der Fall ist). Der Unterschied in den Keimstörungen
führt dazu, dass sich die ELM-Größe und -Dauer ändern (zwischen dem ersten ELM
und den anderen simulierten ELMs), was die Bedeutung von Multi-ELM-Simulationen
für Vorhersagezwecke hervorhebt. Diese spontanen Typ-I-ELMs werden dann im Detail
mit Pellet-ausgelösten ELMs verglichen. Die Pellet-induzierten ELM-Simulationen kommen dabei aus [S. Futatani et al Nuclear Fusion 61, 046043 (2021)] und wurden unter
Verwendung des in dieser Arbeit erstellten simulationssetups berechnet. ELMs werden
im Aufbau vorzeitig ausgelöst, was zu geringeren ELM-Größen führt. Es wird jedoch
beobachtet, dass durch Pellets ausgelöste ELMs ihre Energie auf einer ungefähr 30%
kleineren Fläche ablagern als spontane ELMs.
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1 Introduction
1.1 General introduction
Nuclear fusion is the physical process that governs the merging of atomic nuclei and
the associated energy release. The energy and the atomic nuclei produced by stars is
a result of nuclear fusion reactions taking place in the stellar core. The idea behind
said process, now known as stellar nucleosynthesis, was first posed roughly 100 years
ago by Eddington [1]. The stellar core is constituted of hot (∼ 107 K ≡ 859 eV) and
dense (∼ 105 kg/m3 ) plasma, i.e., ionised gas displaying collective behaviour with
positively charged ions and negatively charged electrons that move independently
of each other. Achieving energy production through controlled nuclear fusion has
been pursued for the past ∼ 80 years. One of the leading approaches for such
endeavour takes advantage of the fact that charged particles remain helically bound
to a magnetic field line by the Lorentz force and is called magnetic confinement
fusion (MCF) [2].
Several devices have been conceptualised and developed for MCF, but fusing
deuterium and tritium in the tokamak (conceived in the 1950s by Russian physicists
Andrei Sakharov and Igor Tamm) is the closest to ‘breakeven’ at present; namely,
generating as much energy as is consumed. Deuterium, D, and tritium, T, are
isotopes of hydrogen with one and two neutrons, respectively. Their fusion reaction,
2

D+ + 3 T+ −→ 5 He+ −→ 4 He2+ + n + 17.6 MeV,

ultimately results in an α-particle (4 He2+ ) and a neutron, with a combined kinetic
energy of 17.6 MeV1 . The ratio of the energy produced through controlled D-T
nuclear fusion and the total power feeding energy to the device is called the fusion
power amplification factor (fusion Q-factor) Q = Pfusion /Ptotal [3]. At the moment,
not a single concept that attempts to generate energy through controlled nuclear
fusion has reached the breakeven point, Q = 1, in steady-state operation. Most
present-day devices operate with a pure D plasma because the 14.1 MeV neutron
produced by D − T fusion activates wall materials and complicates operation, and
also because T is an extremely scarce radioactive element which does not exist in
nature.
Achieving Q ≥ 1 is the main goal of the ITER tokamak, presently under construction in France; Q = 10 is estimated for ITER high-performance operation [4].
The heat produced by the ITER tokamak will not be turned into electricity. If
1

The α-particle has an energy of 3.5 MeV which, as a charged particle, can remain confined and heat
the plasma. The neutron holds the remaining energy.
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Figure 1.1: Toroidal geometry with minor radius (a), major radius (R0 ), and geometric
axis. The toroidal and poloidal angles, φ and θ respectively, are depicted.
Finally, a magnetic field line with q = 0.2, i.e., in 1 toroidal turn it makes 5
poloidal turns, is shown in dark red colour. The safety factor below unity is
not realistic; it is chosen for illustrative purposes only.

all the power requirements would be considered, and the energy lost in converting
heat into electricity, ITER would roughly reach net breakeven [5]. The tokamak
concept, and large-scale instabilities that could be deleterious for ITER, will be
introduced in this chapter. Finally, a few sentences describe the thesis structure.

1.2 The tokamak
Tokamaks are toroidal devices that confine plasma through adequately configured
near-axisymmetric magnetic fields. Figure 1.1 shows a torus and the definitions
of major radius (R0 ), minor radius (a), and geometric axis. The toroidal and
poloidal angles are also shown, and are denoted by φ and θ, respectively. The
strongest magnetic field in a tokamak is the toroidal magnetic field, Btor , but this
alone cannot produce a stable configuration. The magnetic fields necessary to hold
the plasma in equilibrium are generated by toroidal field coils, poloidal field coils,
vertical stability coils, and by the plasma current (Ip ). It is also possible to confine
plasma in an MCF device with Ip = 0; however, this requires non-axisymmetric,
i.e., 3D, coils to produce the magnetic fields required for stability. Such devices with
3D coils are called stellarators [6]. For tokamaks, the magnetic fields that confine
the plasma are wound around the torus; think of the protrusions of a screw as the
winding magnetic field lines. The dark red line in fig. 1.1 exemplifies a winding
magnetic field (B).
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The number of toroidal turns made by a magnetic field line per single poloidal
turn is called the safety factor, q. Small values of the safety factor relate to magnetic configurations which are unstable to current-driven macroscopic instabilities.
The meaning behind its name comes from the fact that this value must be above
2 at the edge of the confined plasma in order to maintain stability (to external
kink modes) [7]. At constant toroidal magnetic field strength, the safety factor decreases with increasing Ip . Therefore, it is not possible to operate a tokamak with
arbitrarily large plasma current due to the potential excitation of current-driven
instabilities, but it is also not possible to operate with Ip = 0. Another problem
related to the plasma current is that most of it is typically induced by a transformer coil in the centre of the torus and, therefore, it is intrinsically pulsed, which
represents an important problem for tokamak steady-state operation. Advanced
scenarios that use non-inductive current need to be developed for future fusion
power plants; in AUG an advanced scenario with & 90% non-inductive current
fraction has been transiently achieved [8].
For optimal energy production, the confined ion temperature has to be more
than ten times hotter than the stellar core (∼ 10 − 20 keV). However, due to
operational limits2 , the plasma density and pressure have to be significantly smaller
(∼ 10−7 kg/m3 and a few bar, respectively). Thanks to the confining magnetic
fields, the hot plasma mostly avoids contact with the material walls. Otherwise,
the plasma facing components (PFCs), which experience melting and/or erosion
at ‘small’ temperatures (electron temperatures above ∼ 10 eV) [10], would become
damaged. Such high temperatures at the plasma core are indeed routinely obtained
in several tokamak experiments worldwide. Albeit at more extreme circumstances,
the heat insulation provided by the magnetic fields is roughly 10 times better than
Styrofoam used for insulating buildings [3].
1.2.1 Transport and confinement
The good thermal insulation provided by the near-axisymmetric magnetic fields is
not perfect. Unfavourable outward heat and particle diffusion is present in tokamaks. The responsible mechanisms of such outward transport are classical, neoclassical, and turbulent transport. The latter makes up most of the heat and particle
radial transport in tokamaks and it is driven by gradients in the temperature and
density. Classical transport represents only a minor percentage (< 0.01%) of the
total heat and particle transport. It is calculated by considering Coulomb collisions
only in cylindrical geometry. Neoclassical transport results from Coulomb collisions
in the presence of a toroidal geometry, and it is greatly enhanced with respect to
classical transport. The relevant modifications due to the toroidal geometry are related to charged particles trapped to so-called banana trajectories shown in fig. 1.2:
2 and 3 [11].
2

The Greenwald density limit restricts the plasma density below nGW,[1020 m−3 ] = Ip,[MA] /(πa2 ), where
a is the tokamak minor radius in m [9].
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Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of the plasma confined in a diverted tokamak geometry with a single magnetic X-point. The magnetic field amplitude decreases
with increasing distance from the centre of the device. The device traps the
charged electrons and ions with magnetic fields. The particles describe helical
trajectories along the magnetic field lines 1 . Due to the inhomogeneous magnetic field, the charged particles can experience a magnetic mirror effect and
describe so-called banana trajectories 2 . Projected to a poloidal plane, the
banana trajectories describe a banana 3 . Figure reproduced form Ref. [12].

In addition to causing outward transport, neoclassical physics also causes modifications to the plasma resistivity, and, in the presence of pressure gradients, the
formation of a self-generated current, dubbed bootstrap current [13, 14]. A simplified, linear, relationship
between the pressure gradient and the bootstrap current
p
density is jbs ∝ r/R0 ∇p/Bpol , where r is the minor radius and Bpol is the poloidal
magnetic field [15]. The confined plasma has hotter temperatures and larger densities in the core, i.e., near the magnetic axis, than in the edge.
The characteristic time required for the plasma energy to become diffused away
(in the absence of external heating sources) by the above described mechanisms
is the energy confinement time, τE . In addition to adequate ionic core temperature and density, a sufficiently long energy confinement time (in the order of a few
seconds) is required for a feasible reactor [7]. It may be determined by the ratio
between the confined energy, W , and the rate of energy loss, PL ; in steady-state operation and without α-particle heating (most present-day devices operate with pure
deuterium), PL balances with the input heating power Pheat . In the early developments of tokamak physics (approximately up to the 1980s), the favourable relation
τE ∝ na2 (where a is the machine minor radius) was observed, but τE showed an
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unfavourable relation with increasing plasma temperature. Namely, as the heating power was increased, τE decreased because of the excitation of temperature
gradient-driven micro-instabilities [11, 16].
1.2.2 H-mode
Fortunately, a sudden increase in τE and in the core plasma density and temperature
was observed in 1982 in the ASDEX tokamak as the input heating power was
sufficiently increased. This increase in confinement was dubbed high confinement
mode, H-mode, in contrast to the previous state of ‘normal’ operation which later
became called low confinement mode, L-mode [17]. The improved confinement was
observed for the first time with a divertor (as shown in fig. 1.2), which was originally
installed to achieve appropriate exhaust of impurities, and with significant beam
heating, which provides both heating and torque input to the plasma. However,
the divertor geometry, which allowed for plasmas with lower impurity contents, is
not imperative to obtain H-mode conditions [18, 19], and nor is the torque input
from beam heating, which causes a toroidal acceleration of the plasma [20, 21].

Figure 1.3: Schematic representation of a plasma confined in a diverted tokamak geometry (left), and of the H-mode pedestal (right). Heat (and particles) are
transported out of the confined region, i.e., across the separatrix, mainly by
turbulent and neoclassical transport. The concepts of pedestal and edge transport barrier are also shown. Figure reproduced form Ref. [22].

During H-mode operation, a strong suppression of turbulent transport exists in
the plasma edge; specifically, in the last few centimeters of confined plasma. This
edge region is called the edge transport barrier (ETB), and it is shown in fig. 1.3
(right). Very large pressure gradients develop across the ETB, and a so-called
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pedestal is formed. The gradients in the rest of the confined plasma remain roughly
constant between L- and H-mode due to profile stiffness [23] and, as such, the
core pressure is rigidly increased with respect to L-mode core profiles. The core
pressure is effectively increased by the pedestal height (denoted by the orange arrow
in fig. 1.3). Associated to the large gradients that form in the edge of the confined
region, a strong neoclassical bootstrap current is also generated (not shown).

1.3 Macroscopic edge instabilities
Resulting from large pressure gradients and strong current densities in the edge
of the confined region, certain macroscopic instabilities can become excited. Two
edge localised instabilities are of particular importance for the work described in
this thesis. Large pressure gradients excite ballooning modes, which have short
wavelengths in the poloidal direction and are poloidally localised to the outboard
side of the plasma, called the Low Field Side (LFS). Additionally, large edge current
density (and gradient) can excite so-called external kink (peeling) modes, which have
longer wavelengths in the poloidal direction and are poloidally localised to the top
and bottom of the confined plasma. Using a Fourier representation to describe these
instabilities results in characteristic poloidal and toroidal mode numbers, m and n
respectively. The mode numbers can be related to the safety factor on the ‘rational
surfaces’ where modes are excited as q = m/n. Ballooning modes are characterised
by large toroidal mode numbers (n & 10), and peeling modes by low toroidal mode
numbers (n . 5). Under the right circumstances, these two instabilities can become
coupled and give rise to peeling-ballooning modes [24, 25].
1.3.1 Type-I edge localised modes (ELMs)
The coupled peeling-ballooning modes have successfully been used to theoretically
describe quasi-periodic events that take place under normal H-mode operation.
Said events have been called type-I edge localised modes, or ELMs3 [26]. Several
review papers on the topic can be found in Refs. [27–33]. Type-I ELMs cause
a significant reduction of the pedestal pressure and of the edge current density
in fast timescales (hundreds of µs) because plasma is ejected outwards from the
confined region. In these timescales, each type-I ELM expels roughly 5 − 15% of
the plasma stored energy. A large fraction of the expelled energy is directed towards
the divertor targets. The divertor heat loads associated to type-I ELMs are not
a cause for concern in present-day tokamaks. However, extrapolations to ITER
from an empirical scaling [34] indicate that high performance operation will very
likely suffer from unbearably large (i.e., beyond the acceptable ∼ 0.5 MJ/m2 for
ITER divertor materials [35]) ELM energy fluence to the divertor targets. As such,
producing realistic and, eventually, predictive simulations of type-I ELMs could
3
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provide insight into what experimental conditions would lead to tolerable divertor
heat loads.
Single ELM crash simulations have been performed with several codes, by using
initial equilibria that are unstable to peeling-ballooning modes, and are described
in chapter 3. However, an important requirement to produce realistic simulations
of type-I ELMs is to simulate ELM cycles and not single ELM crashes. The
reason is that the seed perturbations that give rise to a type-I ELM cannot be
self-consistently modelled if only one ELM crash is simulated [36]. In this work,
first simulations of type-I ELM cycles are presented, which have been published in
Ref. [37]. All simulations presented in this thesis have been performed with the
JOREK code, which is described in the next chapter. Indeed, the importance of
considering multiple ELMs is highlighted by noting that the first simulated ELM
crash is different from the subsequent, self-similar, ELMs.
1.3.2 ELM control and small/no ELM regimes
Achieving reliable H-mode operation in the absence of large type-I ELMs is possible
by applying mitigation or suppression schemes, or by operating in small/no ELM
regimes. Examples of the latter include Quiescent H-mode (QH-mode), I-mode,
enhanced D-alpha H-mode (EDA H-mode), grassy ELMs, and quasi-continuous
exhaust regime (QCE regime) [38]. An incomplete list of mitigation or suppression
schemes includes the application of magnetic perturbation (MP) coils to modify
the pedestal structure, and the excitation of ELMs at frequencies larger than the
natural ELM frequency by vertical kicks or cryogenic pellet injection [39]. However,
such regimes have been sustained only in limited operational spaces, and it remains
uncertain whether ITER will be able to achieve the small/no ELM regimes or to
adequately suppress/mitigate ELMs. Therefore, it is of interest to validate existing
codes against experiments and to predictively assess which schemes could work for
ITER.
The QCE regime (previously referred to as type-II ELMs or, more generically,
small ELMs), appears in ASDEX Upgrade (AUG) and in the tokamak à configuration variable (TCV) with a magnetic configuration featuring high triangularity
and closeness to double null together with a high separatrix density [41]. Triangularity is defined as δ = (du + dl )/2a, where du,l are depicted in fig. 1.4; closeness
to double null is described by a small separation between primary and secondary
separatrices4 measured at the outer midplane, ∆rsep .
A quasi-continuous regulation of the pedestal is present during the QCE regime,
such that no type-I ELMs appear. The mechanism(s) that stop the plasma from
exhibiting type-I ELMs are not yet entirely clear. Ballooning modes localised near
the separatrix are thought to be responsible [42]. In this thesis, simulations with
remarkably similar features as those characteristic of the QCE regime are reported.
In said simulations, resistive peeling-ballooning modes localised very near the sepa4

Unless specified otherwise, separatrix refers to the primary separatrix.
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du

2b

dl
2a

∆rsep

Figure 1.4: Magnetic equilibrium from an AUG discharge with a configuration close to
double null. The concepts of geometric and magnetic axis, first and second
separatrix, lower and upper triangularity (δl = dl /a and δu = du /a, respectively), elongation (κ = b/a), and the distance between the two separatrices
at the outer midplane (∆rsep ) are depicted. Figure reproduced form Ref. [40].

ratrix are present. These modes increase and decrease in amplitude without a clear
periodic behaviour, and are identified as the responsible mechanism for regulating
the pedestal below type-I ELM unstable conditions. Qualitatively similar to experiments, increasing the heating power in the simulations stabilises the resistive
peeling-ballooning modes and type-I ELMs become excited.
Finally, pellet-ELM triggering, one of the ELM mitigation methods mentioned
above, is also investigated in this work. Deuterium pellets of two different sizes are
injected at different time points during the simulated pedestal build-up, but before
an ELM crash spontaneously appears. It is then possible to compare the pellettriggered ELMs to the spontaneous ELM in terms of the dominant perturbations
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and non-linear dynamics. Using this approach, the pellet-ELM triggering lag-time
observed experimentally in metal walled tokamaks5 was obtained in simulations for
the first time [45]. The comparison of the simulated pellet-triggered ELMs and
spontaneous ELMs is presented in Chapter 6, and has been submitted to Plasma
Physics and Controlled Fusion. A corresponding pre-print can be found in Ref. [46].

1.4 Thesis structure
This thesis is organised as follows. The second chapter describes magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) theory and the JOREK code which is used to produce all the
simulations presented in this thesis. Chapter 3 presents relevant experimental findings and previous modelling work.
Simulations of peeling-ballooning modes that constantly regulate the pedestal
below a type-I ELM unstable condition, i.e., small ELMs, are shown in Chapter 4.
Thereafter, Chapter 5 presents published results of type-I ELM cycles simulated
with JOREK by enforcing the pedestal build-up (from Ref. [37]). A comparison
between spontaneous type-I ELMs and ELMs triggered by cryogenic deuterium
pellet injection is presented in Chapter 6. Finally, conclusions and plans for future
work are provided in Chapter 7.

5

After an ELM crash, a finite amount of time has to pass in order to trigger an ELM through pellet injection. This is the pellet-ELM triggering lag-time, which has been observed in metal-walled tokamaks,
but not with carbon walls [43, 44].
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All simulations presented in this work are performed with the reduced MHD model
within the JOREK code [47–50]. This chapter is devoted to describing the assumptions that need to be made in order to arrive at the reduced MHD equations.
First, in section 2.1 the derivation of the single fluid MHD equations is described.
Section 2.2 is devoted to the specific case of tokamak devices and the different
simplifications that can be made to MHD in order to describe specific features
of plasmas inside tokamaks. Different instabilities that may arise in the edge of
tokamak plasmas are described in section 2.3. Finally, section 2.4 details the main
characteristics of the JOREK code.

2.1 Derivation of magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) equations
This section roughly follows Refs. [15, 51–54]. The most detailed description of
plasma dynamics comes from the Boltzmann equation applied to each species
present in the plasma (ions and electrons). The Boltzmann equation describes
the time-evolving probability distribution function fα of the species α. It states
that in the absence of collisions between particles, the total time derivative of fα
is zero. The probability distribution function is a function of time, position, and
velocity: fα = f (t, x, u). Using the chain rule, Boltzmann equation becomes


dfα
∂fα
∂fα
Fα ∂fα
∂fα
.
(2.1)
=
+u·
+
·
=
dt
∂t
∂x
mα ∂u
∂t collisions
In the equation above, the force acting on a given particle of species α is the
Lorentz force, Fα = qα (E + u × B) where qα is the electric charge of said species.
For magnetic confinement fusion (MCF), the gravitational force is neglected because
it is much weaker than the electromagnetic forces. The above equation is only valid
in spatial scales larger than the gradient scale lengths and longer than the Debye
length λD , i.e., scales where the long-range electrostatic interaction between single
particles is shielded by the surrounding oppositely charged particles.
Other than the collision operator in eqn. (2.1), the expressions for E and B are
required to form a closed system of equations. The latter come from Maxwell’s equations (2.2)-(2.5), where σ is the volumetric charge density, J the current density,
and c, ε0 and µ0 are the speed of light, permittivity and magnetic permeability in
vacuum, respectively. Ionised plasmas of interest to MCF are quasi-neutral, which
means that σ = 0 for any volume greater than a Debye sphere. The temporal
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variations to the electric field in Ampère’s law, eqn. (2.5), may be neglected for
non-relativistic plasmas [55].
∇ · E = σ/ε0 = 0,
∇ · B = 0,
∂B
,
∇×E =
∂t
1 ∂E
∇ × B = µ0 J + 2
= µ0 J .
c ∂t

(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)
(2.5)

Numerical solutions for these coupled equations (eqns. (2.1)-(2.5)) applied to
MCF plasma carry significant computational cost. Therefore, reducing the system
of equations (while at the same time understanding the physical effects that are
being neglected) leads to models which appropriately describe certain aspects of
the physical processes involved, and which carry less computational expenses.
In order to study large-scale phenomena taking place in MCF devices, it is useful
to reduce the above system of equations to a ‘fluid’ model. To do so, the system
is formulated in terms of moments of the Boltzmann equation, i.e., multiplying
eqn. (2.1) by different powers of uα : (1, mα uα , mα u2α , . . . ) and integrating over the
entire velocity space. Such approximation is valid as long as the reduced model
considers
• time scales which are long with respect to microscopic particle motion (inverse collision frequencies, inverse electron plasma frequency, inverse electron
cyclotron frequency), and
• spatial scales which are larger than λD and larger than the gradient scale
length.
The three lowest order moments of the distribution function are the number
density, nα , the fluid velocity, vα , and the pressure tensor, P α , of species α. The
expressions for these three quantities are shown below.
Z

f α d3 u α
Z
1
vα =
f α u α d3 u α
n
Zα
P α = mα fα (uα − vα ) ⊗ (uα − vα )d3 uα
nα =

In terms of the quantities defined above, taking the zeroth moment of eqn. (2.1)
results in the continuity equation (2.6), where ρα = mα nα is the mass density of
species α, and describes the conservation of particles in the absence of diffusion,
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sources and sinks. However, knowledge of the species’ fluid velocity to form a closed
system of equations. Similarly, taking the first moment of eqn. (2.1) results in the
momentum conservation equation (2.7), where qα is the electric charge, σα = qα nα
is the charge density, Jα = qα nα vα is the current density of species α, and Rα is the
friction coefficient that comes from the collision term. But knowledge of the species’
pressure tensor is needed to close the system of equations. Finally, eqn. (2.8) is
obtained by taking the second moment of the Boltzmann equation, and it is the
energy density equation for the fluid of species α. The heat flux density is qα , and
the energy exchange between species is denoted by Q∆α .
∂ρα
+ ∇ · (ρα vα ) = 0
(2.6)
∂t
∂(ρα vα )
+ ∇ · (ρα vα ⊗ vα ) + ∇ · P α − σα E − Jα × B = Rα
(2.7)
∂t
∂(ρα εα )
+ ∇ · (ρα vα εα ) + ∇ · qα + ∇ · (P α · vα ) − σα E · vα = Rα · vα + Q∆α
∂t
(2.8)
The heat flux density, appearing in eqn. (2.8), is a third order moment of the
distribution function of species α. An equation describing the heat flux density is
required in order to close the system. Such equation could be obtained by taking the
third order moment of eqn. (2.1), but a similar problem would arise. Namely, the
equation for the nth moment of fα requires knowledge of the nth + 1 moment. This
is known as the closure problem (see, for example, [54]). The closure problem makes
it impossible to find a closed system of equations by only considering the solutions
of the higher order moments of fα . An appropriate closure should be determined
to solve this problem. Different closures are sensible for different problems. In this
thesis, the adiabatic pressure close will be used.
Considering eqns. (2.6)-(2.8) separately for ions and electrons leads to the twofluid model. For the two-fluid model, the friction coefficients are Ri = −Re = R,
and the energy exchange terms satisfy Q∆i + Q∆e = 0. It is possible to further simplify the system by considering a single fluid model. To do so, the two-fluid equations are combined. The single fluid is described by the mass density ρ = ρi + ρe ,
momentum ρv = ρi vi + ρe ve , charge density σ = qi ni + qe ne , current density
J = qi ni vi − qe ne ve , and by the pressure tensor P = P i + P e . The latter may be
decomposed into the isotropic pressure p = pi + pe and the stress tensor Π = Πi + Πe ,
where Πα = P α − pα I, and I is the identity tensor.
To arrive at the single fluid equations, first the continuity equations of the ions
and electrons are summed. The same is done for the momentum equations. The
system is simplified by noting that the ion mass is much larger than the electron
mass, and neglecting terms of O(me /mi ). The resulting single fluid continuity
and momentum equations are eqns. (2.9) and (2.10), where the pressure tensor is
divided into the isotropic pressure tensor and the stress tensor.
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∂ρ
+ ∇ · (ρv) = 0
∂t
∂v
ρ
+ ρv · ∇v + ∇p = J × B − ∇ · Π
∂t

(2.9)
(2.10)

Given that plasmas in MCF behave roughly like an ideal gas, the adiabatic pressure equation is often used to close the single fluid MHD equations [54]. The adiabatic pressure equation is eqn. (2.11), where γ = 5/3 is the ratio of specific heats
for ideal gases. Note that eqn. (2.11) only provides a closure for the isotropic component of the pressure tensor. There are also different closures for the anisotropic
component of P . The choice used in JOREK will be addressed in section 2.4. Using
the adiabatic pressure equation means that eqn. 2.8 does not have to be solved to
close the system. The pressure equation may also be expressed as an equation for
the single fluid temperature, T = Ti + Te , since the single fluid pressure is p = ρT .

 
d
p
=0
dt ργ
∂p
+ v · ∇p + γp∇ · v = 0
∂t

(2.11)

The coupling between the fluid dynamics and the electromagnetic fields is obtained through Ohm’s law, eqn. (2.12), where η is the plasma resistivity.

E = ηJ − v × B

(2.12)

The single fluid MHD model is then defined by the set of equations below,
eqns. (2.13)-(2.19), which are commonly referred to as full MHD. For realistic tokamak conditions, the full MHD equations may be solved numerically by various
non-linear MHD codes, e.g., JOREK [56], NIMROD [57], and MEGA [58]. Nevertheless, depending on the problem being considered it may be possible to make
certain reductions to the full MHD equations without loosing physical insight. One
of these reductions in particular will be described in section 2.2.4. The terms in
blue are restricted to the so-called resistive MHD. The terms in black describe ideal
MHD, which is further described in section 2.2.2.
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∂ρ
+ ∇ · (ρv) = 0
∂t
∂v
ρ
+ ρv · ∇v + ∇p = J × B − ∇ · Π
∂t
∂p
+ v · ∇p + γp∇ · v = 0
∂t
∂B
∇×E =
∂t
E = ηJ − v × B
∇ × B = µ0 J
∇·B =0

(2.13)
(2.14)
(2.15)
(2.16)
(2.17)
(2.18)
(2.19)

The next section describes the application of the above equations to tokamak
plasma physics. Single fluid MHD codes devoted to studying tokamaks frequently
go beyond the single fluid MHD equations defined above. Some of the extensions
to said equations that are used in the JOREK code are described in section 2.4.

2.2 MHD for magnetic confinement
This section deals with the application of single fluid MHD to describe the behaviour
of plasma inside tokamak devices. An appropriate coordinate system is detailed
in 2.2.1. Later, section 2.2.2 describes ideal MHD and the frozen-in flux condition.
Section 2.2.3 describes the well-known Grad-Shafranov equilibrium equation. Reduced and extended MHD are described in sections 2.2.4 and 2.2.5, respectively.
Finally, section 2.2.6 describes physical effects that are missing from MHD as well
as the region of validity of MHD (in terms of spatial and temporal scales).
2.2.1 Coordinate system
There exist many coordinate systems that are adequate for the study of plasma
behaviour inside tokamak devices. For the purpose of this work, cylindrical coordinates (R, Z, φ) will be used and are shown in fig. 2.1. Toroidal and poloidal planes
are parallel to the R − φ and R − Z planes, respectively. A Cartesian vector in
this coordinate system is r = (R cos φ, R sin φ, Z), and the unit vectors are
R̂ = dr/dR/|dr/dR| = (cos φ, sin φ, 0),
Ẑ = dr/dZ/|dr/dZ| = (0, 0, 1), and
φ̂ = dr/dφ/|dr/dφ| = (− sin φ, cos φ, 0).
For the most part, the toroidal magnetic field Btor in tokamaks is produced by
a set of toroidal field coils, and it can be described as Btor = Btor φ̂. The poloidal
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Figure 2.1: Cylindrical coordinates (R, Z, φ) in toroidal geometry. Planes that are parallel to the R−φ plane are called toroidal planes and planes that are orthogonal
to φ̂ are called poloidal planes.

magnetic field Bpol is generated by an electric current flowing along the toroidal
direction and by poloidal field coils. The poloidal magnetic field can be described
as Bpol = BR R̂ + BZ Ẑ.
The flux of the magnetic field across a surface that lies on the toroidal plane (Spol
in fig. 2.2) is called the poloidal magnetic flux ψ, and it is defined as eqn. (2.20) for
the tokamak geometry. Surfaces with a constant poloidal magnetic flux are called
flux surfaces. Closed flux surfaces are found inside the confined region, and open
flux surfaces are found outside the confined region. The Last Closed Flux Surface
(LCFS) is called the separatrix. The poloidal flux ψ is regularly used as a radial
coordinate because (when properly normalised) it is equal to 0 at the magnetic axis
and equal to 1 at the separatrix.

Z
B · dS

Ψ=
Spol

1
ψ(R, Z) = − Ψ = −
2π

Z

R

B(R, Z) · ẐRdR

(2.20)

0

The equation for the poloidal magnetic flux may be used to express BZ in terms
of ψ by the fundamental theorem of calculus. An expression for BR in terms of ψ
can also be found by considering ∇ · B = 0 and the axial symmetry with respect
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Figure 2.2: The magnetic flux through the surface Spol is called the poloidal magnetic
flux, and it is used as a radial coordinate.

to the toroidal direction, i.e., ∂φ = 0. The equations for BR and BZ are
1
∂Z ψ(R, Z)R̂
R
1
BZ (R, Z) = − ∂R ψ(R, Z)Ẑ
R

BR (R, Z) =

A compact way to describe the magnetic field for toroidal geometry then is
B = ∇ψ × ∇φ + F ∇φ,

(2.21)

where F is a function that can be used to describe the toroidal magnetic field, i.e.,
Bφ = F/Rφ̂. One important feature of such systems is that B · ∇ψ = 0, which
means that the magnetic field lines lie on surfaces of constant flux ψ.
The magnetic vector potential is directly related to the magnetic flux. To show
this, the total magnetic field is written with the magnetic vector potential: B = ∇ × A.
Using the expression for the curl and, as done above, considering ∂φ = 0, the magnetic field is
1
1
∇ × A = (− ∂φ AZ + ∂Z Aφ )R̂ + (−∂R (RAφ ) + ∂φ AR )Ẑ + (−∂Z AR + ∂R AZ )φ̂
R
R
1
= ∂Z Aφ R̂ − ∂R (RAφ )Ẑ + (−∂Z AR + ∂R AZ )φ̂.
R
Considering only the poloidal component, a direct relation between ψ and the
toroidal component of the vector potential is defined with eqn. (2.22).
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1
1
∂Z (RAφ )R̂ − ∂R (RAφ )Ẑ
R
R
ψ = RAφ

(∇ × A)pol =

(2.22)

2.2.2 Ideal MHD – infinitely conducting plasma
Achieving a plasma configuration which is in equilibrium and stable is a fundamental requirement for a fusion reactor. The full MHD equations can be simplified
to study what properties need to be satisfied in order to produce stable plasma
configurations. This is the realm of ideal MHD, which assumes the plasma to be
an infinitely conducting fluid, i.e., zero resistivity, which modifies Ohm’s law to
E = −v × B.
The assumption of zero resistivity is motivated by the fact that MCF plasmas are
extremely good electrical conductors. Ideal MHD further neglects the stress tensor
in the single fluid momentum eqn. (2.14).
An important feature of the ideal MHD model is that it forbids certain physical
processes to take place. In particular, the magnetic flux across any surface S
(moving with the plasma at a velocity v),
Z
Ψ=
B · dS,
S

must be conserved at all times. This is called the frozen-in flux condition. A simple
proof of the frozen-in flux condition is detailed below.
The temporal change of the magnetic flux across the surface S is comprised of
two parts. First from the change of the magnetic field in time (∂t B), and second
from the change of the contour of the co-moving surface ∂S in a time dt (v × dl,
where dl is an element of ∂S). The equation for the change of the magnetic flux is
=−(v×B)·dl

dΨ
=
dt

Z
S

∂B
· dS +
∂t

I

z
}|
{
B · (v × dl) .

∂S

Using Ampére’s law (eqn. (2.18)) for the first term in the right hand side to express
it in terms of the electric field, and Stokes theorem for the second term to express
it as a surface integral,
Z
Z
dΨ
=
−∇ × E · dS −
∇ × (v × B) · dS.
dt
S
S
Finally, considering the ideal MHD Ohm’s law, the change in flux is shown to be
zero,
Z
dΨ
(
=− ∇× (
E(+(v(×(B · dS = 0.
dt
S
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The flux conservation implies that physical phenomena that break magnetic field
lines, i.e., magnetic reconnection, cannot be described by ideal MHD. However, such
physical processes (tearing modes, sawtooth crashes, and edge localised modes) are
ubiquitous to magnetically confined plasma, and a model that allows magnetic
reconnection is required to study them. One such model is resistive MHD, which
will be further described in 2.2.4. Ideal MHD will be mentioned again in section 2.3
since it is commonly used as a powerful tool to assess whether the plasma is stable
against certain (ideal) instabilities.

2.2.3 Plasma equilibrium – Grad-Shafranov equation
An extremely valuable application of ideal MHD is related to MHD equilibria.
The MHD equilibrium equations arise by considering time-independent ideal MHD
equations with static conditions (v = 0). This results in a modified momentum
equation,
∇p = J × B,

(2.23)

the divergence-less magnetic field (eqn. (2.19)), and the regular Ampére’s law
(eqn. (2.18)). Equation (2.23) essentially means that in order to obtain magnetohydrodynamic equilibrium it is necessary to balance the pressure gradient force
and the magnetic force J × B. Equation (2.23) is aptly named the static force balance equation. Expressing the force balance equation for the tokamak case results
in the well-known Grad-Shafranov equation [59, 60].
The magnetic field and the current density may be written as
B = Bpol + Bφ φ̂ = ∇ × A,


µ0 J = µ0 Jpol + jφ φ̂ = ∇ × B.
We previously showed that the toroidal component of the magnetic vector potential
is related to the magnetic flux by eqn. (2.22) (ψ = RAφ ). Similarly, a scalar function
F related to the toroidal magnetic field (F = RBφ ) can be used to express the
poloidal current density. Therefore, the following expressions of magnetic field and
current density may be used.
B = Bpol + Bφ φ̂ = ∇ψ × ∇φ + Bφ φ̂,


µ0 J = µ0 Jpol + jφ φ̂ = ∇F × ∇φ + µ0 jφ φ̂.
And substituting these expressions into the static force balance equation, and using
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the vector identity A × (B × C) = B(A · C) − C(A · B) leads to
∇p = Jpol × Bφ + Jφ × Bpol
= −Bφ × (∇F/µ0 × ∇φ) + Jφ × (∇ψ × ∇φ)



 0 ) + ∇ψ(Jφ · ∇φ) − ∇φ(jφ
= −∇F/µ0 (Bφ · ∇φ) + ∇φ(Bφ
φ̂ 
· ∇F/µ
φ̂ 
· ∇ψ)
Bφ
jφ
=−
∇F + ∇ψ.
(2.24)
µ0 R
R


From eqn. (2.23), it can be seen that B · ∇p = 0, which means that pressure is
a flux function, i.e., p = p(ψ). Similarly, J · ∇p = (∇p × ∇F ) · ∇φ = 0 means
that F = F (ψ) is also a flux function. Consequently, ∇F (ψ) = dF/dψ∇ψ and
∇p(ψ) = dp/dψ∇ψ and, therefore, eqn. (2.24) then may be expressed as
dp
F dF
jφ
∇ψ = −
∇ψ + ∇ψ.
2
dψ
µ0 R dψ
R
The above equation may be written purely in terms of p, F , and ψ by making
use of Ampére’s law to write the toroidal current density in terms of ψ. To do so,
it is necessary to insert B = (BR , BZ , Bφ ) into the toroidal component of Ampère’s
law,
µ0 jφ = ∂R BZ − ∂Z BR


= ∂Z −R−1 ∂Z ψ − ∂R R−1 ∂R ψ


= −R−1 ∂Z2 + R∂R R−1 ∂R ψ
= −R−1 ∆∗ ψ.
Where the ∆∗ operator corresponds to the Grad-Shafranov differential operator,
and it is defined as ∆∗ = R2 ∇ · (R−2 ∇⊥ ), where ∇⊥ = R̂∂R + Ẑ∂Z is the gradient
in the poloidal plane. Hence the toroidal current can be written as
Jφ = −

1
∆∗ ψ φ̂.
µ0 R

And the force balance equation can then be written as
µ0 R 2

dp
dF
+F
+ ∆∗ ψ = 0,
dψ
dψ

which is called the Grad-Shafranov equation.
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2.2.4 Reduced MHD
As it was mentioned at the end of section 2.1, solving the full MHD equations
for realistic tokamak conditions is a costly endeavour. Ideal MHD reduces the
complexity of the full MHD equations, and it is an excellent tool to study the
equilibrium and stability of plasma. However, the assumption made of zero plasma
resistivity is not realistic even though it is very small in MCF plasmas. Mainly
because introducing resistivity permits magnetic reconnection to take place. In
order to consider a resistive plasma and, at the same time, reduce the system of
equations, reduced MHD models have been developed [53, 61, 62]. Reduced MHD
simplifies the system of equations by eliminating the fast magnetosonic wave from
the system. This may be done with an ordering-based approach, or with an ansatzbased approach. The reduced MHD model used in the JOREK code relies on the
latter and, therefore, it will be expanded upon in this section. A detailed description
of the reduced MHD model implemented in JOREK may be found in section 2 of
Ref. [50].
The ansatz-based reduced MHD considers two ansatzes. Firstly by considering
the toroidal component of the magnetic field to be fixed in time. This choice removes one variable from the full MHD system of equations which, by itself, reduces
the complexity of the problem. A stationary toroidal magnetic field also eliminates the fast magnetosonic waves from the system, which reduces the fastest time
scale in the system. This choice, however, limits the applicability of reduced MHD.
For instance, internal kink modes at non-zero pressure cannot be realistically described [56, 63]. The magnetic field may then be expressed by replacing the scalar
variable F of eqn. (2.21) with a constant F0
B = ∇ψ × ∇φ + F0 ∇φ.

(2.26)

The constant for the toroidal magnetic field is F0 = Baxis Raxis . This ansatz obviously restricts the time-varying magnetic vector potential to A = ψ∇φ since any
time-varying radial or vertical component of A would lead to a time-varying Bφ .
It does not, however, mean that poloidal currents are completely dropped. Only
their effect onto the toroidal magnetic field is neglected.
The second ansatz for the reduced MHD model in question deals with the plasma
velocity. From Faraday’s law, the electric field may be expressed as
E = −∇Φ − ∂t A.
Introducing the first ansatz into the above expression means that the electric field
is constrained to be
E = −∇Φ − ∂t ψ φ̂.
Substituting the electric field by using Ohm’s law but neglecting resistivity, and
taking the cross product with ∇φ, the following expression is obtained




(v × B) × ∇φ = ∇Φ × ∇φ + ∂t ψ
∇φ
× φ̂.
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Considering the velocity as v = vpol + vk B, the above equation can be rewritten as
(vpol × Bφ ) × ∇φ = ∇Φ × ∇φ,
(vpol × (F0 ∇φ)) × ∇φ = ∇Φ × ∇φ,
2
: F0 R





−(vpol (
∇φ
· F0 ∇φ) − F0 ∇φ(
∇φ
· vpol
)) = ∇Φ × ∇φ,


vpol = −R2 ∇u × ∇φ,

where u = Φ/F0 . The resulting ansatz for the velocity, which must then be substituted into the full MHD equations, is then
v = −R2 ∇u × ∇φ + vk B.

(2.27)

The reduced MHD model described here is obtained by substituting eqns. (2.26)
and (2.27) into the full MHD equations ((2.13)-(2.19)), as shown in detail in
Ref. [52].
2.2.5 Extended MHD
The ansatz for the velocity in reduced MHD (eqn (2.27)) can be more intuitively
understood as assigning the fluid velocity to the plasma ExB velocity (vExB = E×B
)
B2
together with the velocity along the magnetic field lines, i.e., v = vExB + vk B. This
velocity expression may be modified to include other relevant effects. For instance,
it is possible to consider the two-fluid effect of diamagnetic drifts1 by expressing
the ion velocity as
ion diamagnetic velocity

z
vi = −R2 ∇u × ∇φ −

∗

2

}|

{

δ R
∇pi × ∇φ +vk B,
ρ

(2.28)

where ρ is the plasma density, ∇pi is the ion pressure, and the diamagnetic coefficient δ ∗ = mi /(eF0 ) with mi the ion mass and e the fundamental electric charge.
The diamagnetic drift is a fluid drift and not a guiding centre drift, meaning that
particles are not actually displaced by it. In the H-mode pedestal, the pressure
gradient is large, and the pressure gradient-driven diamagnetic drift becomes comparable in amplitude to the vExB drift. Therefore, it must be considered. In the
H-mode pedestal, the Er (which directly sets the ExB velocity) is described by a
large well that is roughly proportional to (eni )−1 ∇pi due to neutral friction losses
(for more details, the reader is directed to section 2.2.1 in Ref. [64]). In the reduced
MHD JOREK model, the radial electric field well in the pedestal region is obtained
only when diamagnetic effects are included.
1

The name ‘diamagnetic’ comes from the fact that the electrical current associated to the ion and electron
diamagnetic velocities, j ∗ ≡ −en(ve∗ − vi∗ ) = −(∇p × B)/B 2 , acts to reduce the magnetic field. The
ion diamagnetic velocity, vi∗ , is roughly equal, but opposite, to the electron diamagnetic velocity, ve∗ .
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Other terms may be further included in the ansatz for the velocity. Neoclassical
flows, or the polarisation drift, for instance, may be included in this way. For the
purpose of this work, the only additional term considered in the velocity ansatz is
the ion diamagnetic velocity. It has been observed in previous work that neglecting
diamagnetic effects does not allow to recover cyclical dynamics of (unrealistically
high repetition frequency) ELMs [65]. The work detailed in this thesis shows that
including the diamagnetic effects allows to simulate type-I ELM cycles when fully
realistic plasma parameters are taken into consideration [37].
Another important physical effect that takes place in the pedestal of H-mode
plasmas is the temporal evolution of the edge bootstrap current density. This is
a neoclassical effect that occurs due to inhomogeneous density, temperature, and
pressure profiles in toroidal geometry [11]. Taking Faraday’s law (eqn. (2.16)), it is
possible to write
E = −∇Φ − ∂t ψ φ̂ + αL ∇φ,
where αL is a loop voltage that may be freely introduced since ∇ × (αL ∇φ) = 0.
Introducing Ohm’s law (eqn. (2.17)) leads to
ηJ − v × B = −∇Φ − ∂t ψ φ̂ + αL ∇φ,
ηJ − F0 ∇pol u − R [ψ, u] ∇ψ = −∇Φ − ∂t ψ φ̂ + αL ∇φ,

(2.29)

where the v × B term, expressed with the Poisson bracket [A, B] = ∇ψ · (∇A × ∇B),
is given by
v × B = (−R2 ∇u × ∇φ) × (∇ψ × ∇φ + F0 ∇φ),
= −R2 (∇u × ∇φ) × (∇ψ × ∇φ) + F0 R2 ∇φ × (∇u × ∇φ),





(
(
(
2
(
( · ∇φ − ∇φ (∇u × ∇φ) · ∇ψ
(∇φ)
(∇u
= −R ∇ψ (
((×
+ F0 ∇u − R2 F0 ∇φ(∇φ · ∇u),


2
= R ∇φ (∇ψ × ∇u) · ∇φ + F0 ∇u − F0 φ̂(φ̂ · ∇u)
|
{z
}
=F0 ∇pol u

v × B = F0 ∇pol u + R [ψ, u] ∇φ.
Rearranging eqn. (2.29), expressing the electrostatic potential as Φ = F0 u, substituting the loop voltage term with a current source term (J0 = αL /η∇φ), and
considering only the toroidal component leads to the following expression for the
induction equation
∂t ψ = R [ψ, u] − η(jφ − jφ,0 ) − F0 ∂φ u.

(2.30)

The current density source term may then be used to maintain an approximately
constant current profile. In a tokamak plasma there are density, temperature, and
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pressure gradients. These gradients in toroidal geometry produce a bootstrap current density, such that the confined plasma current density always has a component
related to said bootstrap current density and an Ohmic component (jφ = jΩ + jbs ).
If density, temperature, and pressure gradients are varying in time, it is evidently
necessary to account for the corresponding variation in the bootstrap current density. In order to consider this dynamical effect, it is possible to change the bootstrap
contribution to the current density source term, i.e., jφ,0 (t) = jΩ,0 + jbs,0 (t). An appropriate expression for the time-evolving bootstrap current density contribution
to the source term can be inexpensively obtained through analytical expressions
that have been fitted to results from kinetic simulations, e.g., the Sauter equations [66, 67].
There are several further extensions that can be implemented to the single fluid
full (or reduced) MHD equations. For example, physics of radiation, energetic
particles, turbulent and neoclassical transport, finite Larmor radius effects, plasmawall interactions, among others may be included with varying levels of detail.
2.2.6 What else is missing in MHD?
The main mechanisms that cause heat and particle fluxes across closed magnetic
field lines are turbulent and neoclassical transport. In fact, the density and temperature gradients measured in the confined plasma are a direct consequence of
the balance between said transport mechanisms and the heat and particle sources.
The H-mode pedestal region is more complicated because ion-scale turbulence is
largely suppressed in the pedestal region and because the ionisation of neutrals
takes place in this region. Therefore, the ion (density and temperature) gradients
are determined by the remnant ion-scale turbulent transport, neoclassical transport, and the sources. The electron gradients are still mostly determined by the
electron-scale turbulence, neoclassical transport (which is less significant for electrons than for ions), and the sources. Ultimately, however, the pedestal gradients
cannot grow unconstrained because large-scale MHD instabilities (typically ELMs)
become excited and cause a relaxation of the pedestal region.
In order to directly account for turbulent and neoclassical transport in the entire
confined region, it would be necessary to run expensive simulations that consider the
dynamical effect of micro-instabilities. Similarly, to properly consider the sources,
in particular the particle source, a kinetic treatment is required for the neutral
particles. However, it is very computationally expensive to run such simulations
for the time-scales relevant to type-I ELM cycles (∼ 10 ms). A common approach
to circumvent this problem is to introduce ad hoc heat and particle diffusion coefficients that cause heat and particle fluxes across magnetic flux surfaces, which
mimic the unresolved turbulent and neoclassical transport channels, and simplified
source terms. To include the ad hoc diffusion and sources, ∇ · (D⊥ ∇⊥ ρ) + Sρ and
∇ · (κ⊥ ∇⊥ T ) + Sp are added to the right hand sides of eqns. (2.13) and (2.15),
respectively. For H-mode plasmas, the diffusion coefficients D⊥ and κ⊥ depend on
the radial location ψ. In particular, they are characterised by a well (edge trans-
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port barrier) in the pedestal region, in order to represent the strong suppression
of ion-scale turbulence. Heat transport along magnetic field lines is also present in
tokamaks, and it is a very fast process for both ions and electrons because they are
free to move along, but not across, magnetic field lines. This discrepancy between
the parallel and perpendicular particle dynamics leads to an important anisotropy
in the heat diffusion coefficients, κk /κ⊥ ∼ 108 . . . 1010 . The parallel heat diffusion
coefficient is temperature dependent and it follows the T 5/2 Spitzer-Härm dependency [68]. It may be introduced by also adding ∇ · (κk ∇k T ) to eqn. (2.15).

2.3 MHD edge instabilities
The previous section gave an overview of tokamak-centric MHD. Ideal MHD was
described in section 2.2.2 as an appropriate tool to study the stability of tokamak
equilibria. In particular, that is the realm of linear ideal MHD stability analysis,
which is described in this section. The considerations presented in this section
closely follow those from Refs. [15, 55].
For a system in equilibrium, introducing a small perturbation can result in different outcomes. In particular, a system in equilibrium may be stable, meta-stable,
and unstable. A small perturbation introduced in a stable system will cause small
oscillations, but if it is introduced in an unstable system it will become amplified.
Meta-stable systems may oscillate or amplify initial perturbations, e.g., depending
on the amplitude of the initial perturbation. Bowling pins are an example of metastable systems in that a gentle push will make them wobble, but a stronger push
will tip them over.
The linearisation of the ideal MHD equations (black terms of eqns. (2.13)-(2.19))
is performed by considering a small initial spatial displacement ξ(x) and doing a
series expansion up to first order. For simplicity, the velocity of the equilibrium
state is assumed to be v0 = 0. The velocity of the perturbation is ṽ = ∂ξ/∂t, and
it is a first order term. The density is separated into an equilibrium component and
a first order perturbation (ρ = ρ0 + ρ̃). The continuity equation for the perturbed
density reads
∂t ρ̃ + ∇ · (ρ0 ∂t ξ) = 0

=⇒

ρ̃ = −∇ · (ρ0 ξ) .

The pressure equation (eqn. (2.11)) for the perturbed pressure p̃ reads
∂t p̃ + ∂t ξ · ∇p0 + γp0 ∇ · ∂t ξ = 0

=⇒

p̃ = −ξ · ∇p0 − γp0 ∇ · ξ.

Separating the magnetic field into an equilibrium (B0 + B̃), using the perturbed
velocity for ideal Ohm’s law (Ẽ = −ṽ × B0 ), and combining it with Faraday’s law
results in an expression for the perturbed magnetic field
∂t B̃ = ∇ × (−∂t ξ × B0 )

=⇒

B̃ = −∇ × (ξ × B0 ) .

(2.31)
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Separating the equilibrium and perturbed current density as J0 + J˜, the linearised
momentum equation (eqn. (2.14)) can be written as
ρ0 ∂t ṽ = J0 × B̃ + J˜ × B0 − ∇p̃.
Note that this eliminates the non-linear term ρv · ∇v through ordering arguments
(because the lowest order term would be ρ0 ṽ · ∇ṽ which is considered a second
order term). Using the above expressions for the perturbed velocity and pressure,
and writing the equilibrium and perturbed current density as µ0 J0 = ∇ × B0 and
µ0 J˜ = ∇ × B̃ respectively, leads to




1
1
2
∇ × B0 × B̃ +
∇ × B̃ × B0 + ∇ γp0 ∇ · ξ + ξ · ∇p0 .
ρ 0 ∂t ξ =
µ0
µ0
The above equation is a linear partial differential equation for ξ since B̃ may be
expressed in terms of ξ through eqn. (2.31), and it can be written with the ideal
MHD force operator F (ξ):
ρ0 ∂t2 ξ = F (ξ)
Representing the displacement vector through a Fourier series as
ξ(x, t) =

∞
X

ξn (x)e−iωn t ,

n=−∞

means that the linear partial differential equation for ξ results in a generalised
eigenvalue problem
−ω 2 ρ0 ξ = F (ξ).
If ω 2 > 0, the system is stable, and if ω 2 < 0 the system is unstable2 . Even with the
simplifications detailed in this section, solving for the eigenvalues is not a trivial
task, and for most cases requires numerical solutions. However, physical insight
may be extracted by considering the work required to displace the system
Z
Z
1 2
1
2
δW (ξ) = ω
ρ0 |ξ| dV = −
ξ ∗ · F (ξ)dV.
2
2
R
The integral ρ0 |ξ|2 dV is always positive and, therefore, the sign of δW is determined by ω 2 . This means, of course, that positive δW are stable systems, and
negative δW represent unstable systems. For MCF, it is of interest to consider
plasma surrounded by a vacuum region enclosed by a conducting wall. If a perfectly conducting wall is considered, the displacement vector at the wall must be
zero and, therefore, no work is done δWwall = 0. Additionally, the magnetic field
2

This is true only if the eigenvalues ω 2 are real, which is guaranteed if F (ξ) is a self-adjoint operator.
It is shown in Ref. [55] that in ideal MHD F (ξ) is self-adjoint.
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perpendicular to the wall must be
and all quantities outside of the wall must
R zero,
∗
also vanish. The integral −1/2 ξ F (ξ)dV may be separated into three regions.
The bulk plasma δWF , a vacuum region surrounding the bulk plasma δWV , and a
surface integral related to the interface between the two regions δWS . The contribution from the vacuum region is always positive. If we assume that there are no
discrete jumps between the bulk plasma and the vacuum region, δWS = 0. This
leaves the bulk plasma, or fluid, component δWF which is
!
Z




1
1
δWF =
ξ ∗ · − J0 × B̃ −
∇ × B̃ × B0 − ∇ γp0 ∇ · ξ + ξ · ∇p0 dV.
2 Fluid
µ0
It is possible to rearrange the terms in the integral into a more intuitive form
1
δWF =
2

Z
Fluid

|B̃|2 B02
+
|∇ · ξ⊥ + 2ξ⊥ · κ|2 + γp0 |∇ · ξ|2
µ0
µ0
!

 j 


0k
∗
−
− 2 ξ⊥ · ∇p0 κ · ξ⊥
ξ ∗ × B0 · B̃ dV.
B0 ⊥

(2.32)

The curvature vector κ is defined as κ = (b · ∇)b with b = B/B, the displacement
vector has been decomposed into parts parallel and perpendicular to the equilibrium
magnetic field ξ = ξ⊥ + ξk b, and the same was done for the current density.
The above expression for δWF is known as the intuitive form because it is easy to
identify the stabilising and destabilising agents. In particular, the first three terms
are always stabilising, and the last two terms can be negative (and potentially
destabilising). If the amplitude of either of the last two terms is large enough,
the system will become unstable. The stabilising terms are related to the shear
Alfvén wave (energy necessary to bend magnetic field lines), compressional Alfvén
wave (energy necessary to compress magnetic field lines), and sound wave (energy
necessary to compress the plasma), respectively. The fact that these terms are
stabilising can be understood by noting that bending and compressing the magnetic
field and compressing the plasma requires energy; energy that would otherwise be
free to amplify the perturbation. Finally, the last two terms are negative and
correspond to pressure gradient-driven instabilities and current-driven instabilities.
2.3.1 Classification of ideal MHD instabilities
Ideal MHD instabilities may be classified in terms of their general structure and in
terms of the drive of the instabilities. The drive for the instability, as mentioned
before, can be the pressure gradient and/or the current density parallel to the magnetic field. In terms of their general structure, modes can be internal or external.
Considering a plasma surrounded by a vacuum region, internal modes (or fixed
boundary modes) do not perturb the interface between the plasma and the vacuum, i.e., δWV = δWS = 0. Consequently, for internal modes it is only required to
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Figure 2.3: Pressure profile for the line cut-out along the horizontal line that crosses the
magnetic axis, Z = Zaxis . A colour map for the plasma pressure is also shown
in the right hand side.

consider δWF since the vacuum term and the surface terms are both unperturbed.
On the other hand, external modes (or free boundary modes) cause a displacement
of the equilibrium plasma-vacuum interface. Therefore, it is necessary to consider
the bulk plasma, surface, and vacuum contributions to δW when assessing the
stability of external modes.


∗
The term −2 ξ⊥ · ∇p0 κ · ξ⊥
in eqn. (2.32) is associated with pressure gradientdriven instabilities. Pressure gradient-driven modes can exist in the absence of current density flowing parallel to the magnetic field lines because static force balance
(∇p = J × B) implies that ∇p ∝ J⊥ . However, these may destabilise the system
only when the pressure gradient is parallel to the curvature vector. For a tokamak,
κ always points inwards and, under normal circumstances, ∇p always points to the
plasma core (magnetic axis). The toroidal magnetic field decays with increasing
major radius. Therefore, for a poloidal cross section like the one shown in fig. 2.3,
the region to the left of the magnetic axis is dubbed the high field side (HFS),
and the region to the right is called the low field side (LFS). The pressure gradient
points in the +R̂ direction on the HFS and in the −R̂ direction on the LFS. On
the other hand, throughout the plasma volume κ points in the −R̂ direction. This
means that, under normal circumstances, ∇p-driven modes are destabilised on the
LFS. Due to this, the LFS has been named ‘bad’ curvature region and the HFS
‘good’ curvature region. Pellets injected on the HFS can transiently lead to a local
pressure gradient pointing in the −R̂ direction in the good curvature region, therefore allowing for the destabilisation of ∇p-driven modes. Such events are studied
in chapter 6.
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Toroidal and poloidal mode numbers are frequently used in the classification of
different MHD instabilities. These can be understood by representing the displacement vector in the following way
ξ(r, θ, φ, t) =

∞
X

∞
X

ξmn (r)e

i mθ−nφ



.

m=−∞ n=−∞

Where φ and θ are the toroidal and poloidal angles. The toroidal and poloidal
mode numbers are n and m, respectively. They are related to the safety factor in
rational surfaces as q = m/n.
2.3.2 Pressure gradient-driven modes
The two main types of ∇p-driven instabilities are interchange modes and ballooning modes. Interchange instabilities are internal modes characterised by long
wavelengths parallel to B, small wavelengths perpendicular to B (large toroidal
mode number), and do not cause bending of magnetic field lines. Due to the small
perpendicular wavelengths, interchange modes are highly localised to a given flux
surface. They are roughly constant along field lines and can be stabilised if the
magnetic field lines are sheared (change direction in neighbouring flux surfaces).
For tokamaks, the region confined inside the separatrix is usually stable to interchange modes [15]. Similarly, ballooning modes also have long parallel wavelengths
and short perpendicular wavelengths (large n) but they, in contrast to interchange
instabilities, exhibit non-negligible variations along magnetic field lines. In particular, the variation along B allows neighbouring perturbations to interact such that
the perturbations cancel on the good curvature region, but they become concentrated in the bad curvature region, as depicted in fig. 2.4 (left). This characteristic
of ballooning modes makes them more susceptible to being destabilised. Nevertheless, the field line bending required to concentrate the perturbations is a stabilising
feature and, if the modes become too localised, can cause the ballooning mode to
become completely stabilised. This happens for the so-called infinite-n ballooning
modes because they are perfectly localised to a given flux surface. Plasma inside the
separatrix is often susceptible to the excitation of ballooning modes. Of particular
interest for the physics studied in this dissertation, ballooning modes are excited
at the edge of H-mode plasmas due to the large associated pressure gradient. They
typically have high toroidal mode numbers (n ≈ [10 . . . 30]) and play a crucial role
in the physics of ELMs.
2.3.3 Current-driven modes


∗
Current-driven instabilities obtain free energy from the term −j0k ξ⊥
× B0 · B̃.
In general, current-driven modes have long parallel wavelengths and perpendicular
wavelengths longer than ∇p-driven modes. They may be classified as kink modes
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Figure 2.4: Structure of pressure gradient-driven ballooning modes with n = 12 (left), and
of current (density)-driven external kink (peeling) modes with n = 2 (right).
Three flux surfaces at ψN = 0.9, 1.0, and 1.1 are defined with dashed lines.

and tearing modes. The latter break magnetic field lines and, therefore, are resistive instabilities. The driving term is the parallel current density (or its radial
derivative) and it may excite instabilities even in the absence of plasma pressure,
for example certain external kink modes, which can lead to catastrophic termination of plasma discharges (disruptions). Internal kink instabilities require non-zero
pressure to become destabilised. In tokamaks, the internal kink becomes excited
when q . 1 for toroidal and poloidal mode numbers n = m = 1, and produces ‘sawtooth oscillations’. An external kink mode that requires non-zero plasma pressure
to become destabilised is the peeling mode. However, the pressure gradient has a
stabilising effect onto peeling modes. The peeling mode is an external kink mode
that is localised to the edge of the confined region. The driving term of peeling
modes is finite current density at the separatrix and/or the radial gradient of the
parallel current density that is locally increased at the edge of H-mode plasmas
due to the pressure gradient-driven bootstrap current density jbs [47]. Typically,
peeling modes have low toroidal mode numbers (n ≤ 5) and they, like edge ballooning modes, are important for the destabilisation of type-I ELMs. Figure 2.4(right)
shows the structure of a peeling mode of toroidal mode number n = 2. In fact,
peeling modes couple with ballooning modes at intermediary toroidal mode numbers n ≈ [5 . . . 10]. These coupled peeling-ballooning (PB) modes are considered to
be the key instabilities dominating the physics of type-I ELMs.
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2.3.4 Stability of non-stationary plasmas
Neglecting plasma flows in the stability analysis cannot be generally physically
justified, but it allows for ‘simple’ analytical expressions like eqn. (2.32) that help
understanding the physical mechanisms that underlie MHD stability. However, in
order to assess the stability of tokamak equilibria, it is important to understand
the role of plasma flows. In particular, to study the H-mode edge pedestal, it
is necessary to include (at least) the ExB velocity and the diamagnetic velocity
because the pressure gradient is large in the pedestal3 [37, 65]. The role of plasma
flows onto the stability of ideal MHD edge instabilities is a subject of active study
and it is addressed via linear and non-linear numerical simulations. Recently, the
de/stabilising influence of toroidal rotation, which can be non-negligible in the
plasma edge due to torque input, e.g., by neutral beam injection (NBI), has also
received attention [69].
Experimentally, it has been observed that the edge radial electric field is determined by the radial gradient of the main ion pressure gradient [64, 70]. Namely,
Er in the H-mode edge is primarily set by the pressure gradient term on the radial
force balance equation, Er = (ni qi )−1 ∂r pi − vθ,i Bφ + vφ,i Bθ . As a result, the ion
fluid is approximately at rest, i.e., vi = vExB + vi∗ ∼ 0. The influence of the diamagnetic flows and of the radial electric field shear have been reported as stabilising
agents. The stabilising effect of the diamagnetic flows onto ideal MHD modes (with
stationary growth rate γMHD ) manages to suppress said modes if
ωi∗ = m

δ ∗ ∇pi
1
& γMHD .
ρi
2

Here m is the poloidal mode number, ρi and pi are the main ion mass density
and pressure, respectively, and δ ∗ = mi /(eF0 ) as defined in section 2.2.5 [71–73].
Given that high-n ballooning modes have high poloidal mode numbers, the influence
of diamagnetic stabilisation is of significant importance. Similarly, intermediaryn PB modes can also become stabilised by considering diamagnetic effects. It
is fundamental to include diamagnetic effects when performing non-linear ELM
simulations in order to properly account for the stability of high-n ballooning modes
and intermediary-n coupled PB modes.
ELM simulations that do not include the two-fluid diamagnetic effect host unrealistic plasma dynamics because the stabilising effects of the diamagnetic drifts
and of Er (and of its shear) are missing. In such cases, the end of the ELM crash
cannot be properly defined and, therefore, the duration of the event is not in line
with experimental observations. On the other hand, including diamagnetic effects
leads to more realistic dynamics [65], as shown in chapter 4. The reduced MHD
JOREK model does not fulfill the radial force balance equation if the pressure
gradient-driven term in the ion velocity is not included.
3

Depending on the size of the machine involved, finite-Larmor-radius modifications to the plasma velocity
may need to be taken into consideration as well.
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2.4 JOREK
The present section is devoted to briefly describing the initial-value non-linear extended MHD code JOREK used to produce the simulations detailed in this dissertation. The JOREK code is regularly used to produce simulations of large-scale
instabilities occurring in tokamaks in limiter and divertor geometries. It was first
used to study edge localised external kink (peeling) modes [47], and it was subsequently applied to the study of coupled peeling-ballooning modes, thought to be
responsible for type-I ELMs [48]. After these applications, the code was extended
to simulate ELM control mechanisms like the plasma response to resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs) [74], cryogenic deuterium pellet injection [75, 76], and
vertical kicks [77]. Afterwards, the code has been (and continues to be) applied
to study core MHD modes and, in particular, to study disruption physics [78–80].
JOREK is accurate to 2nd order in time and to 4th order in space. The code has
evolved significantly from its original form, and a thorough review of the physics
models, numerical methods, verification and benchmark efforts, and the various
applications can be found in Ref. [50]. In the following, the temporal discretisation
is described in section 2.4.1. The spatial discretisation in the poloidal and toroidal
directions are then detailed in section 2.4.2. The code includes a reduced MHD
model (that may be used with and without several extensions, e.g., diamagnetic
effects) and a full MHD model. Only the reduced MHD model was used in the
realisation of this dissertation and, together with the relevant extended physical
effects, is described in section 2.4.3. Recently, the validity of reduced MHD for the
study of edge localised instabilities like ballooning modes has been bolstered by
comparing reduced MHD results to the full MHD version of JOREK [56].
2.4.1 Temporal discretisation
JOREK uses a fully implicit time stepping scheme and, in the early stages of
development, required inverting a large sparse matrix in every time step. Performing such matrix inversion for each time step carries significant computational cost
and caused limitations of the achievable toroidal resolution for a given simulation.
Said cost and resolution limitation were reduced by means of an iterative GMRES
solver [81]. Appropriately resolving simulations of type-I ELMs requires multiple
toroidal mode numbers to be included in the simulation and, therefore, the iterative
solver is a key feature of the JOREK code.
The implicit time stepping scheme, although computationally demanding, comes
with intrinsic advantages over explicit schemes. For explicit schemes, the size of
the time step, δt, is restricted to be below the CFL condition, which decreases with
increasing grid resolution. Implicit time stepping schemes, on the other hand, are
stable regardless of the time step. However, arbitrarily large time steps can lead to
inaccurate results if the chosen time steps are larger than the physical phenomena
of interest require.
JOREK is well suited to the study of type-I ELM cycles from the point of view
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of the temporal discretisation used. Namely, type-I ELM cycles have a strong time
scale separation since the physical effects related to the fast ELM crash are of the
order of the Alfvén time (τA ∼ µs)4 are much faster than the time between ELMs
1/fELM ∼ 10 ms. During the ELM crash, the time step δt must be of the order of
τA , but after the ELM crash is over δt can be substantially increased to decrease
the simulation run time without loosing accuracy.
2.4.2 Spatial discretisation
The JOREK code is based on a finite element method that ensures G1 continuity5 throughout the simulation domain (except for flux-surface aligned grids in the
vicinity of special topological points like the magnetic O- and X-points). In particular, JOREK achieves such properties by using cubic Bézier finite elements. An
important feature of the finite element method used in JOREK is that it uses an
isoparametric representation, which means that the coordinates (R, Z) are obtained
by the same order of interpolation as the unknowns [49]. Having continuity of the
variables and their first derivatives is important for the stability of the system. The
spatial disretisation in the poloidal plane is realised on a 2D grid, which can be a
polar grid or a flux-surface aligned grid and both are shown in fig. 2.5. JOREK is
also able to handle flux-surface aligned grids that host two magnetic X-points [82].
The flux-surface aligned grid with a single magnetic X-point is used for all the
simulations presented in this dissertation. For such grids, the simulation domain
is divided into three regions. First, the confined region that lies inside the separatrix and it is comprised of closed flux surfaces. Second, the scrape-off layer that
lies outside the separatrix. And third, the private flux region that is located underneath the X-point. The latter two regions are comprised of open flux surfaces
that start and end in simplified divertor targets. There are two types of computational boundaries. Namely, one that is aligned to the field lines and another that
is perpendicular to the field lines (the simplified divertor targets).
In the toroidal direction, JOREK makes use of a Fourier representation to perform the discretisation. Simulations may be run axisymmetrically by considering
only a single poloidal plane (i.e., a single toroidal mode n = 0) and any variation in
the toroidal direction is removed (∂φ ≡ 0) or non-axisymmetrically. In order to simulate MHD instabilities, the plasma must be treated non-axisymmetrically. Due
to the Fourier representation, the user is able to select (with some constraints),
which toroidal mode numbers are to be included in a given simulation. To produce non-linear simulations, the n = 0 mode together with the non-axisymmetric
toroidal mode numbers desired are included. However, the selected toroidal modes
√
The Alfvén time is τA = a µ0 ρi /B where a is the minor radius, µ0 = 4π × 10−7 N/A2 is the vacuum
permeability, ρi is the ion mass density, and B is the magnetic field strength. For ASDEX Upgrade,
a = 0.5 m, typical parameters at the magnetic axis are ρi = 2 × 10−7 kg/m2 and B = 2.5 T, which
leads to τA ∼ 0.1 µs.
5
A surface in the poloidal plane with G1 continuity ensures continuity of a given variable v, and of the
spatial derivatives ∂R v and ∂Z v.
4
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Figure 2.5: Polar grid (left) and flux-surface aligned grid with the magnetic separatrix in
dark-red colour (right). The flux-surface aligned grid is comprised of three
sections, the region comprised of closed flux surfaces and the regions comprised of open flux surfaces are divided into the private flux region directly
below the magnetic X-point and the scrape-off layer. The boundary of the
open field line regions are either a field-aligned boundary or a boundary intersecting with the flux surfaces. The grid resolution in these plots has been
reduced to show the features of the grids.

must have a certain periodicity nperiod . A periodicity of nperiod = 1 is analogous to
simulating an entire tokamak, of 2 a half-tokamak, of 3 a third of a tokamak, and
so forth. While there is flexibility regarding the set of toroidal mode numbers to
be included in a given simulation, a user must choose an adequate set of n that
achieves convergence of the physical phenomena relevant for the simulation. The
correct choice of toroidal resolution depends on the physical effects that will be
simulated. For example, realistically simulating (2, 1) tearing modes will not require including high toroidal mode numbers and including n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 5 might
be sufficient to resolve the relevant non-linear dynamics. In contrast, simulating
high-n ballooning modes typically requires a higher toroidal resolution.
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2.4.3 Governing equations
The present section details the equations that govern the reduced MHD model used
for the simulations presented in this thesis. The model and its equations closely
follow the reduced MHD equations described in section 2.2.4, i.e., inserting the
ansatzes of eqns. (2.26) and (2.27) into the full MHD equations ((2.13)-(2.19)):
∂ρ
= −∇ · (ρv) + ∇ · (D⊥ ∇⊥ ρ) + Dhyp ∇4 ρ + Sρ
∂t
∂vpol
ρ
= −ρ(v · ∇)vpol − ∇pol p + (J × B)pol +µ∇2 vpol + µhyp ∇4 vpol
∂t
−vpol Sρ + Svk bpol
∂vk
= −ρ(v · ∇)vk − ∇k p+µk ∇2 vk + µk,hyp ∇4 vk − vk Sρ + Svk
ρ
∂t

∂p
= −v · ∇p − γp∇ · v + ∇ · κ⊥ ∇⊥ T + κk ∇k T + Sp
∂t




∂ψ
= R ψ, u − F0 ∂φ u + η j − j0 − (jBS − jBS,0 ) + ηhyp ∇2 j
∂t

(2.33)

(2.34)
(2.35)
(2.36)
(2.37)

The momentum equation results in two equations because it is projected onto the
poloidal plane and onto the direction parallel to the magnetic field. A few additional considerations are required to arrive at the JOREK reduced MHD equations
shown above. In particular, stationary particle and heat sources6 are included that
are used to maintain the initial plasma profiles or tailor them to a reach desired
profile, e.g., build-up the edge pedestal. A parallel velocity source is also included
in order to account for sources of parallel momentum, e.g., neutral beam injection
(NBI). Heat and particle diffusion is included, and it is used to mimic the transport processes that go beyond MHD as detailed in section 2.2.6, e.g., turbulent
transport. The stress tensor is approximated as an isotropic tensor such that the
corresponding expression in the momentum equation is related to the poloidal and
parallel dynamic plasma viscosity µ and µk , respectively. A current source term is
included in the induction equation to avoid Ohmic decay and, therefore, helps keep
the initial current density profile j0 constant. A current source term that depends
on analytical expressions for the initial and instantaneous bootstrap current contributions (jBS,0 and jBS , respectively) is also included. Hyper-diffusive terms (ηhyp ,
µk,hyp , and µhyp ) are available for numerical stability.
The JOREK toroidal current density is related to the physical toroidal current
density as j = −Rjφ , and it is defined by an additional equation j = ∆∗ ψ, where
∆∗ is the Grad-Shafranov differential operator defined in section 2.2.3. Finally, the
toroidal component of the ExB vorticity is also added as a variable, ω = ∇ · ∇pol u,
where ∇pol = ∇ − φ̂R−1 ∂φ . The JOREK variables are, in the order of the above
equations,
6

Note that Sρ in reality depends on time-dynamical processes such as the ionisation of neutrals coming
from gas and impurity puffing, pellet ablation, and plasma-wall interactions.
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• the mass density ρ,
• the velocity stream function u which is directly related to the electrostatic
potential as Φ = F0 u, and it satisfies vExB = −R2 ∇u × ∇φ,
• the parallel velocity vk ,
• the single fluid temperature T ,
• the poloidal flux ψ,
• the toroidal current density j = −Rjφ ,
• and the vorticity ω.
The poloidal viscosity, toroidal resistivity, and the parallel heat diffusivity can
be chosen to be spatially constant or temperature dependent with the following
expressions
 3/2
 3/2
 5/2
T
T
T
µ(T ) = µ0
,
η(T ) = η0
, and
κk (T ) = κk,0
.
T0
T0
T0
The subscript 0 denotes the value at the magnetic axis, and the values for viscosity,
resistivity, and parallel heat diffusivity at the magnetic axis are input parameters
set by the user. κk has a Spitzer-Härm temperature dependence, and the central
value may be set accordingly [83]. The resistivity follows a Spitzer temperature
dependence, and the viscosity as well in order to maintain a roughly constant magnetic Prandtl number throughout the simulation domain. The central value for
the resistivity should be determined from the Spitzer expression plus a neoclassical
correction [66, 67]. The neoclassical correction is required because the Spitzer expression is strictly valid only for cylindrical plasmas. In toroidal geometry, trapped
particles cannot respond freely to an applied electric field and, therefore, neoclassical corrections dependent on the trapped particle fraction and on ε(= r/R) are
necessary to determine the correct value of the resistivity. In particular, larger fraction of trapped particles results in larger resistivity. These corrections play a minor
role near the magnetic axis, but a much more substantial role near the plasma edge.
An even
Pmore accurate expression is dependent on the main ion charge Z and on
Zeff (= i ni Zi2 /ne ) [11].
An important feature of JOREK is that it accurately captures the strong anisotropy
between parallel and perpendicular heat diffusion, κk /κ⊥ ∼ 108...10 [84]. The perpendicular diffusion coefficients depend on the radial distance from the magnetic
axis, D⊥ (ψN ) and κ⊥ (ψN ), where
ψN =

ψ − ψaxis
ψbnd − ψaxis

(2.38)

is the normalised poloidal flux and ψaxis and ψbnd are the values of ψ at the magnetic axis and at the last closed flux surface, respectively. The heat and particle
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perpendicular diffusion coefficient

sources are chosen to either maintain the initial profiles constant when performing
an axisymmetric simulation, or to cause a desired axisymmetric evolution of the
initial profiles. For example, to achieve pedestal build-up or to maintain H-mode
profiles, perpendicular diffusion coefficients should have a deep well in the edge
region, which would represent the edge transport barrier, qualitatively shown in
fig. 2.6. It is emphasised that these profiles are user-defined as ad-hoc diffusion and
sources.

0

0.2

0.4

0.6
ψN

0.8

1

1.2

Figure 2.6: Qualitative profile of perpendicular diffusion coefficients characterised by an
edge transport barrier to host a density/temperature pedestal. The magnetic
axis is at ψN = 0 and the separatrix is at ψN = 1.

JOREK allows for some flexibility with respect to the boundary conditions (BCs).
For the simulations presented in this dissertation, Dirichlet (fixed) BCs are used
for ψ, u, j, and ω throughout the boundary. Fixed boundary conditions for the
magnetic flux is equivalent to stating that the plasma is surrounded by an ideally
conducting wall located at the computational boundary. For ρ and T , Dirichlet BCs
are applied throughout the boundary except at the divertor tiles. At the divertor
tiles, no BC is enforced for the plasma density and temperature, and Bohm BCs
are used such that vk is set to the local sound speed. If sheath BCs are applied,
which may be easily set by the user, a BC for the plasma temperature gradient at
the divertor targets is enforced such that the Stangeby sheath heat flux equals the
MHD heat flux [85],
!
κ⊥ ∇⊥ T + κk ∇k T
ρ
γ
q · n̂ ≡
v·v+
ρT v · n̂ −
· n̂ = γsh ρTe v · n̂, (2.39)
2
γ−1
γ−1
where n̂ is the normal unit vector to the boundary (the divertor tiles), Te is the
electron temperature (which for the single fluid model considered may be obtained
as Te = Ti = T /2), and γsh is the sheath transmission factor. Unless specified
otherwise, sheath boundary conditions are not used for the simulations presented
in this dissertation.
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This chapter attempts to provide an overview of the experimental conditions relevant for this work. To begin with, several physical characteristics of the highconfinement mode (H-mode) and some of the observed edge instabilities are described in section 3.1. Baseline conditions in H-mode plasmas are prone to periodic
events dubbed type-I edge localised modes (ELMs). Section 3.2 describes the different phases relevant for the type-I ELM cycle. The state-of-the-art in terms of
ELM simulations is then provided in section 3.3. Lastly, section 3.4 details the
features of an operational regime observed in ASDEX Upgrade and TCV (tokamak
à configuration variable) that is dominated by so-called ‘small ELMs’ and recently
named quasi-continuous exhaust (QCE) scenario.

3.1 High confinement mode (H-mode)
The high confinement mode was discovered in 1982 in the ASDEX tokamak in
Garching near Munich, Germany [17]. The relevant observation was that in the diverted magnetic geometry, applying sufficient heating power leads to a bifurcation
in the plasma behaviour at the edge of the confined region. Said bifurcation resulted in an operational regime with roughly twice the central pressure and energy
confinement time. This represented a significant breakthrough for the magnetic confinement fusion community. Thereafter, the previous ‘normal ’ operational regime
was named L-mode (for low confinement). The threshold heating power required to
transition from L- to H-mode, PLH , is primarily dependent on the plasma density,
toroidal magnetic field, and the surface area of the last closed flux surface [86].
The reason behind the improvement in confinement is a significant reduction in
the radially outward turbulent (also called anomalous) transport in the plasma
edge. Prior to entering H-mode, in L-mode operation, turbulence in the plasma
edge represents the main transport channel for heat and particles. This is reflected
in low density and temperature (and pressure) gradients at the edge of the confined
region, as shown with the black pressure profile in fig. 3.1 (left). Upon entry to Hmode, however, this transport channel disappears and, therefore, heat and particles
become accumulated and form a so-called pedestal across a few centimeters (this
region is called the edge transport barrier, or ETB). The ETB is then associated
to a local increase of the density and temperature and to their associated gradients
in the plasma edge. This local increase of density and temperature at the plasma
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edge (often referred to as pedestal top) translates to a proportionate increase of the
core values of density and temperature as can be seen in fig. 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of pressure profiles for L-mode and H-mode across
the midplane, Z = Zaxis (left). A colour map corresponding to the H-mode
plasma pressure is also shown in the right hand side.

3.1.1 Role of the radial electric field
The most widely accepted theory that attempts to explain the physical processes
that permit entry into H-mode is based on the Biglari-Diamond-Terry (BDT)
paradigm of suppression of turbulent transport by sheared ExB flow [20, 87, 88].
In a few words, this paradigm posits that sufficiently sheared ExB flow leads to a
decorrelation, and ultimately suppression, of certain turbulent instabilities. Indeed
it has been observed that the edge radial electric field becomes more negative at
the time of the L-H transition, which shows support for said theory. The radial
electric field and its shear are also known to stabilise macroscopic MHD instabilities like high-n ballooning modes, as described in section 2.3.4. The mechanism (or
the combination of mechanisms) that leads to the formation of the sheared radial
electric field directly before entry into H-mode is a topic of active study. It has been
observed that the Er well located at the pedestal during H-mode operation roughly
corresponds to the ‘neoclassical’ estimate Er,neo ≈ (eni )−1 ∇pi , where pi and ni are
the ion pressure and density, respectively [70]. A thorough review of the different theories for the L-H transition and of the mechanisms that may generate the
sheared radial electric field can be found in Ref. [89].
The reduced turbulent transport in the plasma edge associated to H-mode operation leads to a local increase of density and temperature, but this is not an
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unconstrained increase. In L-mode, the gradient-limiting micro-turbulence induces
approximately constant heat and particle fluxes. On the other hand, in H-mode,
the outward heat and particle fluxes are a combination of constant transport from
the remnant anomalous transport and transient instabilities. The latter consists
of short periods of time that repetitively cause greatly enhanced transport. The
physical mechanisms that limit the edge density and temperature gradients in Hmode are macroscopic MHD instabilities instead of the microscopic turbulence that
limit them in L-mode. Indeed, upon entry to H-mode, quasi-periodic events that
expel heat and particles outwards from the confined region were observed. These
events were already reported in Ref. [17] and were later called edge localised modes
(ELMs) [26].
3.1.2 Type-I ELMs and other ELM types
The repetition frequency of ELMs varies in the range fELM ≈ 1 − 103 Hz. In general
terms, ELMs are comprised of two distinct phases: the inter-ELM phase or recovery
phase, and the ELM crash phase. The latter is a short lived phase roughly lasting
tELM ∼ 0.1 − 3 ms, and it is characterised by large transient heat and particle fluxes
that cause a collapse of the edge density and temperature pedestals, and of the large
associated bootstrap current density. The duration of the inter-ELM phase relates
to the time required for the pedestal to return to its pre-ELM (crash) conditions,
i.e. τped ∼ 1/fELM , and it is associated to heat and particle fluxes lower than those
observed in L-mode discharges. Historically, ELMs became classified depending
on their size (the energy that each ELM expels) and how the ELM repetition
frequency responds to a change in the applied heating power. The classification
separated ELMs into the three main types listed below [27, 28].
• Type-I ELMs have directly proportional ELM repetition frequency and applied heating power, fELM ∝ Pheat . The relative ELM size, ∆WELM /Wpre−ELM
where ∆WELM is the energy lost per ELM and Wpre−ELM is the pre-ELM stored
energy, is the largest among all ELM types and it ranges between 5 − 15%.
Associated to the large ELM sizes, type-I ELMs cause high transient heat
loads to the divertor targets, which are a cause for concern for large tokamaks
like ITER [90]. This type of ELM has been understood in the framework of
the peeling-ballooning model, which has proven successful in estimating linear
stability properties of type-I ELMs [24, 25, 91]. A more complete description
of type-I ELMs is provided in section 3.2.
• Type-II ELMs cannot be classified in terms of the ELM repetition frequency
response to a change in the applied heating power. In fact, it is somewhat
ambiguous to talk about type-II ELM repetition frequency because type-II
ELMs often do not show a well defined periodic behaviour and, instead, there
is a quasi-continuous exhaust of heat and particles. Additionally, no large
transient heat load like those associated to type-I ELMs are observed. This
type of ELM has also been called grassy or (high density) small ELMs [92, 93].
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A thorough review of small and no-ELM regimes can be found in Ref. [94].
Small ELMs at high density have been observed in AUG at high triangularity
and closeness to double null [42, 95, 96]. More details onto the small ELMs
observed in AUG (recently named quasi-continuous exhaust (QCE) regime)
are found in section 3.4.
• Type-III ELMs are characterised by decreasing their repetition frequency
when the heating power is increased, fELM ∝ 1/Pheat . In comparison to type-I
ELMs, these have a larger fELM and lower relative ELM sizes. This type of
ELM appears both at low and at high pedestal densities, but always below a
critical edge temperature. It is believed that the underlying instabilities that
govern type-III ELMs are resistive MHD instabilities. Type-III ELMs appear
either at low density with heating powers close to the L-H power threshold,
Pheat ≈ PLH , or with high heating power at large densities. At low density,
type-III ELMs disappear when the heating power exceeds a threshold Ptype−I .
At high heating power, a type-I ELMy H-mode may give rise to type-III ELMs
if the plasma density is sufficiently increased [97].
The pedestal collisionality1 plays an important role for MHD instabilities because
∗
the bootstrap current is strongly dependent on νe,ped
. Concretely, low (but not
∗
arbitrarily low) νe,ped is related to large bootstrap current density fractions, and
∗
high νe,ped
is related to low jbs fractions. It has been observed that low collisionality
is related to large type-I ELM energy losses, which is of particular concern for future
machines like ITER that are poised to operate at low pedestal collisionality [98].
3.1.3 Naturally ELM-free regimes
Due to the risks posed by type-I ELMs, and to the restricted operational spaces of
ELMy H-mode operation with good confinement properties but without (or with
mitigated/suppressed) type-I ELMs, H-mode operation without ELMs is an active
research topic. Indeed a few ELM-free H-mode regimes have been obtained in various machines around the world. Such ELM-free regimes may be classified into three
categories: Quiescent H-mode (QH-mode), improved energy confinement mode (Imode), and high collisionality regimes with enhanced recycling. It could be said
that these ELM-free regimes (and the quasi-continuous exhaust scenario further
described in section 3.4) share some commonalities with L-mode in that there is
a roughly constant transport mechanism that regulates the gradients at the edge
region. For QH-mode, the mechanism is an n = 1 mode called edge harmonic oscillation (EHO). I-mode features high energy confinement (like H-mode), but has
poor particle confinement (like L-mode). The underlying transport mechanism is
believed to be a non-linear coupling between the so-called weakly coherent mode
1

Collisionality is the ratio between the electron-ion collision frequency to the trapped particles bounce
frequency. It is defined in Ref. [66] as νe∗ = 6.921 × 10−18 Rqne Zeff ln Λe /(ε3/2 Te2 ), where q is the safety
√
factor, ε = r/R is the inverse aspect ratio, and ln Λe = 31.3 − ln( ne /Te ) is the Coulomb logarithm.
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(WCO) localised at the plasma edge and geodesic acoustic modes. Finally, the enhanced recycling regimes, like the EDA H-mode in Alcator C-mod or the stationary
ELM-free H-mode in AUG, are believed to be regulated by edge electromagnetic
quasi-coherent modes [99, 100]. More details onto these ELM-free operation regimes
may be found in Refs. [38, 94].
3.1.4 ELM mitigated or suppressed regimes
In addition to naturally ELM-free regimes, type-I ELMs may be mitigated (and
even suppressed) by applying known ELM-control mechanisms [39, 101]. The following presents an incomplete list of such mechanisms
• Application of resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs) is the primary ELM mitigation/suppression method for ITER. It consists of applying
magnetic perturbations in order to avoid the plasma pedestal from crossing the type-I ELM stability threshold. The access conditions for an ELMmitigated or ELM-suppressed H-mode in ITER are not yet understood because ITER-relevant densities and pedestal collisionalities cannot be simultaneously achieved in present-day tokamaks. Figure 3.2 shows the access
conditions to ELM suppression and it highlights the fact that it is unclear
whether it will be possible to completely avoid type-I ELMs in ITER solely
with the use of RMPs.

Figure 3.2: Access conditions for plasmas without ELMs through the application of magnetic perturbations. The red region corresponds to ITER-relevant densities
and collisionalities, which cannot be simultaneously achieved in present-day
tokamaks. Figure reproduced from [101].

• Pellet pacing is foreseen as one of two main ELM mitigation methods for
ITER, which will have ELM frequencies on the order of fELM ∼ (1, 10) Hz [101].
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The underlying mechanism for pellet pacing is the controlled increase of the
ELM repetition frequency, as it has been observed that the power lost due to
ELMs corresponds to roughly 20 to 40% of the applied input power P ,
∆WELM × fELM
= 0.2 − 0.4.
P
Namely, the ELM size is inversely proportional to the ELM repetition frequency. The successful application of pellet pacing as an ELM control mechanism additionally relies on the relationship between the ELM size and the area
over which the ELM-related energy is deposited (wetted area, AELM ). And it
also relies on being able to control fELM above certain minimum values.
An unfavourable relation between the ELM size and AELM has been observed,
and poses concerns about the applicability of pellet pacing as an ELM-control
mechanism for ITER [102]. Additionally, it has been observed that it is not
possible to pace ELMs through pellet injection at arbitrarily large frequency
in AUG with tungsten (AUG-W) as first-wall material [44] and in JET with
the ITER-like-wall (JET-ILW)2 [43]. These two observations are worrisome
in terms of the applicability of pellet ELM pacing as an ELM control scheme
for ITER. However, pellet pacing is foreseen as an option for controlling the
ELM frequency in low plasma current experiments which may be prone to
impurity accumulation.
Pellet-triggered ELMs, including the lag-time required to trigger an ELM
following a spontaneous or pellet-triggered ELM that has been observed in
AUG-W [44], have been simulated with the JOREK code, and it is suggested
that the mechanism responsible for the ELM triggering is a localised increase
of the plasma pressure, which excites ballooning modes [46, 76, 103].
• Vertical kicks, or jogging, is an ELM pacing method with which ELMs are
triggered by bouncing the plasma up and down. This ELM control method
has been achieved in several tokamaks and has been simulated with the freeboundary code JOREK-STARWALL [77]. Said simulations shed light onto
the triggering mechanism: a vertical kick caused an increase in the pedestal
toroidal current due to a compression of the confined plasma, and the increased
edge current density is likely responsible for triggering the ELM. Kicks are
considered as a fall-back option to avoid impurity accumulation in low plasma
current experiments in ITER by pacing ELMs at a sufficiently large repetition
frequency.
Type-III ELMs have also been considered as a potential mitigation system, but
have been associated with bad plasma confinement. Therefore, it appears that
operation with type-III ELMs is not a suitable alternative for ITER. The following
section provides further details regarding type-I ELMs and the type-I ELM cycle.
2

ILW refers to tungsten divertor tiles and beryllium for the rest of the plasma facing components.
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3.2 The type-I ELM cycle
As described above, type-I ELMs are quasi-periodic MHD instabilities that are
characterised by a repetition frequency proportional to the input heating power.
This type of ELM is associated with large heat and particle losses and are a cause
for concern in ITER [90]. Presently, it is generally accepted that type-I ELMs are
the result of a coupling between two ideal MHD instabilities— ballooning modes
and external kink (peeling) modes (the so-called PB model) [24, 25, 91]. However,
some experiments at high fuelling rates and high heating powers in JET-ILW do
not seem to adhere to the PB model and, therefore, point to additional physical
mechanisms which are important to the dynamics of type-I ELMs [104, 105].
The type-I ELM cycle may be divided into an ELM crash phase and an interELM phase. The duration of the ELM crash phase shows variations throughout
different tokamaks and ranges anywhere between τELM ∼ 200 µs up to a few milliseconds [106–108]. The inter-ELM phase duration varies from as fast as a few
milliseconds (in small or medium-sized machines with high heating power) up to a
few tenths of a second (for large machines with Pheat ≈ Ptype−I ). The present section
describes three different phases (shown in fig. 3.3a) that comprise the inter-ELM
phase in subsections 3.2.1-3.2.3, and then the ELM crash phase in subsection 3.2.4.
A general description of the type-I ELM cycle, arbitrarily taking the end of the
ELM crash as a starting point, is provided below. The different phases of the type-I
ELM cycle are detailed by making use of figs. 3.3a and 3.3b, which qualitatively
show the evolution of the pedestal electron temperature and density (fig. 3.3a), and
of Ti , Te , and ne maximum gradients (fig. 3.3b) synchronised throughout several
ELM cycles. The ELMs used for the above-mentioned figures have low repetition
frequency, fELM ≈ 50 and 85 Hz, respectively.
3.2.1 Phase I: ∇ne and ∇Ti saturation
The ion and electron pedestal density, temperature, and pressure (and their gradients) start from values well below the peeling-ballooning stability boundary. The
ion and electron pedestals then begin to grow in height and width. Near the end
of this early pedestal build-up phase, the electron density and the ion temperature
(and their respective edge gradients) saturate [110]. Together with the increase of
ne , Ti , and their respective gradients, the radial electric field increases; within the
error bars it increases as Er,neo ≈ (eni )−1 ∇pi and, therefore, saturates in the same
time as ne and Ti [110]. The electron temperature and its gradient, however, continue to increase [111–114]. At the very beginning of this inter-ELM phase, no activity is observed in terms of density and magnetic fluctuations [109, 113, 115, 116].
However, as the pedestal develops, medium/low-frequency (f ≤ 50 kHz) oscillations in the magnetic signals with intermediary toroidal mode numbers n ≈ 5 . . . 8
have been detected, e.g., in AUG [109] and in KSTAR [117].
This first inter-ELM phase ends when ne and Ti (and max(∇ne ) and max(∇Ti ))
saturate to roughly their pre-ELM values (t − tELM ≈ 6 ms in fig. 3.3a and 4 ms in
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(b) Data of several ELMs from AUG discharge
(#31529) synchronised to the rise of the divertor shunt current. The maximum gradient of the ion temperature (a), electron temperature (b), helium (He2+ ) impurity density
(a) The pedestal top electron temperature (a)
(c), and electron density (d), and the divertor
and density (b), and the divertor shunt curshunt current (e). The build-up time of the
electron density and the ion temperature grarent (c) of 25 different (low-repetition fredients appear to be roughly the same, but the
quency) ELMs in the same AUG discharge
(#28767) synchronized to tELM , together
evolution of the maximum electron temperwith smoothed signals. Figure modified from
ature gradient appears to be slower. Figure
Ref. [109].
reproduced from Ref. [110].

Figure 3.3

fig. 3.3b). The actual duration of each phase within the inter-ELM is dependent on
several aspects, e.g., heating power, collisionality, and gas puff. Indeed, it appears
that the occurrence of the medium/low-frequency modes correlates to the saturated
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growth of the ion temperature and the electron density.
3.2.2 Phase II: ∇Te saturation
In this phase, the intermediary-n modes with medium/low frequencies (f ≈ 50 kHz)
that had started to appear at the end of the early build-up phase persist. These
appear to cause some outwards transport associated with modulations of the ne
pedestal about its pre-ELM value, and are located in the steep pressure gradient region [109, 113]. Nearing the end of this late pedestal build-up phase, highfrequency fluctuations (f ≈ 250 kHz) with toroidal mode numbers of n ≈ 8 . . . 14
are observed [109, 113, 116], and it has been postulated that non-linear interactions
are partly responsible for their onset [118]. In AUG, the appearance of modes with
low-frequency (f ≈ 4 − 12 kHz) and high toroidal mode number (n ≈ 13, 14) has
also been linked to this phase [119]. Together with the appearance of the highfrequency, high-n modes, Te and max(∇Te ) reach their pre-ELM values and stop
growing further. The fact that two different sets of modes are related to the saturation of the ion temperature and to the electron temperature indicates that different
mechanisms are at play in terms of the inter-ELM ion and electron channels.
3.2.3 Pre-ELM phase: constant gradients and pedestal widening
At the beginning of the pre-ELM phase, the ion and electron maximum gradients
often have saturated to the values that they will, on average, hold throughout the
entire phase until the ELM crash. This so-called clamping of the edge gradient is
accompanied by a continued widening of the pedestal that results in an increase
of the pedestal top. The duration of the pre-ELM phase varies significantly between different discharges in a given tokamak and between different tokamaks. It is
presently unknown what exactly governs the duration of the pre-ELM phase. Additionally, it is unclear why the ELM does not become excited immediately when
the pedestals steepen to the pre-ELM values.
Low-frequency magnetic precursors that live for ∼ 0.2 − 2.0 ms have been detected in COMPASS-D (n ≈ 4 . . . 6) [120], AUG (n ≈ 2 . . . 10) [109, 121–124], JT60U [125], and JET (n ≈ 2 . . . 4) [115]. It is thought that these low-frequency
fluctuations are coupled peeling-ballooning modes and precursors to the non-linear
ELM crash [126, 127]. In addition to the low-frequency precursors, medium- and
high-frequency magnetic fluctuations (f ≈ 70 − 300 kHz) with larger toroidal mode
numbers (n ≈ 8 . . . 16) are also often observed in several machines [109, 113, 115,
116, 119, 127].
Properly understanding how the pedestal grows between ELMs is a topic of
active discussion and deals with a plethora of physical effects ranging from the
de/stabilisation of different micro-instabilities to the penetration (and ionisation)
of neutral particles [128–130]. The width of the pedestal right before the ELM
crash appears to be approximately correlated to the pedestal top normalised elec0.5
tron pressure, βp,ped
= 2µ0 p0.5
p,ped /hBpol i, in DIII-D [131, 132], JT-60U [133], JET,
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and AUG [134]. The observed scaling would point to the destabilisation of kinetic
ballooning modes (KBMs) as an important ingredient in setting the pedestal width,
as posited by the EPED1 model [135], but definite evidence for the effect of KBMs
onto the pedestal width is yet to be found and the pedestal top beta poloidal scaling
is not always present [136].
As the pre-ELM phase nears its end, the high-frequency magnetic fluctuations
mentioned before appear to fade away while the low-frequency fluctuations persist. This indicates that the latter could be ELM precursors and, as such, partly
responsible for the ELM triggering mechanism [33, 109, 127]. However, said lowfrequency precursors are not always directly observed either because they are not
always present or because their growth is sometimes too fast to be captured. This
phase abruptly ends as the ELM crash begins to take place.
3.2.4 ELM crash
During the pre-ELM phase, the edge profiles slowly cross the peeling-ballooning
stability boundary due to a widening and/or steepening of the pedestal. The rise
time of an MHD instability that becomes destabilised by driving the plasma across
2/3 1/3
the stability boundary is estimated as τ ∼ τA τped [137], where τA is the Alfvén
time and τped ∼ 1/fELM is the time required to rebuild the pedestal. This results
in typical rise times of several tens of microseconds [36]. As the destabilised PB
modes reach large amplitudes, energy transport from the confined region to the
scrape-off layer (SOL), and ultimately to the divertor targets, through conduction
and/or convection starts to become significant. In particular, the relative energy
losses (with respect to the pre-ELM stored energy, Wpre−ELM ) observed for type-I
ELM crashes are in the order of ∆WELM /Wpre−ELM ≈ 5 − 15% typically in short
periods of time (∼ 0.1 − 3.0 ms) [106, 138]. As energy is flushed out of the confined
region due to the ELM crash, the pedestal relaxes and, therefore, the drive for PB
modes is eliminated. At the same time, the radial electric field (and its stabilising
influence on high-n ballooning modes) is drastically reduced to values close to Lmode conditions, but within the error bars, Er is roughly equal to Er,neo ∼ ∇pi /ni
even during and after the ELM crash [110].
During the ELM crash, the dominant toroidal mode numbers obtained from the
analysis of edge magnetic fluctuations are often observed to be low-n modes, e.g.,
n = 1 in TCV [139] and n ≈ 2 − 5 in AUG [109, 140], however higher toroidal mode
numbers have also been reported to be dominant during the ELM crash [33, 129].
Associated to the ELM crash, filamentary structures aligned to the magnetic field
appear and are expelled from the confined region to the SOL while carrying large
fractions of the convected ELM energy (convection dominated ELMs have small
∆Te ≡ Te,pre−ELM − Te,post−ELM and large ∆ne ) [138, 141]. The conductive losses
due to an ELM crash are related to ergodisation of the edge region (dominant
conductive ELMs have large ∆Te and small ∆ne ) [98, 142]. The ergodisation of
the plasma edge opens a fast transport channel through parallel heat diffusion via
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Figure 3.4: Relative ELM size scaling with respect to the electron collisionality in the
pedestal during the pre-ELM phase. The ELM size increases with decreasing
pedestal top collisionality across tokamaks of different sizes. ITER will operate at low pedestal top collisionality and, thus, type-I ELMs are expected to
be large. Figure reproduced from Ref. [98]

magnetic field lines that begin in the pedestal and end in the divertor targets.
It has been observed that increasing the pedestal density reduces the conductive
losses. Convective losses, on the other hand, do not show any clear dependence
with density [143]. This implies that conduction-dominated ELMs, i.e., ELMs at
high densities, typically have smaller sizes. Considering additionally the influence
of the pedestal temperature on the ELM losses, a clear trend of increasing ELM
size with decreasing pedestal collisionality is present, as shown in fig. 3.4 (recall
∗
that νe,ped
∝ ne /Te2 ) [98].
The ELM size scaling with the pedestal collisionality shows that large ELMs are
to be expected for ITER-relevant collisionalities. This observation alone is a cause
for concern in terms of type-I ELMy H-mode operation in ITER because most of
the energy expelled by the ELM ultimately arrives at the divertor plates which can
tolerate only a limited amount of energy fluence, e.g., 0.3 MJ/m2 for ITER divertor
materials [35, 144, 145]. The rise time of the heat flux to the divertor targets can
be approximated with the ion sound speed in the pedestal and the connection
p
length from the midplane to the divertor targets, τk ∼ Lk /cs where cs ∼ Ti /mi
is the local ion sound speed and Lk is the connection length [98, 146]. The energy
deposition has been found to be asymmetric in terms of the inner and outer divertor
targets. In discharges where the ion B × ∇B points towards the active X-point,
more energy arrives in the inner target than in the outer target, and vice-versa
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when the ion B × ∇B points away from the active X-point3 [148, 149]. The ELM
energy fluence limit emphasises the fact that ELM size is not necessarily the most
important factor in terms of tolerating the transient heat loads produced by ELMs.
An ELM depositing large amounts of energy over a long period of time and across
a large area may be more tolerable than a smaller ELM that deposits its energy in
a much shorter time and in a very small area. Estimates of the uncontrolled typeI ELM energy fluence in ITER at Ip = 15 MA with a fusion power amplification
factor of Q = 10 are well above the tolerable energy fluence and would allow only
a few high performance discharges before unacceptable levels of cracking, melting,
or erosion of the plasma facing components (PFCs) takes place [35, 90, 101]. An
empirical scaling for the parallel ELM energy fluence in terms of relative ELM size
∆EELM , pedestal density (in 1019 m−3 ) and temperature (in keV), and geometric
major radius, Rgeo , is described by eqn. 3.1 and the extrapolation to ITER at full
and half-current operation are shown in fig. 3.5 [90].

εk

MJ
m2

!

 MJ
0.75±0.15 0.98±0.1
0.52±0.16
1±0.4
= 0.28 ± 0.14
× ne,ped
Te,ped × ∆EELM
× Rgeo
(3.1)
m2

Figure 3.5: Parallel ELM energy fluence scaling with fitted data and extrapolation to
ITER high performance operation, Q = 10: (Ip , Btor ) = (15 MA, 5.3 T) and
half-field/half-current operation (7.5 MA, 2.65 T). Figure reproduced from
Ref. [90]
3

The direction of the ion B × ∇B is seen to influence the LH power threshold, and it facilitates access
to the I-mode regime described above [147].
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3.3 Simulations of ELMs
In light of the uncertainties remaining in terms of ELM fluence in ITER, numerical simulations of ELMs became an active research topic since the turn of the
century. Linear ideal MHD simulations have been able to accurately estimate the
maximum achievable pedestal pressure gradients before the ELM onset, but the
ELM losses cannot be studied this way. Non-linear simulations are required in
order to investigate the ELM dynamics, and have been produced by several codes
worldwide: BOUT++ [150, 151], GEM [152], JOREK [47, 153], M3D [154], and
NIMROD [155]. Detailed reviews of ELM simulations can be found in section 6
of Ref. [32], in Ref. [156] and, in great depth, in Ref. [36]. The field of non-linear
simulations of ELMs has evolved significantly since then (2015). By that time,
ELM simulations were always initialised from unstable (to ideal peeling-ballooning
modes) initial conditions, and no simulations of multiple type-I ELMs in X-point
geometry had been reported. Ref. [36] emphasised that achieving multiple type-I
ELM simulations was fundamental in order to produce predictive simulations of
type-I ELM energy losses.
Since 2015, repetitive ELMs with very large repetition frequencies (fELM ≈ 3 kHz)
were simulated with the JOREK code at unrealistically high plasma resistivity in Xpoint geometry [65, 157]. For said simulations, an inverse relationship between ELM
repetition frequency and applied heating power was found, as shown in fig. 3.6a,
indicating that the ELMs simulated were more likely type-III ELMs. Additionally,
simulations from the BOUT++ code reported to have simulated ELM cycles with
high repetition frequencies in a JET-like circular geometry [158]. The crashes of
the pedestal pressure caused by five simulated ELMs with an averaged repetition
frequency around fELM ≈ 1.5 kHz are shown in fig. 3.6b.
Important progress in quantitatively validating ELM simulations in JET-ILW
with the JOREK code was reported in Ref. [153]. Other than reproducing important experimental observations, like the inverse scaling of relative ELM size
with pedestal collisionality, it highlighted the importance of simulating multiple
ELMs in the path to producing predictive simulations. In particular, it showed
that non-linear coupling between modes with different toroidal mode numbers is
not adequately reproduced in the most violent phase of the ELM crash. The buildup of a stable pedestal at fixed width showed the destabilisation of PB modes and
the subsequent appearance of an ELM crash. Significant differences between ELMs
simulated with unstable initial conditions and with stable initial conditions plus
pedestal build up, which can be seen in fig. 3.7, brought into evidence the critical
importance of simulating the crossing of the PB stability boundary and, ultimately,
simulating multiple ELMs. It should be noted that the ELM crash from fig. 3.7(b)
hosts what appears to be an n = 15 precursor. And said simulation leads to significantly larger ELM size and peak heat flux incident on the divertor, with respect
to the simulation with unstable initial conditions, fig. 3.7(a). Finally, it is worth
mentioning that through the pedestal build up detailed above, another ELM crash
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(a) Inner and outer divertor incident power for (b) Temporal evolution of the normalised
nominal (dashed lines) and double heating
pedestal pressure (at ψN = 0.6) through 5
powers (solid lines) from JOREK simula‘ELM crashes’ from a BOUT++ simulation.
tions. The scenario with nominal heatIn these simulations, the ELM repetition
ing power has a higher ELM repetition frefrequency (fELM ≈ 1.5 kHz) appears to be
quency than the case with twice the heating
too high for type-I ELMs. Figure modified
power. Figure modified from Ref. [157].
from Ref. [158]

Figure 3.6

Figure 3.7: Two ELM crashes with (a) unstable initial conditions and (b) stable initial
conditions plus pedestal evolution at fixed pedestal width. The importance of
simulating how the pedestal crosses the PB stability boundary is highlighted
in the increased amount of non-linear coupling observed for the ELM crash
in (b). Figure modified from Ref. [153].

is obtained roughly 1.5 ms after the first ELM crash (not shown). If the heating
power is increased, the second crash appears at an earlier time, therefore indicating
that type-I ELMs are being simulated.
Natural ELM simulations have seen progress with the BOUT++ code in the
Chinese tokamak EAST [159], and with NIMROD by considering the current evo-
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lution, but not the plasma pressure (therefore eliminating any ballooning modes) in
NSTX/NSTX-U geometries [160]. Significant progress has been reported in terms
of natural ELMs with the JOREK code. Simulations for the Korean tokamak,
KSTAR, have been performed with JOREK, which reproduced peeling-ballooning
inter-ELM modes with toroidal mode numbers in experimentally-relevant ranges [161].
The inter-ELM modes were observed after the appearance (and decay) of an ELM
crash simulated from initially unstable conditions. The toroidal mode spectrum of
an ELM crash in AUG was compared between simulations and experimental observations and found the ranges of dominant mode numbers during the ELM crash to
be consistent between simulations and experiments [109, 162].
From the simulations in Ref. [109], the transport of tungsten due to the ELM
crash was studied with a full-orbit kinetic model implemented in JOREK [163]. It
was reported that tungsten impurities travel both from the confined region outwards
and from the SOL inwards. The influence of the ELM crash onto the dynamics of
neutrals (ELM burn through) has been recently studied with a neutrals fluid model
in predictive simulations for the MAST-U tokamak with the Super-X divertor under
detached conditions4 with JOREK [164], and for ITER [165].
There has been significant progress in simulations of several ELM mitigation
and suppression methods in the recent years. With the JOREK code, important
advances have been made in terms of simulating the mitigation/suppression of large
ELMs through the application of magnetic perturbations in ASDEX Upgrade [166],
KSTAR [167], and ITER [168, 169]. Simulating the ELM suppression with the
application of RMP fields has also been reported with the M3D-C1 code [170, 171].
The TM1 code has also been used to study ELM suppression with RMPs in circular
geometry for low-ν ∗ plasmas [172, 173]. Simulations of the triggering of ELMs
through pellet injection has also progressed in recent years. Very recently, first
simulations with the BOUT++ code [174], and also with the M3D-C1 code [175–
177] have been performed. Additionally, pellet-triggered ELM simulations with
the JOREK code have become more realistic, and have managed to recover the
experimentally-observed lag-time that is required to trigger an ELM through pellet
injection after an ELM crash [46, 103, 178]. The effect of vertical kicks onto ELMs
has also been studied with the BOUT++ code in the HL-2A tokamak [159] and
with JOREK-STARWALL [179] for ITER [77].
Simulations of small ELMs with good confinement (described experimentally in
the following section) in the EAST tokamak have been reported with the BOUT++
code [180] (and the corresponding supplementary material). The ELM-free regime
known as QH-mode has been successfully simulated with JOREK for DIII-D and
ITER and the role of the edge harmonic oscillation (EHO) in sustaining the QHmode was recovered [181]. The importance of the stabilising effect of ExB flow shear
on high-n ballooning modes and destabilising effect on low-n kink-peeling modes
4

Detachment refers to conditions with low pressure and temperature and high neutrals and main ion
density near the divertor targets. It is favourable in terms of handling power fluxes from the confined
region (be it continuous or transient).
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is discussed as an important factor in accessing QH-mode, and it predicts that an
ITER QDT = 10 plasma would have sufficiently large current to destabilise low-n
kink-peeling modes and lead to QH-mode. Simulations of QH-mode with NIMROD
have also been reported for the DIII-D tokamak and the dynamics of the EHO are
investigated [182, 183]. Lastly, BOUT++ simulations of the ExB shear effect onto
low-n peeling modes in circular cross-section plasmas show a destabilising role that
may be related to the formation and saturation of the EHO during QH-mode [184].

3.4 Small ELMs and QCE at ASDEX Upgrade (AUG)
Naturally ELM-free operation as an alternative for type-I ELMy H-mode was briefly
outlined in subsection 3.1.3. Another approach to avoid type-I ELMs are operational scenarios with small ELMs. One such scenario that keeps favourable highconfinement properties is the quasi-continuous exhaust (QCE) regime depicted in
fig. 3.8. It requires high separatrix density and is close to a magnetic double null
(DN) configuration; it is further described in subsection 3.4.1. In single null, small
ELMs also appear at sufficiently high separatrix density even with a magnetic single
null configuration as detailed in subsection 3.4.2.

Figure 3.8: Outer divertor shunt current, which serves as ELM monitor, during AUG
discharge #34462 that shows three relevant phases. A phase dominated by
small ELMs (red), one with mixed small ELMs and type-I ELMs (blue), and
one dominated by type-I ELMs (black). The QCE regime corresponds to the
red phase. Figure modified from Ref. [42]

3.4.1 QCE regime
The QCE regime is posited to be an attractive scenario for ITER because it completely avoids type-I ELMs while maintaining good confinement properties. Another favourable property of this regime is that it deposits the expelled energy in a
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broader area than observed in the inter type-I ELM phase [185]. This regime has
strict access conditions and it is being actively developed in TCV and AUG [41, 42]
in order to improve its understanding and, eventually, determine whether it could
be reproduced in ITER.
Small ELMs operate as a cross-field transport mechanism that flushes heat and
particles out of the confined region such that the pedestal cannot develop to a point
where type-I ELMs are excited. Despite the absence of type-I ELMs, it cannot be
definitively ruled out that small ELMs become excited by edge pedestals that are
below the ideal PB stability boundary [42]. The appearance of small ELMs is accompanied by the appearance of broadband (magnetic, density, and temperature)
fluctuations with frequencies ranging from 30 to 50 kHz, which are not precursors [41, 96]. The important ingredients for maintaining the QCE regime are high
separatrix density (ne,sep /nGW & 0.3, where nGW = Ip /(πa2 ) is the Greenwald density in 1020 m−3 by considering the plasma current in MA and the minor radius in
m) and closeness to double null (which is often accompanied by high triangularity) [41, 42, 95]. At the required high ne,sep , the separatrix collisionality must also
be high because there is little variation of the separatrix temperature for a given
device (Te,sep ≈ 100 eV for H-modes in AUG [186]) [85]. In existing tokamaks,
∗
implies also high pedestal collisionality because the temperature cannot
high νsep
increase arbitrarily due to the excitation of ELMs. Nevertheless, ITER (which can
reach higher pedestal top temperatures) is expected to operate with simultane∗
∗
and low νped
. Such conditions cannot be simultaneously achieved in
ously high νsep
present day machines and, therefore, uncertainties exist on whether or not ITER
could achieve the QCE regime [42].
3.4.2 Small ELMs with bad confinement
With a single null magnetic configuration at low triangularity, high density operation may suffer from low confinement. In an H-mode discharge, if the density
is high enough, there can be a degradation of confinement that ultimately leads
to a back transition to L-mode (H-mode density limit ne . nGW ), or a disruptive
density limit (ne ∼ nGW ) [9]. The latter is not relevant for the present work, but
the former is discussed below.
For H-mode density limited (HDL) discharges, the back transition from H- to
L-mode has been studied in depth. As the separatrix density is increased (by
increasing the gas puff rate), filamentary transport also increases [187, 188] and can
lead to a flattening of the pressure gradient which, in turn, causes a reduction of the
edge radial electric field5 that causes the back transition to L-mode [187]. Recently,
a correlation has been observed between ballooning stability at the separatrix and
the onset of the HDL in AUG [34] and in JET-ILW [189]. In this context, the
5

The radial electric field well in the pedestal region associated to the edge transport barrier roughly
follows the ‘neoclassical’ radial electric field, Er,neo ≈ (eni )−1 ∇pi [70]
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deterioration of the H-mode confinement and, ultimately, the breakdown of the
H-mode are explained by an excess of cross-field transport caused by small ELMs
located near the separatrix.
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As described at the end of the previous chapter, in section 3.4, it is presently hypothesised that small ELMs are ballooning modes and/or high-n peeling-ballooning
modes that are located at, or very near, the magnetic separatrix. This chapter
describes JOREK simulations at high separatrix density (ne,sep /nGW ≈ 0.4) that
reproduce several key experimental observations of small ELMs in the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak, e.g., the 30 − 50 kHz fluctuations observed in the magnetic signals,
and the transition to a type-I ELMy H-mode when the heating power is increased
or the separatrix density is decreased. In the simulations presented in this chapter, resistive (peeling-)ballooning modes near the separatrix are identified as the
main transport mechanism responsible for the quasi-continuous exhaust from the
confined region to the divertors. The chapter is organised as follows, section 4.1
describes the simulation set-up and the axisymmetric evolution, i.e., the pedestal
build-up in the absence of any perturbations, which is imposed with diffusion coefficients and sources. Section 4.2 describes the MHD activity that develops in
non-axisymmetric simulations. Thereafter, in section 4.3, two different paths that
lead to a type-I ELMy H-mode are described and an explanation is provided as to
what is the mechanism that allows the transition. Finally, conclusions are provided
in section 4.4.
Some results in this chapter have been presented in international conferences [190,
191].

4.1 Simulation set-up
Unlike previous ELM simulations to date (excluding Ref. [153]), initial conditions
which are stable to ideal peeling-ballooning modes are considered. These initial
conditions are obtained from an equilibrium reconstruction of a post-ELM phase in
AUG discharge #33616 at roughly 7 s with the CLISTE code [192]. The magnetic
field at the magnetic axis for these simulations (and all simulations presented in
this thesis) is 2.5 T, and the plasma pressure is Ip = 0.8 MA. The discharge was
characterised by a lower single null magnetic configuration with low triangularity
δav = 0.29 and with the ion B × ∇B direction pointing towards the active X-point.
The outboard midplane initial profiles of the electron density, plasma temperature and pressure, and toroidal current density are shown in fig. 4.1. The plasma
temperature, T , is the sum of the ion and electron temperature. The ion and electron temperatures are further assumed to be equal. The toroidal current density
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Figure 4.1: Initial conditions for the electron density and plasma temperature
(T = Te + Ti ) (a), and plasma pressure (p = pe + pi ) and toroidal current density (b) in the outboard midplane.

is comprised of an Ohmic contribution together with a Pfirsch-Schlüter current1
contribution and a bootstrap current contribution. The latter is only a small contribution due to the small steepness of the pressure profile. The pedestal at this
stage is not unstable to ideal peeling-ballooning modes, and needs to steepen in
order to excite type-I ELMs.
The grid used for the simulations presented in this chapter is aligned to the flux
surfaces and it is comprised of 138 points in the radial direction (120 points in the
confined region and 18 in the scrape-off layer) and 354 in the poloidal direction.
For the axisymmetric build-up, only one poloidal plane is considered, and for the
non-axisymmetric simulations 32 poloidal planes are used in order to simulate the
toroidal mode numbers n = 0, 2, 4, . . . , 12 (and 64 planes for n = 0, 2, 4, . . . , 20).
The central resistivity that is used for the simulations presented in this chapter
(unless specified otherwise) is η = 6.6 × 10−8 Ωm. This value is larger than the
actual resistivity in the centre (ηSpitzer ≈ 2.1 × 10−9 Ωm) and increases with decreasing temperature as it follows the Spitzer temperature dependency, T −3/2 . Due
to neoclassical alterations, and the effect of Zeff which increases from the core to
the edge, the resistivity in the pedestal lies within the error bars of the experimental value. For all cases, the viscosity is chosen such that at the pedestal top the
magnetic Prandtl number is set to unity. The realistic parallel heat diffusion in
the pedestal region of AUG may be estimated with the Spitzer-Härm expression,
1

The Pfirsch-Schlüter current is a force-free current, i.e., parallel to B, which has opposite signs in the
inboard and outboard sides. Performing a flux-surface average over the Pfirsch-Schlüter results in
hJPS · Bi = 0 [11]. Consequently, the flux-surface averaged toroidal current density is only composed
of the Ohmic current and the pressure gradient-driven bootstrap current.
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χk,SH = 3.6 × 1029 Te,[keV] /ne,[m−3 ] [193]. For a plasma temperature of 1 keV and
density of 5 × 1019 m−3 , i.e., roughly corresponding to ψN ≈ 0.8 in the post-ELM
equilibrium shown in fig. 4.1, χk,SH ≈ 1.27 × 109 m2 /s. For the simulations presented in this chapter, unless specified otherwise, at 1 keV of plasma temperature
(Te = 0.5 keV), the parallel heat diffusion is 0.09 × 109 m2 /s, i.e., roughly 14 times
lower than the Spitzer-Härm value.
4.1.1 Axisymmetric pedestal build-up
Together with the post-ELM equilibrium reconstruction of AUG discharge #33616,
a pre-ELM reconstruction is used, which has a bootstrap current density constraint
on the resulting profiles, i.e., the resulting current density profile is constrained
from information on the steepness of the density, temperature, and pressure profiles [194]. Through the linear ideal MHD stability analysis code MISHKA, the
pre-ELM profiles are known to be unstable to ideal peeling-ballooning modes. The
approach used to evolve the post-ELM profiles (fig. 4.1) is to use stationary diffusion coefficients and sources to build-up towards the pre-ELM pedestal conditions.
The pedestal build-up is performed at fixed pedestal width because the diffusion
coefficient profiles and the source profiles are chosen to be stationary throughout
the simulation run-time. Adaptive diffusion coefficients and sources would require
including several key physical effects that are beyond the scope of MHD, and which
will be investigated in future work. As the pedestal density and temperature evolve
due to the imposed diffusion and sources, the radial electric field and the current
density become driven by the steepening of the profiles. Figure 4.2 shows the time
evolution of the outboard midplane pedestal electron density, plasma temperature,
radial electric field, and the flux-surface averaged toroidal current density. The
colours of the profiles change gradually from purple to blue with increasing time
as shown in the colour bar on top of the figure. The evolution is shown for the
first four milliseconds of simulation time every 0.2 ms. The profile shape changes
quickly in the first 0.5 ms as clearly observed in the plots for the density and radial electric field. The Er in the pedestal region is roughly Er,neo ≈ (∇pi )/(eni ),
and jφ evolution is determined by a Sauter bootstrap current module in JOREK
(described and used first in [153]).
4.1.2 Bootstrap current density source
In JOREK, the analytical expression for the Sauter bootstrap current density, which
uses the pressure, density, and temperature gradients as input is used to determine
a current density source. The results obtained from JOREK are compared to the
Sauter bootstrap current density model in ASTRA [195]. The bootstrap current
density model in ASTRA is different from the JOREK model only in that it considers the neoclassical expression for the resistivity. The ASTRA simulations were run
by Clemente Angioni with the JOREK density and temperature profiles at different
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Figure 4.2: Outboard midplane pedestal profiles of electron density (a), plasma temperature (b), radial electric field (c), and flux-surface averaged toroidal current
density (d) during the imposed pedestal build-up. The first millisecond is
defined by a strong steepening of the pedestal, and the pedestal top grows
progressively at a fixed gradient.

times (and the initial profile of the current density) as input. The resulting fluxsurface averaged profiles of the current density are shown in fig. 4.3. The JOREK
bootstrap current density seems to under predict the ASTRA results. For this reason, the JOREK bootstrap current density source is scaled up by a factor of 2 for
all the simulations presented in this thesis. A more consistent bootstrap current
density source implementation to the JOREK code is considered as an important
topic for future work.
4.1.3 Limitations of the present approach
Experimentally, turbulent and neoclassical transport evolve in time as profiles
change. However, these dynamics are not considered with the present approach.
Indeed, these changes in transport would determine how exactly the pedestal width
evolves. In that sense, in order to produce an accurate pedestal build-up, including
the pedestal widening, it is necessary to run neoclassical and gyro-kinetic (or even
kinetic) simulations to determine the evolving turbulent and neoclassical transport
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Figure 4.3: Flux-surface averaged toroidal current density evolving during the imposed
pedestal build-up at a fixed gradient calculated with the Sauter bootstrap
current density model in ASTRA (left) and with JOREK (right).

throughout the simulation time. This represents not only an extremely costly endeavour, but also would require significant efforts in terms of code development,
which lie well beyond the scope of the present work.
The ion and electron species can be approximated to have the same temperatures
and densities in the pedestal region, but in reality these behave in distinct ways
due to the large difference in their respective masses. All such effects are neglected
in the present simulations because these are performed in the single fluid version
of the JOREK code. However, a two temperature model has been developed and
it will be used in the future to understand the effect of such temperature separation in ELM physics. Another important physical effect that cannot be considered
under the present approach is that of the penetration of neutral particles onto
the confined region. The ensuing ionisation of the neutral particles has important
consequences on the particle fuelling that should be considered for a given simulation. These fuelling effects, in turn, directly influence the density (and ultimately
temperature) profiles in the pedestal. Ongoing efforts are underway that permit
JOREK simulations to consider such effects either by a kinetic treatment [165] and
a fluid treatment [164] of the neutral particles.
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4.2 Non-axisymmetric simulations
The pedestal build-up shown in fig. 4.2 does not cross the ideal peeling-ballooning
boundary in the time shown. However, non-ideal instabilities can still become
excited due to the finite resistivity used in JOREK. A simulation which includes
the toroidal mode numbers n = 0, 2, 4, . . . , 12 is performed. After a brief time of
stability, ∼ 0.2 ms, the steepened pedestals that are not unstable to ideal PB
instabilities, begin to excite high-n peeling-ballooning modes with predominant
ballooning features. The initial growth phase is started by an n = 12 mode in
these simulation and closely followed by the growth of the n = 10 mode. The
growth rates of these modes are very similar, roughly γn=10,12 ≈ 5 104 /s. With
simulations at higher toroidal resolution that include the toroidal mode numbers
n = 0, 2, 4, . . . , 20, it has been confirmed that indeed the fastest growing mode is
the n = 12 and the higher toroidal harmonics grow at a lower rate. These n > 12
modes do not seem to alter how the profiles evolve non-linearly, but they do modify
the non-linear interactions between modes with different toroidal mode numbers.
The linear phase of the two simulations at different resolutions are shown in
fig. 4.4(a) and (b), which show the magnetic energies of the n 6= 0 modes. The time
frame between the first vertical black line and the vertical purple line denotes the
linear phase. The time between the latter and the second vertical black line denotes the early non-linear phase, during which quadratic non-linear mode coupling
takes place. For example, the n = 2 and 4 modes become driven by the n = 12 and
10 and the n = 12 and 8 modes, respectively. The non-linear mode coupling that
gives rise to the excitation of linearly stable modes has been described in JOREK
simulations from Ref. [196]. During the linear phase, the non-axisymmetric modes
collectively form a peeling-ballooning structure with predominant ballooning features. The density, temperature, and magnetic flux perturbations at 0.4 ms are
shown in fig. 4.5. The flux surfaces at ψN = 0.95, 1.00, 1.05, 1.10 are also shown in
thin black lines. It is observed that the PB modes are localised very close to the
separatrix. The modes are observed to rotate in the electron diamagnetic direction (upwards from the outer midplane). The upcoming subsection is devoted to
studying the velocity at which the modes rotate during the early linear phase.
4.2.1 Linear growth phase – mode velocity
Considering how the peak of the modes in fig. 4.5 move with time it is possible to
determine their poloidal velocity at a given radial location. The perturbation shown
in the aforementioned figure is the result of perturbations with different toroidal
mode numbers, e.g., the magnetic flux fluctuation is defined as
n
max
X
ψ̃ =
ψn = ψ − ψn=0 ,
n>0

where n is the toroidal mode number. Figure 4.6 shows the ψN = 0.92 and 0.99 flux
surfaces together with the colour coded arc length, s, calculated from the inboard
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Figure 4.4: Magnetic energies of the non-axisymmetric modes in logarithmic scale in
the first 0.8 milliseconds of simulation time. (a) shows the simulation with
n = 0, 2, 4, . . . , 12 and (b) shows the simulation with n = 0, 2, 4, . . . , 20. This
comparison shows that the dominant mode numbers in the linear phase are
n = 10 and 12 in both cases.

Figure 4.5: Density, temperature, and magnetic flux non-axisymmetric perturbations
(n > 0) from the simulation with n = 0, 2, 4, . . . , 12 at 0.4 ms. The peelingballooning structure with dominant ballooning characteristics (i.e., more
localised to the LFS) can be observed in both plots. Flux surfaces at
ψN = 0.95, 1.00, 1.05, and 1.10 are shown with gray lines.

midplane (a) and the ψn perturbation for the different toroidal mode numbers (b)(g) at t = 0.5 ms. The n ≥ 8 mode amplitudes dominate in the LFS indicating their
ballooning nature while the modes with lower n do not have a coherent structure
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(the n = 6 already has a coherent structure, but its amplitude is too small to be
observed in fig. 4.6(e)).

Figure 4.6: (a) Flux surfaces of ψN = 0.92 and 0.99 with their corresponding colour coded
arc lengths. (b)-(g) The variation of the poloidal magnetic flux perturbations
along the arc length for the different toroidal mode numbers. The magnetic
flux perturbations for n = 2 and 4 do not have any coherent structures as
they are linearly stable to the profiles at this point in time (t = 0.5 ms).

Taking the distance travelled by the peaks of fig. 4.6(b)-(e) in a small time, it
is possible to determine the poloidal velocity of the different modes. This results
in a poloidal mode velocity that varies along the arc length. Using the normalised
arc length (s/max(s)), the poloidal mode velocity for the linearly unstable modes,
n = 6, 8, 10, 12, in ψN = 0.92 and 0.99 is shown in fig. 4.7. The poloidal mode
velocity for all linearly unstable modes peaks roughly at the outer midplane (normalised arc length of ∼ 0.5). The overall maxima of the perturbations is located at
ψN = 0.98, and the mode velocity does not show large variation between ψN = 0.92
and 1.00.
The poloidal velocity of a mode may be used to attempt to identify the nature
of the mode. In particular, from Ref. [197], ideal and resistive ballooning mode
rotation velocities in the laboratory frame have been identified as
Resistive :
Ideal :
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vmode,pol = vExB + vk,pol ,
vmode,pol = vExB + vk,pol + vi∗ /2,

(4.1)
(4.2)
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Figure 4.7: Poloidal mode velocity for the different linearly unstable modes at t = 0.5 ms
at ψN = 0.92 (left) and ψN = 0.99 (right).

where vi∗ = ∇pi /(ene B) is the ion diamagnetic velocity, and vk,pol is the poloidal
projection of the parallel velocity. At 0.5 ms of simulation time, eqn. 4.1 results
in a poloidal velocity of approximately −10 km/s in the maximum gradient region
(normalised s ≈ 0.45), where the negative sign denotes motion in the electron
diamagnetic direction (vertically upwards from the outer midplane). On the other
hand, eqn. 4.2 results in a poloidal velocity of ∼ −4 km/s. Comparing these two, it
would appear that the mode velocity of the linearly unstable n = 6, 8, 10, 12 modes
are closer to the resistive ballooning modes than to ideal ballooning modes. Further
support to the identification of these modes as resistive ballooning modes comes
from the fact that their growth rates become larger by increasing the resistivity
(at constant magnetic Prandtl number). Similarly, by reducing the resistivity, the
growth rates of the unstable modes decrease. Therefore, the unstable high-n modes
unstable in the present simulations are characterised as resistive ballooning modes.
4.2.2 Importance of extended MHD
Simulations without the diamagnetic effects have been performed in order to understand the influence onto the underlying instabilities described in the previous
section. This is done for simulations with only one toroidal harmonic present, n = 8,
and for different applied heating powers. It is observed that the simulations that
include vi∗ have fundamentally different non-axisymmetric dynamics with respect to
the simulations that neglect the diamagnetic effects. Figure 4.8 shows the evolution
of the n = 8 magnetic energy in logarithmic scale of (a) simulations with and (b)
without diamagnetic effects at four different values of Pheat .
Increasing heating power causes a steepening of the temperature and, therefore,
of the pressure at the plasma edge. For the simulations that include diamagnetic effects, the edge radial electric field well at the pedestal becomes deeper with steeper
pressure profiles. In said simulations, the high-n ballooning modes become stabilised by the diamagnetic drift together with the Er (and its shear) [71–73]. For
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Figure 4.8: Evolution of Emag,n=8 for simulations with (a) and without (b) the inclusion of
ion pressure gradient-driven diamagnetic flows. Four different input heating
powers are considered. Therefore, eight single toroidal mode number simulations are shown. Increasing heating power in simulations that include diamagnetic flows shows an important stabilisation of the n = 8 peeling-ballooning
mode. When neglecting the diamagnetic effects, on the other hand, increasing
heating power causes the unstable PB mode to grow even faster due to the
steeper pressure profiles.

the simulations without diamagnetic effects the pedestal steepens, but Er does not
change. In fig. 4.8(a) and (b), the heating power is changed at t = 0.33 ms in
all different simulations. The simulations that consider diamagnetic effects observe
γn=8 to decrease as the heating power is increased. On the other hand, the simulations that neglect diamagnetic effects result in an increase of γn=8 with increasing
heating power. The results presented in this section emphasise the importance of
including the diamagnetic flows.
As mentioned at the beginning of this section (4.2), the pedestal at these stages
is stable to ideal peeling-ballooning modes. Higher pedestal pressure and/or edge
current densities are required in order to reach a type-I ELM unstable scenario.
The access to a type-I ELM unstable scenario appears to be closed without the
inclusion of the two-fluid diamagnetic effects. Indeed this result was previously
reported in Ref. [65] in the context of obtaining repetitive ELM cycle simulations,
and was extended as a requirement to simulate type-I ELM cycles in Ref. [37].
The following sections are devoted to the non-linear study of non-ideal (resistive)
peeling-ballooning modes in the presence of diamagnetic effects.
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4.2.3 Non-linear phase
For the simulation that includes n = 0, 2, 4, . . . , 12, i.e., figure 4.4(a), the magnetic
and kinetic energies of the non-axisymmetric modes is shown in fig. 4.9 in linear
scale for 10 ms of simulation time (a) and (c) and in logarithmic scale for the first
2 ms (b) and (d).

Figure 4.9: Magnetic and kinetic energies of the non-axisymmetric modes in linear scale
for 10 ms of simulation time (top) and in logarithmic scale for the first 2 ms
of simulation time during which the linear growth phase takes place.

The linear growth phase gives way to the early non-linear growth phase until
the amplitude of the perturbations becomes large with respect to the background
plasma, at which point the non-linear phase begins. During the latter, a dynamic
interplay between growing and decaying instabilities and the background plasma
determines the instantaneous profiles observed in the simulations. Due to the persisting PB modes and the lack of a clear cyclical dynamics, the dynamics observed
are dubbed peeling-ballooning turbulence.
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4.2.4 Filamentary transport
The non-axisymmetric time evolution of the φ = 0 midplane pressure gradient and
the inner/outer divertor incident power are shown in fig. 4.10(a) and (b), respectively, for 10 ms of simulation time. The incident power is defined as
Z 2π Z smax
q(t, s, φ)R ds dφ,
Pdiv =
0

s0

where q(t, s, φ) is the heat flux at a given time in the divertor location s at the
toroidal angle φ, and R is the major radius. The noisy colour map indicates that
the pressure gradient and, therefore, the pressure profile in the outermost edge of
the plasma is rapidly fluctuating. The corresponding fluctuations are governed by
the non-axisymmetric modes that regulate the pedestal to fluctuate about a mean
value, i.e., the PB turbulence. Figure 4.11 shows the outer midplane pressure with a
logarithmic scale for a reduced time window of 0.4 ms, which is chosen between 4.8
and 5.2 ms, in order to show the dynamics of what appears to be filamentary structures travelling outwards from slightly inside the separatrix (roughly 2 cm). The
y-axis is the major radius, and the separatrix position is represented with a white
line. The plasma blobs that travel outwards correspond to non-ideal PB modes
that are aligned to the magnetic fields and are moving in the electron diamagnetic
direction.

Figure 4.10: Time evolving outer midplane edge pressure gradient at φ = 0 in colour
scale (a), and inner/outer divertor incident power (b). The varying pressure
profile is caused by quasi-continuous outward transport created by non-ideal
peeling ballooning modes.

Non-ideal (resistive) peeling ballooning modes that are destabilised below the
ideal PB stability boundary regulate the pressure gradient about −250 kPa/m.
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Figure 4.11: Time evolving outer midplane edge pressure at φ = 0 in logarithmic scale.
Plasma blobs travelling outwards are aligned to the magnetic field lines.

This is made clearer with pressure and pressure gradient profiles taken in the representative time frame of [4 − 6] ms together with averaged profiles in black shown
in fig. 4.12(a) and (b). As mentioned before, the peeling-ballooning modes do not
behave in a cyclical fashion, but cause a quasi-continuous power deposition in the
inner and outer divertor targets, as shown in fig. 4.10(b).
The fluctuating profile in the last ∼ 7% of the confined region is clearly visible in
fig. 4.12(a). It shows how the non-ideal PB modes regulate the pedestal in such a
way that the steepness of the profiles cannot grow to large values. This is why these
simulations feature only small ELMs and not a mixed regime with small ELMs
and type-I ELMs. Taking the time-varying temperature fluctuations at a single
point in the steep gradient region in the outer midplane, (R, Z) = (2.14, 0.06),
a spectrogram is performed. As a result, a dominant frequency in the range of
20 − 40 kHz is found, as can be observed in fig. 4.13. A type-II ELMy H-mode
in AUG with high triangularity and close to double null reported in Ref. [96] was
described as having an electron pressure gradient oscillating about ∼ 150 kPa/m.
The oscillating ∇pe was reportedly caused by MHD modes which were associated
with electromagnetic fluctuations observed in a wide radial extent peaking in a
frequency range of 30− 50 kHz. Both observations hint at qualitative similarities to
the simulation results described in this section. Nevertheless, it must be noted that
the present simulations were performed in a different magnetic configuration, i.e.,
low triangularity and far from double null. Therefore, dedicated comparisons need
to be performed in order to produce quantitative comparisons between experiments
and simulations. In particular, such comparisons will have to focus on variations
of the plasma shape.
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Figure 4.12: Pressure (a) and pressure gradient (b) profiles in the time window 4 − 6 ms
together with a time-averaged profile in black. The time-averaged profile
shows a ‘staircase’ structure with a large pressure gradient in the vicinity of
the separatrix.

Figure 4.13: Time evolving (a) and averaged (b) frequency spectrogram of the temperature fluctuations in (R, Z) = (2.14, 0.06). Dominant frequencies in the range
20 − 40 kHz can be observed in both cases.

4.2.5 Divertor heat deposition
To show the quasi-continuous exhaust caused by the non-ideal peeling-ballooning
modes excited near the separatrix, the electron temperature at the inner and outer
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Figure 4.14: Time evolution of the inner (a) and outer (b) target electron temperature
(Te = T /2) caused by the non-ideal peeling-ballooning modes excited at the
very edge of the plasma. The inner target has a lower temperature than the
outer target as well as a lower incident power.

divertor targets is plotted in fig. 4.14(a) and (b), respectively. The target electron
temperature is considered to be half of the plasma temperature and it is plotted for
10 ms of simulation time. The inner divertor target has a lower target temperature
than the outer divertor. Similarly, the incident power to the inner divertor is lower
than to the outer divertor, as seen in fig. 4.10(b). There is a slight increase in
the maximum target temperature (particularly visible in the outer target) as time
progresses. This is due to the chosen heat source in the confined region which slowly
increases the thermal energy content inside the separatrix. The heat deposition does
not show significant variations in the toroidal direction at any given time point. In
other words, the heat deposition is roughly axisymmetric. It is important to note
that the present simulations used only a simplified SOL transport model and, as
such, the obtained heat distribution between targets will not necessarily reflect
experimental observations.

4.3 Two simple paths to type-I ELMs
In small ELM experiments, sufficiently increasing the heating power causes the
plasma to transition from ‘pure’ small ELMs to a mixed regime and ultimately to
a ‘pure’ type-I ELMy H-mode. Based on the simulations presented in the previous section, the heating power is increased to corroborate whether or not access to
type-I ELMy H-mode was feasible. This path to type-I ELMs is described in section 4.3.1. Indeed, type-I ELMs are achieved by sufficiently increasing the heating
power with respect to the simulations presented in the previous sections. Increasing
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heating power causes the edge temperature (and its gradient) to increase, which, in
turn, causes the pressure gradient and the diamagnetic drifts to grow larger. The
stabilising influence of the diamagnetic effects and of Er (and its shear) onto high-n
(peeling-)ballooning modes becomes stronger and eventually completely stabilises
them. At this point, the small ELM regime gives way to a type-I ELMy H-mode.
The transition from the small ELM regime to a type-I ELMy H-mode can also
take place by sufficiently decreasing the separatrix density. Section 4.3.2 describes
how decreasing ne,sep , with respect to the pure small ELM simulations, manages
to completely stabilise the non-ideal peeling-ballooning modes and gives way to a
type-I ELMy H-mode. The decreasing separatrix density prompts two important
stabilising effects to take place: faster plasma flows since vi∗ and vExB are ∝ 1/ni
and a larger bootstrap current density.
4.3.1 Increasing heating power – stronger radial electric field
The nominal heating power in JOREK units is 6.2 × 10−6 (equivalent to ≈ 13 MW)
and it was applied in the simulations shown in section 4.2. The magnetic energies of
the non-axisymmetric perturbations for the first 7 ms of said simulation are shown
in fig. 4.15(a). In the subsequent sub-figures, the heating power is progressively
increased2 in small steps (from the beginning of the simulation). In fig. 4.15(b), the
non-linear behaviour does not show much differences. However, in the next figure,
a transient phase where the n = 8 mode hosts most of the total non-axisymmetric
energy, Σn>0 Emag,n , is present. For this case with Pheat ≈ 6.4 × 10−6 (≈ 13.5 MW),
the non-ideal PB modes become stabilised after roughly 10 ms. And in figs. 4.15(d)
and (e), Σn>0 Emag,n is reduced until complete stabilisation.
To further understand what governs the transition from small ELMs to typeI ELMs, the radial electric field at the outboard midplane is averaged between
1.0 − 2.0 ms and it is shown in figs. 4.16(a)-(e). An interesting observation is that
the three scenarios where the small ELMs become stabilised (c)-(e) have deeper
radial electric field wells than the two cases that sustain the small ELMs (a) and
(b). It is worth pointing out that even for the lowest heating power, the instantaneous radial electric field profiles at the outer midplane are often deeper than
Er ∼ −15 kV/m, a representative value which has been associated to the L-H
transition in AUG [198, 199]. This can be seen in fig. 4.16(a), which shows in gray
the instantaneous profiles used to obtain the time-averaged profile (black). The
scans with and without diamagnetic effects shown in section 4.2.2 together with
the observations presented so far in this section indicate that small ELMs can be
completely stabilised with a sufficiently deep radial electric field well.
In order to directly show the transition from small ELMs to type-I ELMs, the
heating power of the simulation described in section 4.2 is increased at 5.6 ms of
2

The excess heating power is always applied in the vicinity of the pedestal, such that the effect of the
faster pedestal evolution can be rapidly determined. Depositing the excess heating power in the core
produces the same results, but in a longer time scale as the excess heat needs to diffuse from the core
to the pedestal top.
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Figure 4.15: Magnetic energies of the non-axisymmetric perturbations for five different
values of input heating power. The applied heating power increases progressively from (a)(≈ 13.0 MW) to (e)(≈ 13.9 MW). As a result of the increasing heating power, the magnetic energies of the n > 0 perturbations become
weaker.

Figure 4.16: Time-averaged profiles of the outboard midplane radial electric field for five
different values of input heating power. The applied heating power increases
progressively from (a)(≈ 13.0 MW) to (e)(≈ 13.9 MW).

simulation time. The increase is from ∼ 6.2 × 10−6 to ∼ 6.6 × 10−6 in JOREK
units. Resulting from the heating power increase, the non-ideal PB modes start to
weaken in amplitude and their radial extent starts to reduce. This process takes
roughly 4 ms to complete and, thereafter, a steeper pedestal is allowed to form.
Ultimately, the steepening pedestal crosses the ideal PB stability boundary and a
type-I ELM with dominant toroidal mode numbers n = 2 and 4 is excited. The
process described in this paragraph can be evidenced in fig. 4.17(a) and (b), which
respectively show the outboard midplane pressure gradient and the power incident
on the inner and outer divertors. At t ≈ 12 ms, the parallel heat conductivity
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Figure 4.17: Time evolution of the outboard midplane pressure gradient at φ = 0 (a) upon
increasing the heating power at 5.6 ms. And the power incident on the inner
and outer divertor targets (b) resulting from small ELMs (t < 10 ms) and
from a type-I ELM (t & 19 ms).

is increased roughly to the Spitzer-Härm values (for Te = 0.5 keV and ne = 5 ×
1019 m−3 , χk = 1.16 × 109 m2 /s ≈ χk,SH ). The incident power that reaches the
divertor targets is transiently increased in significant proportions when the type-I
ELM crash appears. The small ELMs cause much weaker heat fluxes to the divertor
targets. To directly show the influence of the increased heating power onto the nonideal PB modes that cause small ELMs, the plasma pressure in real space together
with the position of the separatrix are plotted for a restricted time frame between 5
and 10 ms in fig. 4.18. The expelled filaments after the heating power increase seem
to have smaller amplitudes and they travel for shorter distances. They eventually
disappear completely.
The transition from a regime dominated by small ELMs caused by non-ideal
peeling-ballooning modes towards a type-I ELM is obtained by suddenly increasing
the input heating power in small ELM simulations. The small ELMs start to weaken
and the filaments formed by the small ELMs are gradually reduced in amplitude
until disappearing completely. The pedestal top pressure rises with increasing Pheat
due to the pedestal top temperature increase; the pedestal top density remains
unchanged in the first few milliseconds after the heating power was increased— it
only starts rising when the particle transport by small ELMs becomes significantly
reduced. Additionally, due to the larger pressure gradient, the radial electric field
well at the plasma edge deepens, and the bootstrap current density starts to rise.
Taking one millisecond time-averages, the outer midplane profiles are tracked during
the pure small ELMs phase (from 2.6 ms until 5.6 ms) and during the transition
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Figure 4.18: Time evolution of the outboard midplane pressure at φ = 0 (a) upon increasing the heating power at 5.6 ms. The filaments expelled from the confined
region become weaker when the heating power is increased. They ultimately
completely disappear and the pedestal is able to grow further.

phase where the non-ideal PB modes start to disappear (from 5.6 ms to 9.6 ms)
and are plotted in fig. 4.19.
Three time-averaged profiles correspond to the original small ELM phase and
show a constant pedestal top pressure, a weak radial electric field at the edge,
and low toroidal current density. On the other hand, the four profiles at higher
heating power show systematically higher pedestal top pressure, deeper Er well,
and a broader and larger edge current density. The last time-averaged profiles in
gray, with the largest pedestal top value, min(Er ) ≈ −28 kV/m and a high toroidal
current density, is taken during a phase that mostly has suppressed the non-ideal
PB modes. The destabilising effect of the increased ∇p is tied to the stabilising
effects of the deepening of the Er well and of the toroidal current density. The
additional stabilising effect of the edge resistivity decreasing as the pedestal top
temperature increases is also important at this stage. Therefore, the disappearance
of the non-ideal PB modes appears to be due to the Er deepening, −jφ increasing,
and the decreasing local η despite the increasing destabilising effect of ∇p.
4.3.2 Decreasing separatrix density
The previous section detailed the bifurcation from a small ELM-dominant regime
to a type-I ELM by means of increasing the heating power. Another path towards
type-I ELMs, starting from a small ELM regime, is to decrease the separatrix
density. In the experiment, this can be achieved by reducing, or completely removing, the particle source given by a gas puff (replacing the particle flux by means
of cryogenic deuterium pellet injection can keep the density profiles fixed). As a
result of the reduced edge density source, the separatrix density decreases. Resulting from the lower separatrix density, the pressure gradient is lowered, and it
is overall shifted slightly inwards— such response of the pressure profile position
is also observed in experiments [200, 201]. However, many physical effects related
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Figure 4.19: Evolution of the time-averaged outboard midplane pressure (a), radial electric field (b), and toroidal current density (c) at φ = 0. The time averaging
is done for one millisecond intervals. The three time-averaged profiles before
the heating power is increased have a shallow Er , and the four profiles after
Pheat increases show a systematic deepening of the Er well, as indicated by
the black arrow.

to the pedestal position (particularly neutrals penetration) are not included in the
JOREK model used for these simulations and, therefore, the qualitative agreement
will likely not translate to a quantitative agreement at this stage. The decrease of
separatrix density (at fixed pedestal top density) also causes a deeper radial electric
field well (because Er ∝ 1/ne ) and a larger bootstrap current density (because the
density gradient increases).
Decreasing the edge particle source in the simulations leads to a reduced separatrix density. This is done to start a new axisymmetric simulation and the non-zero
toroidal modes are included after 0.1 ms (exactly the same time as the small ELM
simulations described in section 4.2). The magnetic energies of the two cases are
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Figure 4.20: Magnetic energies of the non-axisymmetric modes in logarithmic scale
in the first 4 milliseconds of simulation time for (a) small ELMs at
high nsep (∼ 3 1019 m−3 ) and (b) their response to lower separatrix density
(∼ 2 1019 m−3 ).

Figure 4.21: Time-averaged outboard midplane profiles of the pressure gradient and Er
during the linear growth phase for nominal separatrix density (a) and (c),
and for lower separatrix density (b) and (d).

shown in fig. 4.20. The linear phases are similar between the two cases, with growing n = 8, 10, 12 high-n (peeling-)ballooning modes. But the simulation with low
nsep (b) deviates as the n < 10 and n = 12 become completely stabilised, and the
n = 10 only reaches small amplitudes and does not affect the n = 0 background.
The stabilisation of the modes with higher toroidal mode numbers leads to a single
toroidal mode number with very small amplitude that does not cause any changes
to the background plasma.
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The simulation at lower separatrix density, fig 4.20(b), sees the pedestal evolve,
but it was not continued until a type-I ELM is reached to save computing time.
Time-averaged outer midplane profiles of the pressure gradient and radial electric
field are displayed in fig. 4.21 for the small ELMs (a) and (c), and for the lowered
separatrix density case (b) and (d). The profiles are averaged over 0.1 ms during
the linear growth phase, < 0.7 ms. The lower nsep causes an inward shift of ∇p
and, particularly, a smaller pressure gradient in the vicinity of the separatrix. It
additionally allows for a deeper Er well and an increase of the bootstrap current
density (not shown). Diminishing the destabilising influence of the large ∇p near
the separatrix together with the stabilising influence of the deeper Er and the higher
−jφ cause the small ELMs to become completely stabilised.
With a slower pedestal top temperature growth, but still at low separatrix density, it is possible to recover the quasi-continuous transport caused by small ELMs.
The slower temperature recovery implies that the pressure recovery is also slowed
down with respect to the previously described simulations at lower nsep . The nonaxisymmetric modes are initialised at 0.1 ms and the high-n modes start growing
quickly. After the linear growth phase, non-linear coupling takes place and ultimately, a fully non-linear phase becomes established. This can be seen (in comparison to the nominal small ELM simulations) in the time-evolving magnetic energies
of the n > 0 modes of fig. 4.22 (a) and (b). The small ELMs at low separatrix
density and slower pedestal temperature recovery are sustained with even lower
pressure gradients than those shown in fig. 4.21(b) and, therefore, are a strong indication that the role of resistivity (which increases with decreasing temperature)
is a key parameter for the dynamical evolution of the underlying non-ideal peelingballooning modes. Neoclassical effects and Zeff modify the resistivity and are not
included in the JOREK expression. Therefore, improving the resistivity model used
in JOREK is also important for future work regarding small ELM dynamics.

4.4 Conclusions
H-mode operation without large type-I ELMs is an imperative requirement for
ITER in high-performance conditions. To this purpose, naturally ELM-free Hmodes and ELM mitigated/suppressed regimes are considered and actively researched. In AUG, one such alternative under investigation is the quasi-continuous
exhaust (QCE) regime. The QCE regime can be operated completely without typeI ELMs. The pedestal is limited by small ELMs, which quasi-continuously expel
heat and particles from the confined region. It is presently unclear whether or not
such regime can be operated in ITER. Simulations performed with JOREK, which
show several key features of small ELMs have been presented in this chapter. Nonideal peeling-ballooning modes near the separatrix are identified as the possible
transport mechanism underlying such small ELMs.
Modelling the pedestal build-up at fixed pedestal width, with stationary diffusion coefficients and sources, non-ideal peeling-ballooning modes that regulate the
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Figure 4.22: Magnetic energies of the non-axisymmetric modes in the first 4 milliseconds
of simulation time for (a) small ELMs at high nsep (≈ 3 × 1019 m−3 ) and (b)
small ELMs at lower separatrix density (≈ 2 × 1019 m−3 ) but slower pedestal
temperature recovery.

pedestal below the ideal PB stability boundary are observed under appropriate
conditions. The non-ideal nature of such PB modes is determined by the fact that
they appear below the ideal PB stability boundary and because their growth rates
are largely reduced/enhanced by decreasing/increasing resistivity. The necessary
conditions to sustain sufficient outwards transport by small ELMs is primarily determined by the separatrix density and the input heating power. In particular,
simulations with high ne,sep and low heating power observe phases (longer than
10 ms) with quasi-continuous outwards transport that prevent the pedestal from
reaching a type-I ELM unstable scenario.
An important ingredient required in order to properly produce simulations of
these non-ideal PB modes is the inclusion of diamagnetic effects, which (in the
simulations) cause the radial electric field well to develop in the pedestal region. In
the absence of diamagnetic effects, it is not possible to stabilise the small ELMs by
increasing the heating power. In contrast, when diamagnetic effects are included,
the small ELMs become completely stabilised and the plasma state moves to a typeI ELMy H-mode by increasing Pheat . Similarly, decreasing the separatrix density
completely stabilises the small ELMs if diamagnetic effects are included. Another
important effect that should be included when modelling these instabilities is the
bootstrap current density because it has a stabilising influence onto ballooning
modes and high-n peeling-ballooning modes. At the moment, JOREK evolves
the bootstrap current density through the Sauter formula [66, 67]. However, the
Sauter expression is known to be inaccurate depending on the parameter regime,
particularly at high collisionality [202]. Therefore, an improvement of the bootstrap
current density source in JOREK will be required in order to realistically move
forward. Finally, it is observed that the influence of resistivity plays a pivotal role in
the dynamics of the non-ideal PB modes that underlie small ELMs. The simplified
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resistivity with only Spitzer temperature dependency used in JOREK would have
to be improved to include the influence of neoclassical effects and effective main
ion charge greater than unity. Doing so could also allow to study ELM-mitigation
through impurity seeding with JOREK.
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This chapter describes first of a kind simulations of type-I ELM cycles in realistic
X-point geometry. Most of the results shown here have been published [37].
The simulation set-up necessary to obtain the cyclical simulations of ELMs is presented in section 5.1. It is closely related to the simulation set-up used to simulate
the small ELMs related to the QCE regime shown in the previous chapter, but with
higher applied heating power. The resulting non-axisymmetric activity ensued by
linearly destabilising low-n peeling-ballooning modes (precursors), as the pressure
gradient and the edge current density increase, is described for the first ELM crash
in section 5.2. The destabilisation of the low-n PB modes drives the modes with
larger toroidal mode numbers through three-wave non-linear interactions.
A description of the cyclical dynamics of the simulated ELMs, together with the
influence of the seed perturbations, is then presented in section 5.3. The response
of the ELM repetition frequency with respect to a modified heating power and,
separately, to a change in the scrape off layer (SOL) density are also detailed. The
altered SOL density results in an inward shift of the density pedestal, and it can
be related to a change of the gas fuelling rate. The observed response of the ELM
repetition frequency is qualitatively consistent with experimental observations.
As a result of the growing non-axisymmetric activity, the magnetic fields at the
edge of the confined region get perturbed from the original configuration with
nested closed flux surfaces. Eventually, this leads to the generation of ergodic
magnetic topology through magnetic reconnection. The non-linear stability of
peeling-ballooning modes is modified by the ergodic magnetic fields and reduced
plasma flows in a way that explosive, i.e., faster than exponential, growth is obtained. This electromagnetic triggering mechanism denotes the non-linear onset of
the ELM crash, and it is further described in section 5.4. The last section provides
conclusions and insights for future work.

5.1 Simulation set-up
The simulation is set-up in the same way as the small ELM simulations presented
in the previous chapter, in section 4.1. Namely, the pedestal build-up at constant pedestal width is imposed through stationary heat and particle diffusion and
sources. The only difference is an increase of the injected heating power, from
Pheat = 6.2 × 10−6 to 6.6 × 10−6 in JOREK units (equivalent to ≈ 13.0 MW and
≈ 13.9 MW, respectively), and the choice of realistic (Spitzer-Härm) parallel heat
diffusion coefficient. Note that the additional heating power is applied directly at
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the pedestal top region. The former represents a small increase of the heating power
(∼ 6.5%). As discussed in the previous chapter, the larger heating power causes the
temperature pedestal to rise in a faster time scale. This causes the pressure pedestal
to also rise faster and, consequently, the radial electric field and edge current density to also increase in faster time scales. As a direct result of these changes, the
non-ideal (resistive) peeling-ballooning modes present in the simulations described
for Pheat = 6.2 × 10−6 (in section 4.2) become completely stabilised.
In the absence of the peeling-ballooning turbulence, the edge pressure gradient
and current density can rise to a point where a peeling-ballooning stability boundary
is crossed. The next section describes the ensuing growth of the linearly unstable
modes, and the non-linear mode coupling that allows for linearly stable modes to
become driven.
It is reiterated at this stage that the pedestal build-up considered for these simulations is only a simplified model. The pedestal top increases without the pedestal
width changing in time. Several ingredients are not present in the simulated buildup that are known to be present in the experiment. However, the physical processes
that dominate said effects are not included in the MHD model considered for the
present simulations. For example, the particle source used for the simulations constitutes a stationary profile, but in reality it is a time-dynamical source that is
governed by the ionisation of neutral particles. In order to model such physics,
a kinetic description of the neutrals is most accurate, but a fluid approach can
also be used. The JOREK code has been recently adapted, and it is now possible to investigate such effects with a neutrals fluid model [164, 165]. A kinetic
particle framework within JOREK [203] makes it possible to account for kinetic
neutrals. In addition, anomalous transport is a time-varying effect that is crudely
approximated with stationary diffusion coefficients in order to simulate the pedestal
build-up. As the pedestal evolves, the local gradients change and, therefore, the
gradient-driven micro-turbulence becomes significantly affected. Not only does the
drive for instabilities in the edge region change through the ELM cycle, but also
the stabilising influence of increasingly sheared ExB and diamagnetic flows. Reference [204] provides an overview of turbulent dynamics present in the pedestal during
the inter-ELM pedestal build-up. A more consistent treatment would require kinetic or gyro-kinetic simulations to be performed at different time points during
the pedestal build-up, and returning the results to modify the diffusion coefficients
used in the JOREK simulation. However, (gyro-)kinetic simulations in the H-mode
edge region are notoriously difficult to carry out and are very demanding in terms
of computational resources [205–207]. Reduced models (physics-based [208] and/or
with properly trained neural networks [209]) to account for turbulent transport can
certainly be helpful in circumventing this problem. Such efforts, however, are beyond the scope of the present work, and would first require significant development,
validation, and verification to be carried out.
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Figure 5.1: Magnetic energies of the non-axisymmetric modes (n = 2, 4, . . . , 12) in logarithmic scale for 14.4 milliseconds of simulation time.

5.2 Non-axisymmetric linear and early non-linear evolution
The toroidal mode numbers chosen for the present simulations are n = 0, 2, 4, . . . , 12.
This choice is made for two reasons. The first reason is that the plasma core is unstable to a 2/1 tearing mode, and it could interfere with the ELM cyclical dynamics.
The tearing mode is unrelated to the ELMs. Neglecting the n = 1 mode from the
simulations circumvents this problem. The second reason deals with the cost of
the present simulations. Because the ELM crash and the inter-ELM phase occur
in vastly different time scales (∼ 0.1 µs and ∼ 10 ms), constraining the number of
toroidal mode numbers reduces the, already large, computational expense required
to run such simulations. When the peeling-ballooning boundary is crossed, the linearly unstable modes are n = 2 and 3, but through simulations with nperiod = 1 (not
included here) it is observed that the n = 1 is strongly subdominant. Simulations
with a periodicity of nperiod = 3 have also been performed, but the cyclical dynamics
and the triggering mechanism remain unaffected and, therefore, said simulations
are not shown here.
The magnetic energies of the non-axisymmetric modes (n 6= 0) are shown in
fig. 5.1 for 14.4 ms of simulation time. There are three main stages in the plotted time window. In the first stage of the simulation, t . 6 ms, resistive peelingballooning modes are destabilised and quickly suppressed by the strong stabilising
influence of the growing Er well. The dynamics of these resistive instabilities is not
of interest for the present study, and it was covered in the previous chapter. The
amplitude of these modes is very low, even for n = 8 which is the strongest mode
in this phase, and the pedestal build-up continues. At t ≈ 10 ms, the heat conductivity is increased to realistic (Spitzer-Härm) values. The second phase is described
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Figure 5.2: Density, temperature, and magnetic flux perturbations at 12.5 ms. The
peeling-ballooning structure with dominant peeling characteristics can be observed. Black lines denoting the flux surfaces ψN = 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.1 are also
included.

by stable modes with very small amplitudes and small oscillations, t ∼ 6 − 12 ms.
During this time, the pedestal is linearly stable to ideal peeling-ballooning modes.
The phase with stable modes ends when n = 2 becomes linearly destabilised by
the large edge current density and pressure gradient. The structure of the mode
has a dominant external kink (peeling) component, as can be seen in fig. 5.2. The
linearly unstable mode peaks in amplitude in the outer 5% of the confined region.
The last phase pictured in fig. 5.1 ends at 14.4 ms. This last phase is the linear
growth phase that precedes the onset of a type-I ELM crash.
5.2.1 Early non-linear growth phase – mode coupling
After reaching a sufficiently high amplitude, the low frequency n = 2 perturbation
couples with itself to drive an n = 2 + 2 = 4 mode via three-wave interactions [196].
Thereafter, these two modes drive the n = 2 + 4 = 6 mode, and so forth. During
the early non-linear phase (approximately from 12 to 13 ms), the growth rate of the
driven modes is roughly the added growth rate of the driving modes. For example,
the growth rate of n = 4 is twice the growth rate of n = 2. As a result, the fastest
growing mode (during the early non-linear phase) in these simulations will always
be the mode with the largest toroidal mode number, i.e., n = 12 for the present
simulations. Nevertheless, this does not imply a dominant role for said high-n
mode.
There is also non-linear mode coupling taking place from high-n to low-n modes,
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and one could think that it is therefore necessary to include infinitely high-n modes.
Fortunately, however, that is not the case for three main reasons. First, the strength
of the non-linear coupling depends on the product between the square root of the
energy of the driving modes. The coupling
strength
for high-n modes n = 12 and 10
√
√
to drive the n = 2 mode depends on En=12 En=10 , which is small compared to the
energy of the n = 2 mode. Consequently, in this case the non-linear mode coupling
from high-n to low-n modes is much weaker than the coupling from low-n to high-n.
The second reason why it is not necessary to include infinitely high-n modes is that
the early non-linear growth phase ends as soon as the total perturbation manages
to alter the background plasma and, therefore, affects the instability drive (i.e., the
pressure gradient and the current density and its gradient). The third reason is
that modes with larger toroidal mode numbers are more easily stabilised by the
diamagnetic and ExB drifts. That being said, including only low-n modes leads
to unrealistic dynamics. For example, the simulation described so far, with n =
0, 2, 4, . . . , 12, features a sharp ELM crash with a distinct end; however, including
fewer toroidal mode numbers shows an ELM event that continues to expel heat and
particles from the plasma and, as such, does not have a distinct end.
The modes that grow during this early non-linear phase are identified as low
frequency precursors. Precursor activity of such characteristics has been identified
in several tokamaks [109, 210–215]. An example from the AUG discharge that was
used for the post-ELM initial conditions of the present simulations, shot #33616,
is shown in fig. 5.3. The figure displays an ELM-synchronised spectrum of the
magnetic perturbations measured with Mirnov coils in the LFS. The magnetic
signals are averaged over 53 type-I ELMs. To do so, the signals are shifted such
that t − tELM = 0, where tELM denotes the start time of the ELM. A dashed red box
indicates precursors that precede the ELM crash at f . 140 kHz. These increase
in amplitude as the ELM approaches. The high-frequency perturbations that are
also visible in fig. 5.3 are thought to be gradient-limiting micro-turbulence related
to the widening of the pedestal during the inter-ELM phase [113, 116, 118, 216].
These high frequency modes are not present in the simulations presented in this
work, potentially indicating that these modes cannot be captured with the used
MHD model.
The growth rate of the simulated low frequency, low-n precursors in the simulations increases with time, which is expected when the plasma is slowly driven
across an instability boundary [217]. Concomitant with the increase in amplitude
of the low-n precursors from the simulations, the divertor incident power is also
observed to moderately increase (prior to the violent ELM crash). This observation is qualitatively in agreement with experimental observations of slow (lasting
& 1 ms) increases of the divertor incident power prior to the ELM crash [218]. Said
low-frequency precursors are not always directly observed either because they are
not always present or because their growth is sometimes too fast to be captured.
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Figure 5.3: AUG shot #33616 from 6.3 to 7.9 s is in type-I ELMy H-mode. Spectrogram
of magnetic pick-up coils measuring magnetic fluctuations from 53 ELMs and
synchronised to each ELM start time (t − tELM = 0). Low frequency, low-n,
precursors grow before the ELM onset.

5.3 Type-I ELM cycles
During the early non-linear phase, the n 6= 0 modes interact with each other, but not
with the n = 0 background. It ends when the precursors reach a sufficiently large
amplitude (δne /ne ∼ 1). Thereafter, a non-linear phase that features interactions
between n 6= 0 modes and the n = 0 axisymmetric background is observed. The
latter leads to a strong collapse of the edge pedestal caused by the ELM crash. The
non-linear mechanisms that lead to the ELM onset are described in section 5.4.
The present section describes the cyclical dynamics of the simulated ELMs. The
magnetic energies of the non-axisymmetric modes (in linear and logarithmic scales),
and the power incident onto the inner and outer divertor targets are shown in
figs. 5.4(a), (b), and (c), respectively.
For the first ELM, the end of the early non-linear phase happens roughly at 14 ms,
and the precursor phase begins. The n = 2 and 4 modes modify the background
plasma in sub-ms time scales. As a result of the non-linear interaction between
the precursors and the background plasma, the precursor phase ends and the onset
of the first ELM crash takes place (at t ≈ 15 ms). The ELM crash lasts roughly
∼ 1.5 ms for the first ELM. The dominant toroidal modes during the ELM crash
are n = 2 and 4, which is consistent with experimental observations at AUG [211].
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Figure 5.4: Magnetic energy of the non-axisymmetric perturbations in linear (a) and logarithmic (b) scales. The energies of the perturbations increase and decrease
in each ELM crash. The inner/outer divertor incident power (c) is shown
throughout four ELMs simulated in sequence. Five time slices are chosen
to show how the density (d), temperature (T = Te + Ti ) (e), and pressure
(f) profiles at the outboard midplane look before, during, and after the first
ELM.

Resulting from the ELM crash, the (density, temperature, and pressure) pedestals
become significantly reduced, as shown in figs. 5.4(d)-(f).
5.3.1 ELM crash and inter-ELM activity
The evolution of the density, temperature, and pressure at the outer midplane
is shown in figs. 5.4(d)-(f). It can be seen that the reduction in the density is
small in comparison with the decrease of the temperature pedestal. The effect of
the precursors onto the confined plasma can be evidenced in the profiles at 15 ms
because there are corrugations of the temperature and pressure profiles that are
absent at 14 ms. During the ELM crash (at t = 16 ms), plasma filaments, which
cause the increase in density and pressure observed in figs. 5.4(d) and (f), are
expelled. At the same time, the temperature increases significantly in the outermost
flux surfaces (ψN & 0.97), but decreases inside of ψN ≈ 0.97 up to ψN ≈ 0.5. Said
behaviour is characteristic of the ion temperature profile evolution during the ELM
crash, as reported in Ref. [110]. In the following time slices (t = 17 and 18 ms), the
density profile shows only a moderate reduction below the pre-ELM state, while
the temperature profile has relaxed significantly below its pre-ELM state.
The first ELM crash expels roughly 11% of the stored thermal energy. In contrast, the subsequent ELMs expel approximately 7% of the pre-ELM stored thermal
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energy. The absolute and relative ELM sizes for all four type-I ELMs are shown
in figs. 5.5(a) and (b), respectively. The pre-ELM stored thermal energy increases
(from the second to the fourth pre-ELM state) because the central temperature
monotonically increases slightly in the simulations as time progresses. This has to
do with the stationary sources and diffusion. The duration of the ELM (as defined
by an increase in divertor incident power above a given threshold) is also different
between the first ELM and the subsequent ELMs. The first ELM lasts longer than
the subsequent ELMs as can be inferred from figs. 5.4(a) and (c), and is directly
visible in fig. 5.5(c). The reason why the first ELM is different from the subsequent
ELMs will be detailed in the next subsection.

Figure 5.5: Absolute ELM size (a), ELM size relative to the pre-ELM stored thermal
energy (b), and duration of the increased divertor incident power as a measure
of the ELM duration (c) for the four consecutive type-I ELMs. The first ELM
crash has longer duration, and larger absolute and relative ELM size.

After the end of the ELM crash (t ≈ 18 ms for the first ELM), the pressure gradient is considerably smaller than the pre-ELM ∇p, but it excites medium-n peelingballooning modes (as can be seen in fig. 5.4(b) at t ≈ 18 . . . 21 ms for the first ELM
crash). Inter-ELM modes with comparable toroidal mode numbers (between 5 and
8) have been reported in experiments from AUG [211] and KSTAR [117]. The
latter have additionally been simulated with JOREK [161]. The simulated interELM modes of medium-n become suppressed by the diamagnetic and ExB drifts.
As these inter-ELM modes become suppressed, the magnetic energies of the nonaxisymmetric perturbations decrease significantly, with respect to their amplitudes
during the ELM crash.
5.3.2 Seed perturbations
After the medium-n inter-ELM modes are suppressed, the energies of the nonaxisymmetric perturbations remain up to 10 orders of magnitude larger than their
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amplitudes before the first ELM crash. Recall that before the first ELM crash the
seed perturbations are somewhat arbitrary. This difference between Emag,n>0 before
and after the ELM crash is very important. Experimentally, and in the simulations,
the post-ELM conditions of the n 6= 0 modes are not arbitrary; they retain some
information (amplitudes and/or structures) from the previous ELM crash.
The seed perturbations for the first ELM crash are arbitrary (they have to be
for any initial value code like JOREK) while those for the subsequent ELMs are
consistent with the prior existence of an ELM crash. This constitutes the main
reason for the first ELM crash being different from the subsequent ELMs. The most
important differences are the ELM size and the duration of the ELM crash, which
can be seen in fig. 5.5. These differences appear because the seed perturbations
(which are destabilised when ∇p and j become large enough to excite PB modes
and, at the same time, to overcome the stabilising influence of vExB and its shear)
require a finite amount of time to grow. The time required for the seed perturbations
to grow to sufficiently large amplitudes and modify the background plasma differs
between arbitrary and self-consistent seed perturbations, tarb. and ts.c. respectively.
For the simulations shown here, tarb. > ts.c. and, therefore, the pre-ELM profiles
exhibit higher pedestals for the arbitrary seed perturbations (first ELM) compared
to the self-consistent cases (subsequent ELMs).
Due to the stationary sources and diffusion used to model the pedestal buildup, the first time the precursors become excited (t ≈ 12 ms) the pedestal features
slightly different profiles than the subsequent times it happens (t ≈ 22, 29, or 38 ms).
An additional simulation is performed to confirm the hypothesis that the differences in the ELM sizes and duration come from the seed perturbations, and not
from differences in the pedestal profiles between the first ELM and the subsequent
ELMs. The non-axisymmetric modes of the original simulation are set all to zero at
t = 28.3 ms, and are immediately re-introduced at noise-level amplitudes (as was
done in the beginning of the simulation). The evolving magnetic energies of these
n > 0 modes are shown in fig. 5.6 in thick lines together with the magnetic energies
of the original modes in thin lines. The new case with arbitrary seed perturbations
also shows tarb. > ts.c. . The pre-ELM profiles for the case with arbitrary perturbations has (artificially) higher pedestals than the case with the self-consistent seed,
thereby emphasising the importance of simulating ELMs with self-consistent seed
perturbations.
The differences in ELM size and duration between the first ELM and the subsequent ELMs is reminiscent of so-called ‘giant’ ELMs. Giant ELMs appear after
ELM-free phases during which the confined energy increases, and they are characterised by larger ELM sizes and longer ELM duration, with respect to the subsequent ELMs [219–222]. Since giant ELMs take place after an ELM-free phase,
the seed perturbations that give rise to the giant ELM should be weaker than the
seed perturbations for a regular type-I ELM1 . In light of the differences between
1

The seed perturbations for a given ELM can be comprised of remnant MHD activity (e.g., from a
previous ELM crash) and inter-ELM modes of MHD or turbulent nature. With the present set-up
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Figure 5.6: Magnetic energies of the n > 0 modes from the base simulation (with thin
coloured lines), and from a simulation that eliminates the perturbations at
t = 28.3 ms and immediately re-introduces arbitrary perturbations at noiselevel amplitudes. As a result, the ELM is significantly delayed and it takes
place at a considerably larger pedestal pressure, thus emphasising the importance for multi ELM-cycle simulations for predictive modelling.

the first ELM and the next ELMs, only the latter will be further analysed in the
remainder of this chapter.
5.3.3 Heating power dependency
The most important characteristics of type-I ELMs are the large ELM sizes and the
direct dependency between input heating power and ELM repetition frequency [28].
It has already been shown that the simulated ELMs presented in this chapter can
be considered type-I ELMs in terms of the ELM size. In order to confirm that the
simulations are indeed type-I ELMs the heating power is changed to probe how the
ELM repetition frequency, fELM , changes.
In the simulations, the time scale at which the pressure gradient increases is
determined by the imposed stationary diffusion coefficients, particle source, and
heating power applied. In the experiment, however, the build-up of the pedestal
is given by the anomalous and neoclassical transport, the applied heating power,
only the MHD activity can be modelled, and any direct or indirect interaction between the MHD
modes and turbulent micro-instabilities cannot be considered.
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and the ionisation of neutral particles mainly from fuelling sources and recycling,
all of which evolve in time together with the profiles. Accounting for all such
dynamical effects in a realistic way goes well beyond the scope of the present work.
Nevertheless, the heating power scan is produced in order to confirm whether or
not the simulated ELMs are indeed type-I ELMs.
Immediately after the end of the second ELM crash, at t = 25.6 ms, the heating
power is suddenly reduced by roughly 15%. As a result, the pedestal build-up
is slowed down and, therefore, the peeling-ballooning precursors become excited
later in time, with respect to those for the base simulation. Ultimately, this means
that the ELM crash takes place at a later point in time for the case with reduced
heating power, and that the ELM repetition frequency is decreased. For the base
simulations, fELM ≈ 120 Hz, and for the simulations with reduced heating power,
fELM ≈ 87 Hz. The magnetic energies of the non-axisymmetric modes for each
simulation are shown in figs. 5.7(a) and (b), respectively. From the figures, it
is possible to observe that Emag,n>0 are larger for the base simulation than for
the simulation with lower heating power. Additionally, the pre-ELM pedestal top
pressure is also lower for the case with decreased heating power. The observed
direct dependency between the ELM repetition frequency and the heating power
provide support to the identification of the simulated ELMs as type-I ELMs.

Figure 5.7: Magnetic energies of the n > 0 modes for the base simulation (a), and for a
simulation that reduces the input heating power by 15% at t = 25.6 ms. The
base simulation is only run until t = 40.9 ms.
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5.3.4 Varying the scrape-off layer density
Another change performed with respect to the base simulation is to decrease the far
SOL density. In the base simulation, the far SOL density is ne,far−SOL ≈ 2.0 × 1019 m−3 ,
and in the modified simulation it is forced down towards 0.2 × 1019 m−3 . This
change may be thought of as reducing the gas fuelling rate. In those terms, type-I
ELMy H-mode plasmas are observed to increase fELM together with the fuelling
rate in experiments. This happens until a type-III ELMy H-mode is obtained (at
high fuelling rates) at high densities [223]. The magnetic energies of the nonaxisymmetric modes for the base simulation and for the simulation with 10% of
the far SOL density are shown in figs. 5.8(a) and (b), respectively. A very clear
reduction of the ELM frequency is obtained with this ‘decrease of the fuelling rate’,
which is qualitatively consistent with experiments.

Figure 5.8: Magnetic energies of the n > 0 modes for the base simulation (a), and for a
simulation that reduces the far SOL density by 90% at t = 28.4 ms. The base
simulation is only ran until t = 40.9 ms.

Together with the significant decrease of fELM , there is a rigid decrease of the
pedestal density, but the pedestal temperature and pressure increase. The plasma
is stable from the time when the far SOL density was decreased, 28.4 ms, until
t ≈ 45 ms when an n = 2 peeling-ballooning precursor is destabilised. The differences between the pre-ELM profiles for the base simulation and for the simulation
with lower far SOL density are shown in figs. 5.9(a)-(f). The longer inter-ELM
duration and the larger pedestal pressure, achieved when reducing the far SOL
density, are related to larger stabilising contributions from the faster plasma flows
(recall that Er ∼ ∇pi /ni ), the larger toroidal current density, fig. 5.9(e), and from
the inward shift of the pedestal density [200, 201]. The combination of these stabilising effects allows the pedestal to remain stable for a longer period of time. During
this time, the pedestal top temperature and pressure continue to increase until the
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Figure 5.9: Pre-ELM profiles at the outboard midplane for the base simulation and for
a simulation that reduces the far SOL density by 90% at t = 28.4 ms. The
profiles of density (a), temperature (b), pressure (c), radial electric field (d),
toroidal current density (e), and pressure gradient (f) are depicted. The preELM profiles for the base simulation are at t = 31.0 ms, and for the simulation
with modified far SOL density at t = 47.0 ms

n = 2 peeling-ballooning precursor is excited, which prompts the non-linear ELM
onset (at t ≈ 48 ms).

5.4 ELM triggering mechanism
The peeling-ballooning precursors that precede all simulated type-I ELMs described
in this chapter are observed to be responsible for the non-linear onset of the
ELM crash. Figure 5.10 shows the sum of the magnetic energies for all the nonaxisymmetric modes present during the third ELM from the simulation with nominal heating power and far SOL density. The precursor phase is comprised of
three phases. First, an early non-linear phase, where n 6= 0 modes only interact with one-another (t . 31.8 ms). Second, a brief non-linear saturation phase
(t . 32.2 ms) where the non-axisymmetric modes interact additionally with the
n = 0 background plasma. And an explosive (i.e., faster than exponential) growth
phase (t . 32.8 ms) that is referred to as the non-linear ELM onset. The faster
than exponential growth during the non-linear ELM onset is depicted by including
an exponential and a faster than exponential fitting function in fig. 5.10. The latter
shows an adequate fit to the simulation data.
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Figure 5.10: Sum of the magnetic energies for all non-axisymmetric modes, Σ12
n=2 Emag,n ,
in the third ELM crash of the simulation with nominal heating power. The
precursor phase, 31.6 ms . t . 32.8 ms, starts when the axisymmetric background first becomes altered by the non-axisymmetric modes, and ends when
the ELM crash begins.

5.4.1 The role of resistivity – magnetic reconnection
The mechanism that underlies the explosive onset relies on the presence of reconnection of magnetic field lines (which takes place due to non-zero resistivity),
and on the resulting separation of time scales between the non-linear evolution of
the pressure gradient and the plasma flows. As the precursor amplitude becomes
sufficiently large (δne /ne ∼ 1), magnetic reconnection begins to take place in the
plasma edge. The increasingly ergodic magnetic field causes a gradual decrease of
the pressure gradient at the plasma edge, which can be seen in fig. 5.11(g). Concomitant with this reduction of ∇p, the plasma flow slows down in even faster time
scales2 . Figure 5.11(a) shows the Poincaré map of a near-axisymmetric magnetic
field throughout the edge region. In the next Poincaré map, one millisecond later,
the edge region has become altered due to the non-linear interaction between the
non-axisymmetric precursor activity and the axisymmetric background plasma.
5.4.2 Heat and particle transport in stochastic magnetic fields
The ergodic magnetic topology that is prompted during the precursor phase connects flux surfaces located at different radial positions. This, in turn, substantially
increases radial diffusion from parallel heat diffusion. As a result, the temperature
gradient is rapidly widened and flatted across ψN ≈ [0.92 − 1.00]. These changes
2

It is worth pointing out that the initial stages of the non-linear precursor phase becomes shortened in
simulations that include more toroidal mode numbers. However, the fact that the plasma flows slow
down faster than ∇p remains always present.
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Figure 5.11: Precursor phase, ELM crash, and post-ELM phase showing six Poincaré plots
every 1 ms from 31 − 35 ms (a)-(f), and the axisymmetric pressure gradient
at the outboard midplane (g). The precursor activity starts at ∼ 31.8 ms and
lasts roughly 1 ms. The poloidal coordinate, θ∗ equal to 0 at the outboard
midplane and −π/2 at the magnetic x-point is used.

to the temperature profile translate to ∇p, as can be observed in fig. 5.11(g). Diffusion due to ergodic magnetic fields affects the temperature (and its gradient) in
a faster time scale than the density (and its gradient) [11]. As a result, the pressure gradient decreases faster than the density. In addition, the radial electric field
decreases slower than ∇p, as can be seen through the ratio Er /∇p in fig. 5.12. The
current density, which is the second destabilising term, changes in a slower time
scale (slower than ∇p) through current diffusion.
The gradual decrease of ∇p and j caused by the precursor activity may seem
stabilising at first glance because lower ∇p and j in the pedestal are, from the linear
MHD picture, further away from the PB stability boundary. Nevertheless, given
that the stabilising effect of the plasma flows decreases faster than ∇p and j, which
are destabilising, the non-linear ELM onset is able to occur. The simulation results
presented here suggest that the ELM onset is governed by non-linear processes.
The monotonic decrease of the ratio Er /∇p during the precursor phase (labelled
in fig. 5.12) implies that the peeling-ballooning modes become less restricted by
the stabilising influence of Er . Ultimately, this decreasing stabilising effect allows
the progressively faster growth of the non-axisymmetric modes and result in the
ELM crash. Simultaneously, there is a localised increase of ∇p in the simulations
due to the precursor activity, and it drives the plasma further into the unstable
regime. These effects are self-amplifying [224] and lead to the explosive growth of
the perturbations. The effects of the local increase in ∇p and of the separation
of time scales between stabilising (Er ) and destabilising (∇p and j) terms play an
important role in terms of the non-linear ELM onset. Recent experimental work
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Figure 5.12: Precursor phase, ELM crash, and post-ELM recovery phase showing the ratio
between the axisymmetric Er /∇p at the outboard midplane. The precursor
activity starts at ∼ 31.8 ms and lasts roughly 1 ms.

from the DIII-D tokamak appears to provide evidence of the non-linear nature of
the ELM onset [225].
The explosive growth of peeling-ballooning modes causes the ergodic region to
penetrate further inwards, as can be seen between figs. 5.11(b) and (c). The ELM
crash is characterised with losses from convective and conductive channels, and it
occurs in sub-ms time scales, which are directly comparable to type-I ELMs in
experiments [226]. Once the ELM crash phase is finalised, the inter-ELM recovery
phase begins. During the inter-ELM phase, the remnant MHD activity from the
ELM crash together with medium-n peeling-ballooning modes cause corrugations
to the edge magnetic topology, which can be observed in fig. 5.11(d). As described
in section 5.3.1, the inter-ELM modes are excited by the pressure gradient and
become suppressed as Er increases.
It is important to reiterate the fact that the duration of the precursor phase is
shortened in simulations that include higher toroidal mode numbers. However, the
separation of time scales between the destabilising terms (∇p and j) and the stabilising plasma flow (quantified through Er ) is also present in said simulations with
higher toroidal resolution such that the qualitative observations remain unaffected.
The faster time scales obtained with the increased toroidal resolution obviously
imply that high toroidal resolution is required in order to quantitatively validate
the simulations against experimental results in the future. Code optimisations will
allow to do full simulations of several ELM crashes with higher toroidal resolution
at different plasma parameters and magnetic configurations. Some simulations with
increased toroidal resolution are included in the next chapter.
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5.5 Conclusions
The simulations presented in this chapter have been published in Ref. [37], and
represent the first simulations of type-I ELM cycles in X-point geometry. One
important result reported in this chapter is the differences (particularly in terms
of the ELM size and duration) between the first ELM crash and the subsequent
ELMs. The differences are shown to be related to the seed perturbations that
grow to cause the ELM crash. Namely, the arbitrary seed perturbations used to
produce the first ELM crash are related to a larger ELM size and a longer duration
of the ELM crash with respect to the subsequent ELMs that are borne out of selfconsistent seed perturbations. Experimentally, the seed perturbations for type-I
ELMs are determined by the remnant MHD activity from the last ELM crash and
any potential interplay between said remnant MHD activity, inter-ELM modes, and
turbulent micro-instabilities. This result highlights the importance of simulating
full ELM cycles in order to predictively assess their impact, e.g., for ITER.
Another important result is the identification of a non-linear electromagnetic
mechanism that gives rise to the ELM crash. Peeling-ballooning modes that precede the ELM crash, and are called precursors, cause magnetic reconnection at the
edge of the confined region. Such non-linear interaction between the axisymmetric background plasma and the non-axisymmetric modes causes a decrease of the
destabilising pressure gradient and current density. In a faster time scale, however,
the radial electric field is also reduced. As a result, the stabilising effect of the
plasma flows decreases and, together with localised increases of ∇p that can locally
destabilise high-n peeling-ballooning modes, give way to the explosive ELM onset.
For the simulations reported in this chapter, a single fluid model with two-fluid
extensions (diamagnetic drifts) was used. Transport across magnetic field lines
due to parallel heat diffusion becomes significantly enhanced in the presence of
ergodic magnetic topology. However, ions and electrons have different parallel
heat diffusion coefficients. Such two-fluid effect is not included, but may have
an influence onto the non-linear ELM onset; the duration of the precursor phase
could be altered by taking such effect into account. Experimentally, it has been
observed that the inter-ELM recovery of the electron channel is different from the
ion channel [110]. Consequently, separating the ion and electron temperatures is
foreseen for future work. The cross-field transport of heat and particles in the
pedestal is determined from turbulent micro-instabilities and neoclassical effects,
and cannot be realistically represented with stationary diffusion coefficients. In
that sense, the present simulations consider a simplified pedestal build-up that
has to be improved for future predictive simulations of type-I ELM cycles. The
ionisation of neutral particles, coming primarily from gas fuelling or recycling, also
represents a dynamical effect that is neglected in the present simulations. The
influence of such effects can be studied in the future using a fluid neutrals model
in JOREK [164, 165] and a kinetic neutrals model accessible now due to the recent
development of a kinetic particle module [203].
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The simulated type-I ELMs show good agreement with respect to experimental
observations in terms of the dominant toroidal mode numbers during the ELM
crash (n = 2 . . . 4) [211]. Increasing the toroidal resolution maintains the dominant
toroidal mode numbers and keeps the same non-linear electromagnetic mechanism
for the ELM onset, but shortens the duration of the precursor phase. Additionally,
the type-I ELM repetition frequency is observed to decrease when the heating power
is reduced in the simulations, as expected for type-I ELMs [28]. The set-up used
to simulate type-I ELM cycles presented in this chapter (i.e., by considering how
the pedestal crosses the peeling-ballooning boundary) has been used to simulate
the triggering of ELMs through the injection of cryogenic deuterium pellets by
Ref. [45], as will be discussed in the next chapter.
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This chapter describes a comparison between JOREK [48–50] simulations of spontaneous ELMs (similar to those shown in the previous chapter) and pellet-triggered
ELMs in ASDEX Upgrade (AUG). The spontaneous ELMs were performed as part
of this thesis. The triggered ELMs were performed by Shimpei Futatani based on
the set-up established for type-I ELM cycles described in the previous chapter and
include, for the first time, the effect of the ion pressure gradient-driven diamagnetic
flows in pellet-ELM simulations. The approach was to model the injection of cryogenic deuterium pellets at different time points during the pedestal build-up from
the previous chapter. A detailed description of the non-axisymmetric activity that
is prompted as a result of the pellet injection at different time points is described
in Ref. [45]. In particular, the pellet-triggering lag-time that is characteristic of
metal-walled tokamaks [43, 44] was qualitatively reproduced in simulations for the
first time. Additionally, a direct comparison of the spontaneous and pellet-triggered
ELM simulations has been performed as part of this thesis and has been accepted
for publication [46].
The present chapter closely follows Ref. [46] and is arranged as follows. A brief
introduction of pellet-ELM triggering is detailed in section 6.1. The approach used
in JOREK to treat the pellet and the pellet ablation are found in section 6.2. Afterwards, section 6.3 describes the set-up for the pellet-triggered ELM simulations;
the spontaneous ELM simulation set-up was described in the previous chapter. A
description of individual spontaneous and pellet-triggered ELMs, including a comparison in terms of heat loads to the divertor targets and of the mode structures
present, are provided in section 6.4. Several spontaneous and pellet-triggered ELMs
are then compared in section 6.5 in terms of relative and absolute energy losses,
toroidal mode spectra, and heat fluxes to the divertors. The chapter ends with an
outlook to future work and conclusions for this study.

6.1 Introduction
Empirical extrapolations to ITER indicate that uncontrolled type-I ELMs would
lead to an unacceptably short lifetime of the divertor targets [90, 101]. Several
strategies are presently foreseen to mitigate or fully suppress type-I ELMs in ITER
(small ELM scenarios like the one described in chapter 4, QH-mode [38], and active control methods with external resonant magnetic perturbations [227] or with
pellet-ELM pacing [228, 229]). The operational space for the successful implementation of such mitigation/suppression techniques remains uncertain. For example,
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it is possible that ELM control through magnetic perturbations will not be possible throughout a given discharge because of changes to the edge safety factor
(particularly during plasma ramp-up and ramp-down). The access conditions of
small/no-ELM regimes for ITER also remain uncertain. As such, pellet-ELM triggering is foreseen as a complementary approach/backup scheme and, in particular,
it can be instrumental in avoiding impurity accumulation [101]. The idea behind
pellet pacing as a mitigation method is motivated by the observation that smaller
ELM sizes can be achieved at higher ELM frequencies (fELM ) [230], and it aims at
increasing the ELM frequency to the pacing frequency, fELM ≈ fp . Experiments of
pellet pacing have shown that it is possible to increase the ELM repetition frequency
(beyond the natural ELM frequency) and to reduce the ELM size [228].
Experimental measurements in AUG-C (with a carbon wall) indicated that the
pellet-induced seed perturbation was located near the maximum pressure gradient
region of the pedestal at the time of triggering the ELM [231]. The generality of several important findings from AUG-C was confirmed in DIII-D [229] and JET [232].
Despite of significant experimental and modelling efforts, important questions remain open for the practical feasibility of pellet-ELM triggering as an ELM control
method.
The maximum achievable frequency at which ELMs can be triggered is one open
question that can be critical for the successful application of pellet pacing. Experiments in DIII-D have managed to increase the ELM frequency by 12 times
0
, in a particular scenario [229].
the natural ELM repetition frequency, 12 × fELM
The results obtained in the carbon-walled machine are indeed promising, but experiments in metal-walled machines (AUG with tungsten divertor and walls, and
JET with tungsten divertor and beryllium walls) have shown a reduction in the
maximum achievable pellet-ELM pacing frequency. Namely, it was observed that
an ELM cannot be triggered right after a preceding ELM crash (spontaneous or
triggered) has taken place [43, 44, 233]. The time during which an ELM cannot be
triggered (by pellet injection) after an ELM crash is denoted pellet-triggering lagtime, or simply lag-time. Understanding the physical mechanisms that govern the
lag-time is crucial for the successful conceptualisation of pellet pacing as an ELM
control scheme (or as a method to avoid impurity accumulation) in ITER. The reason why the triggering of ELMs through pellet injection is different when the wall
material is changed is not clear. However, it has been observed that the pedestal
itself is slightly different between the two types of wall material; at equal pressures,
metal-walled devices display a higher density and collisionality than carbon-walled
machines [234]. Simulations from Ref. [45] have qualitatively reproduced the lagtime for the first time. A subset of said simulations (only pellet injections that
triggered ELMs) was analysed in Ref. [46] and is presented in this chapter.
Another important question that remains open, with respect to pellet pacing as
an ELM control mechanism, deals with the heat flux distribution onto the divertor
targets. Achieving an increase of the ELM repetition frequency by a factor of, for
0
example, 2 (fELM = 2fELM
) does not necessarily mean that the ELM energy fluence
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will be similarly reduced. Experimental observations suggest that pellet-triggered
ELMs deposit their associated energy onto a narrower area, denoted wetted area,
than spontaneous ELMs [102]. Whether or not the beneficial impact of an increased
fELM will be cancelled in ITER by a reduction of the wetted area can be predictively
investigated in the future with non-linear extended MHD simulations.
This chapter presents JOREK simulations of pellet-triggered and spontaneous
ELMs in AUG. The ELM simulations consider the same parameters and, therefore,
are directly comparable. Pellets of two different sizes are injected at different times
before a spontaneous ELM crash takes place, i.e., during an inter-ELM phase. The
spontaneous ELM simulations follow the set-up described in the previous chapter
and in Ref. [37]. The resistivity used in these simulations is within the error bars
of the neoclassical resistivity. Similarly, the parallel heat diffusion coefficient is
set to the realistic Spitzer-Härm values. The pedestal build-up is characterised by
evolving edge gradients, and the evolving ion pressure gradient-driven diamagnetic
flow and bootstrap current density are considered.

6.2 Pellet module in JOREK
As a pellet is injected into the plasma, it starts to ablate1 , the ablated particles
get ionised and act as a localised density source. To model the effect of injecting
a pellet into the plasma, a pellet module can be used in JOREK. The physical
effects related to the ablation of the pellet particles are not modelled with JOREK
because it would be computationally too expensive2 . The pellet module considers
a localised volumetric density source that moves along the pellet trajectory and
deposits the pellet particles to the plasma. The 3D source is localised to a narrow
poloidal area, and it stretches along a toroidal arc that is defined by the user. The
density source is adiabatic and, as such, no energy source/sink is related to it.
The number of particles that are deposited in the bulk plasma at a given time
is determined with a neutral gas shielding model. The model depends on the
instantaneous pellet size, local plasma temperature and density. The trajectory
of the pellet is defined by a straight line, and it maintains a constant velocity
throughout its lifetime (the pellet is stripped of all its particles at the time of
full ablation). The assumption of constant velocity is supported by experimental
observations in AUG [231]. For an in-depth description of the pellet module used,
the reader is referred to Refs. [50, 76]. During the pellet ablation, the adiabatic
volumetric density source causes a localised increase of the plasma density, which
stretches along the magnetic field lines. As a direct result, the plasma temperature
is decreased in the same volume, and the pressure remains constant. Nevertheless,
parallel heat conduction causes the temperature in each flux surface to rapidly
1

In this context, ablation refers to the physical processes responsible for the erosion of particles located
in the surface of the pellet.
2
The spatial scales relevant for the ablation process are much smaller than for the MHD instabilities,
and the processes that govern the pellet ablation can only be described kinetically.
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equilibrate (in a time scale defined by τχk = (2πRq)2 /χk ∼ 0.1 µs). The density
plasmoid also becomes redistributed in a given flux surface, but in a slower time
scale governed by parallel convection at the ion sound speed (τs = 2πRq/cs ∼ 1 ms).
As a result of the temporal asymmetry between the redistribution of density and
temperature in a flux surface, the plasma pressure observes a net increase in the
volume defined by the density plasmoid. The excess pressure that results from the
pellet ablation is associated with high pressure gradients. As such it can excite
ballooning modes and, ultimately, lead to a pellet-triggered ELM.
6.2.1 Previous pellet-triggered ELM JOREK simulations
An overview of ELM simulations (with JOREK and other non-linear MHD codes)
was provided in section 3.3. Pellet-triggered ELMs were first studied with JOREK
by considering a localised stationary density source [75]. Later, simulations which
used a density source moving along the pellet trajectory were used to study pellettriggered ELMs in DIII-D [76]. The excitation of high-n peeling-ballooning modes
was determined to be always present in cases that showed ELMs triggered by pellet
injection. More recently, a comparison between JOREK simulations of a spontaneous ELM and a pellet-triggered ELM in JET has been reported together with
experimental comparisons [103]. For said simulations, the pellet was injected to an
already unstable pedestal. However, the more interesting comparison is between a
spontaneous ELMs and an ELM triggered by a pellet injected to a stable plasma
because it represents a more realistic scenario in terms of pellet-ELM triggering as
an ELM control method. Said comparison is the topic of the present chapter.

6.3 Simulation set-up and parameters
It was shown in the previous chapter (in 5.3.2) that the seed perturbations that
act as initial conditions for a spontaneous ELM crash influence the ELM size and
duration. The first three ELM crashes from the type-I ELM cycles shown in section 5.2 are compared against pellet-triggered ELMs in this chapter. Additional
simulations of type-I ELM cycles with higher toroidal resolution were performed
for this thesis, and were published in Ref. [46], are also included in the comparison. The set-up for the spontaneous ELMs was described in the previous chapter.
To avoid unnecessary verbosity in the text, the spontaneous ELMs are labelled
depending on the toroidal mode numbers present in the given simulation. Spontaneous ELMs have been simulated with different sets of toroidal mode numbers:
n = 0, 2, 4, . . . , 12, n = 0, 3, 6, . . . , 15, n = 0, 3, 6, . . . , 18, and n = 0, 2, 4, . . . , 20. Using the periodicity (nperiod ) and the highest toroidal mode number included in the
simulation (nmax ), the naming scheme for the jth spontaneous ELM in a series of
ELM cycles is Sp-nperiod nmax .j and will be used throughout the text. Density,
temperature, and pressure profiles at the outboard midplane are shown in fig. 6.1
at four different times during the pedestal build-up. The label Sp-318.1 is the
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pre-ELM pedestal right before the onset of the first ELM crash from a simulation
with nperiod = 3 and nmax = 18, and it corresponds to roughly 16 ms.

Figure 6.1: Density, temperature, and pressure profiles at the outer midplane right before
the onset of an spontaneous ELM (full lines) and at the three different times
where pellets are injected (dashed lines). Injection at earlier times is described
in Ref. [45].

Spontaneous ELM simulations with nperiod = 3 and nmax = 24 and 30 have also
been produced. These are not included in the present comparisons because only
the first ELM crash in the series was simulated due to the high computational
costs. The simulations with nmax ≥ 15 are converged in terms of the temporal,
toroidal and poloidal resolution3 . The nmax = 12 simulations, on the other hand,
do not capture peak heat fluxes and integrated energy fluence accurately despite
showing qualitatively identical dynamics compared to the simulations with higher
resolution. For this reason, such simulations are not used in all the comparisons.
6.3.1 Pellet injection – sizes and trajectory
The pellet injection system in AUG is set to an injection angle of 72◦ , which is
used to determine the pellet trajectory in the simulations (all simulations share
the same pellet trajectory). Pellets with 1.5 × 1020 , 2.4 × 1020 , and 3.7 × 1020 deuterium atoms, and injection velocities of vp = 240, 560, 900, and 1040 m/s are possible4 . For the simulations shown here, the pellet injection velocity is fixed to
vp = 560 m/s. The pellet injection system includes a guide tube through which
the accelerated pellet travels until reaching the scrape-off layer (SOL) and then the
3

The relative error in the ELM-related energy losses between the first ELM crash simulated with
n = 0, 3, 6, . . . , 18 and n = 0, 3, 6, . . . , 30 is approximately 4%.
4
Not all combinations of pellet size and injection velocity are experimentally accessible.
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confined plasma. Material is lost as the pellet travels through the guide tube, so
a fraction of the original pellet content actually exit the guide tube. For a pellet
injection velocity of 560 m/s, it has been observed that roughly half of the pellet
content actually reaches the plasma [235]. For the simulations, pellets containing
0.8 × 1020 and 1.5 × 1020 D atoms, which can be compared with experimental pellets
of ∼ 1.6 × 1020 and ∼ 3.0 × 1020 D atoms, respectively, are considered. Namely, the
injected pellets have sizes that are experimentally relevant. For simplicity, throughout the text, the pellet with 0.8 × 1020 D atoms is referred to as the ‘small’ pellet,
and the one with 1.5 × 1020 D is the ‘large’ pellet.
The surface area of the pellets depends on their particle content as constant
particle density and a spherical shape are assumed for the pellets. A larger surface
area is then related to a higher ablation rate. The large pellet is injected at 12 and
14 ms, which correspond to ∼ 4 and ∼ 2 ms before the spontaneous ELM onset.
The small pellet is injected at 12, 14, and 15 ms. The toroidal mode numbers
simulated for all the pellet-triggered ELMs was n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 12. In order to
model the pellet injection it is not possible to choose a periodicity different than
unity because n = 1 is generally the dominant mode number [76, 103]. The n = 12
toroidal mode number is already strongly sub-dominant in these simulations, as can
be seen in fig. 21 of Ref. [103], which justifies this choice. As it was done for the
spontaneous ELMs, a naming convention is also used for the pellet-triggered ELMs.
For an ELM triggered by a pellet containing 1.5 × 1020 D atoms injected at 14 ms
(the case shown in fig. 6.2), the tag is Tr-15-14ms. A small pellet (0.8 × 1020 D
atoms) injected at 12 ms is Tr-08-12ms. It is reiterated that the pellet-triggered
ELMs were simulated by Shimpei Futatani (Ref. [45]) based on the set-up described
in the previous chapter.
Poloidal cross sections of the electron number density (ne ) at the toroidal angle
of pellet injection (φ = 0) at three different times are depicted in fig. 6.2 to show
the influence of a large pellet injected into the plasma at 14 ms (i.e., Tr-15-14ms).
The pellet trajectory is shown in black dashed lines and is the same for all cases.
The first frame (left) shows the plasma at 14.06 ms, 60 µs after the pellet is injected, when the pellet has crossed the separatrix and is located at a flux surface
of ψN,p = 0.977. Other than the locally increased density due to the pellet, no observable deviations from the background plasma are visible. The pellet then excites
an ELM at ∼ 14.09 ms; at that time, the pellet is located at ψN,p = 0.958. The
middle and right plots in the figure show ne during the ELM crash, at 14.22 ms and
14.38 ms, respectively. Strong perturbations (δne /ne ∼ 1) are visible outside of the
pellet location, i.e., ψN > ψN,p (= 0.872) for the middle plot. It is worth mentioning
that the MHD activity that is triggered due to the pellet injection causes particle
losses from the confined region. Consequently, the total particles enclosed in the
confined region after the time of full pellet ablation does not correspond exactly to
the pre-injection content plus the number of particles in the pellet.
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Figure 6.2: Poloidal cross sections of the density at 3 time points resulting from a large
pellet injected at 14 ms. The density plasmoid moves along the pellet trajectory (dashed black line) is redistributed through parallel convection. The
normalised flux at the pellet location for the different times are ψN = 0.977,
0.872, and 0.749.

6.4 Spontaneous and pellet-triggered ELMs
The time evolution of a spontaneous ELM (Sp-318.1) and of a pellet-triggered
ELM (Tr-08-14ms) are shown in subsections 6.4.1 and 6.4.2, respectively. These
representative ELM crashes of spontaneous and triggered nature are described in
terms of the magnetic energies of the non-axisymmetric perturbations, divertor incident power, the pre- and post-ELM profiles, the magnetic topology before, during,
and after the ELM, among other things. A comparison of the ELM energy fluence
of Sp-318.1, Sp-318.2, and Tr-08-14ms is shown in subsection 6.4.3. Finally,
the non-axisymmetric mode structures during the spontaneous and pellet-triggered
ELM crashes are compared between in subsection 6.4.4. Section 6.5 then shows a
systematic comparison between all spontaneous and pellet-triggered ELMs,
6.4.1 Spontaneous ELMs
A spontaneous ELM simulated with n = 0, 3, 6, . . . 18 is described in this section.
In particular, the first ELM from a series of 3 ELMs is chosen, Sp-318.1. The
pre-ELM density, temperature, and pressure profiles for this ELM crash are shown
in figs. 6.1(a)-(c). The onset of Sp-318.1 takes place at ∼ 16 ms, as can be seen
in fig. 6.3(a), which shows the evolution of the n 6= 0 magnetic energies. Before
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the ELM crash, the stored thermal energy is 421 kJ and is reduced to 388 kJ as
a result of the ELM. That is, an ELM size of ∆WELM = 33 kJ, and a relative
ELM size of ∆EELM = ∆WELM /Wpre−ELM ≈ 7.8%. Resulting from the ELM, the
power incident onto the inner and outer divertor targets is sharply increased up
to maximum values of 22.2 MW/m2 and 43.8 MW/m2 . The effect of the ELM
crash onto the inner/outer divertor incident power and the maximum value of the
pressure gradient (toroidally averaged value at the outer midplane) are shown in
figs. 6.3(b) and (c), respectively.

Figure 6.3: Temporal dynamics of Sp-318.1: magnetic energies of the non-axisymmetric
perturbations (a), the power that is incident onto the inner and outer divertor
targets (b), and the toroidally averaged outer midplane maximum pressure
gradient (c). The temporal evolution is shown over 2 ms, and it spans from
15.4 to 17.4 ms.

The heat flux onto the divertor target is q(t, s, φ), where t is time, s is the target
length and the toroidal angle is φ. Integrating the heat flux over the divertor area
determines the incident power, Pdiv . Experimentally, it is observed that during
type-I ELMs there is power asymmetry between the power incident onto the inner
and outer divertors. For single null magnetic configurations with the ion B × ∇B
drift pointing towards the active X-point (like the simulations shown here), the inner
divertor receives more power than the outer divertor, Pdiv,in > Pdiv,out [236]. In simulations that do not include diamagnetic effects, the outer divertor receives almost all
the energy expelled by the ELM [65]. In all the simulations presented in this chapter, the asymmetry is opposite to the experimental observations: Pdiv,out > Pdiv,in .
The discrepancy in terms of the power asymmetry is not completely understood,
but it could be related to the single fluid temperature, the simplified SOL model, or
the temperature dependent viscosity used for the present simulations. Nonetheless,
the simulations shown in this chapter qualitatively recover the experimental obser-
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vation of the reduced wetted area between pellet-triggered ELMs and spontaneous
ELMs.
The pressure gradient becomes affected by the precursors and thereafter it crashes
rapidly due to the violent ELM crash. The two different phases can be seen in
fig. 6.3(c) where the maximum LFS midplane pressure gradient (averaged toroidally)
is shown: precursor phase t ≈ (16.0, 16.5) ms and violent crash t ≈ (16.5, 16.7) ms.
After the ELM crash, there is a short recovery phase (until ∼ 17.0 ms) that is temporarily interrupted by the onset of medium-n peeling-ballooning inter-ELM modes
(described in section 5.3.1). After this interruption in the max(∇p) growth, the
inter-ELM modes are suppressed, and the pedestal builds-up further (not shown).
The pre- and post-ELM profiles of density, temperature, and pressure can be observed in fig. 6.4(a)-(c). One time point is chosen for the pre-ELM phase, and three
time points for the post-ELM phase.

Figure 6.4: LFS midplane profiles of the density (a), temperature (b), and pressure(c)
at a single toroidal angle before and after Sp-318.1. Only one time point is
chosen for the pre-ELM phase and three for the post-ELM phase.

Figure 6.5 shows the magnetic topology during the ELM through Poincaré plots
that cover the radial extent ψN = [0.8, 1.0] and the y-axis is the poloidal angle θ∗ ,
which is 0 at the midplane and increases(decreases) going counter-clockwise(clockwise).
Seven time points are chosen with respect to the time of peak incident power to
the outer divertor (t0 = tmax(Pdiv,out ) ). For Sp-318.1, t0 = 16.57 ms, and the chosen
time points are equally spaced by 0.04 ms from t0 − 0.22 ms up to t0 + 0.02 ms.
The procedure used to produce the Poincaré plots was to follow 400 magnetic field
lines, with different initial positions (radially and poloidally), for 3000 toroidal
turns each. A point is produced each time the magnetic field line crosses the φ = 0
plane. Field lines are plotted with different colours to visualise the ergodisation of
the magnetic field by the ‘mixing of colours’.
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Figure 6.5: Poincaré plots for 7 different time points. The times are equidistant by
0.04 ms and are chosen with respect to the time of maximum power incident
onto the outer divertor target, t0 = 16.57 ms. The influence of the precursors
onto the edge magnetic topology can be seen even in the earliest time point
(top left plot). The white region at the very edge relates to short connection length, and it penetrates further inward (until ψN ≈ 0.87 in the last two
times) as a result of the ELM onset.

At t − t0 = −0.22 ms, the amplitude of the non-axisymmetric perturbations is
already large, as can be observed in fig. 6.3(a), and from the magnetic field topology
in the corresponding Poincaré plot. The significant deformation of the flux surfaces
at the plasma edge (ψN & 0.88) induces cross-field transport due to parallel heat
diffusion, as discussed in detail in section 5.4. Further inside, ψN ≈ (0.8, 0.9),
magnetic islands at the rational surfaces q = 11/3, 12/3, and 13/3 can be observed.
The amplitude of the perturbations increases in the next times (see top row in
fig. 6.5) and, in turn, the ergodic topology penetrates further inside the confined
region. In the last two time points, there is a large increase in the ergodic (white)
region which is caused by the ELM crash. The field lines in the outermost 13% of
the confined region reach the divertor with a short connection length, particularly
in the LFS: θ∗ ≈ (−π/2, π/2).
The Poincaré plots feature elongated structures in the outer region. These structures cause a splitting of the strike lines that impinge onto the inner and outer divertors. The splitting of the main strike line into secondary strike lines is observed
experimentally [236, 237]. At t0 = tmax(Pdiv,out ) = 16.57 ms, the outer divertor heat
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flux as a function of the toroidal angle and the target length is shown5 in fig. 6.6.
The splitting of the main strike line can be indirectly evidenced from the slanted
secondary peaks in the heat flux profile that sweep from top to the bottom.

Figure 6.6: Heat flux impinging in the outer divertor at t0 = 16.57 ms for Sp-318.1. The
footprint generated by several strike lines can be seen as distinct peaks. The
wetted area of the heat flux profile at this time is Awet ≈ 0.95 m2 .

The area over which the heat flux is distributed can be quantified with the wetted
area,
R 2π R
q(s, t = t0 )dsRdφ
Pdiv (t = t0 )
Awet = 0
=
.
max(q(s, t = t0 ))
max(q(s, t = t0 ))
For Sp-318.1, the outer divertor wetted area is Awet ≈ 0.95 m2 at t0 . The wetted
area that is obtained during the type-I ELM is directly influenced by the number
of strike lines.
6.4.2 Pellet-triggered ELMs
A pellet-triggered ELM is now described much in the same way as it was done for the
spontaneous ELM Sp-318.1. The ELM that is described here is triggered by a small
pellet (i.e., with 0.8 × 1020 D atoms) injected at 14 ms: Tr-08-14ms. The toroidal
modes present in all the simulations with pellet injection are n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 12.
The n = 1 has to be included in the pellet-triggered ELM simulations because it
is the most energetic mode in such simulations [76, 178]. Immediately before the
pellet is injected onto the plasma, the stored energy is 416 kJ. Tr-08-14ms expels
roughly 18 kJ, which corresponds to a relative ELM size of ∆EELM ≈ 4.4%, which is
5

The range of φ is restricted to φ = [0 − 120]◦ because this simulation has nperiod = 3, i.e., one third of
the tokamak.
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smaller than the spontaneous ELM described before. The magnetic energies of the
n 6= 0 modes, the inner/outer divertor incident power, and the maximum pressure
gradient (toroidally averaged), are shown in fig. 6.7(a)-(c). The same axes scales
for all three quantities remains unchanged with respect to fig. 6.3, thus allowing for
a direct comparison.
Resulting from the pellet injection, the n = 1 mode is dominant, as is generally
the case for simulations with pellet injection [76, 178], and which has also been
observed experimentally [238]. Indeed, the n = 1 energy increases when the pellet
is injected, and the higher toroidal mode numbers start growing as a result. The
high-n modes growth is then accelerated by the excitation of ballooning modes
both in the HFS and LFS. Figure 6.8 shows the pressure profile along the pellet
trajectory for five different time points. The first time point is the time of injection.
The next time point, 100 µs later, shows a localised increase of pressure resulting
from the pellet injection. The pellet and the local pressure increase, continue to
penetrate further inwards with time. The ballooning modes at the HFS are excited
directly by the localised plasmoid, which results in large ∇p parallel to the curvature
vector, which can be seen in fig. 6.8; in the absence of pellet injection ∇p in the
HFS is always anti-parallel to the curvature vector6 . An ELM is triggered because
of it, and it causes a fast collapse of the pressure pedestal and a sharp increase in
the divertor incident power, as seen in figs. 6.7(c) and (b), respectively. The peak
power that is incident onto the inner/outer divertors are 10.8 and 20.2 MW.
The pellet starts its trajectory at (R, Z) = (1.365, 0.674) m, which is outside the
separatrix in ψN = 1.019. The radial position where ∇p is maximised is ∼ 4.5 cm
along the pellet trajectory, at ψN ≈ 0.97. Given that the pellet injection velocity
is vp = 560 m/s, 80 µs are required for the pellet to reach max(∇p). The density,
temperature, and pressure profiles right before the pellet is injected (13.8 ms) are
plotted in fig. 6.9 together with post-ELM profiles for Tr-08-14ms and for two
spontaneous ELMs: Sp-318.1 and Sp-318.2. The pellet location in terms of ψN
at different times (equidistant by 40 µs) is also shown with blue arrows. The postELM density profiles observe a net increase after Tr-08-14ms due to the particle
source related to the pellet ablation. The temperature and pressure pedestals, on
the other hand, crash similarly to the spontaneous ELMs Sp-318.1 and Sp-318.2.
The slightly higher post-ELM pressure pedestal of the pellet-triggered ELM, with
respect to the spontaneous ELMs, is related to the higher density pedestal.

6

Pressure gradient-driven instabilities require the pressure gradient and the curvature vector (which
always points to the centre of the device) to be parallel in order to be destabilised, as explained in
section 2.3
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Figure 6.7: Temporal dynamics of Tr-08-14ms: magnetic energies of the nonaxisymmetric perturbations (a), the power that is incident onto the inner
and outer divertor targets (b), and the toroidally averaged outer midplane
maximum pressure gradient (c). The temporal evolution is shown over 2 ms,
and it spans from 13.0 to 15.0 ms in all three plots.

Figure 6.8: Profiles of the pressure along the pellet trajectory (in the toroidal angle of
injection, φ = 0). The effect of the moving plasmoid onto the pressure profile
is clear. The curvature vector is parallel to the pressure gradient at the right
of the plasmoid. The pre-ELM profile is depleted by the ELM, which takes
place roughly at t − tinj = 0.1 ms.

In direct comparison to fig. 6.5, Poincaré plots are produced for Tr-08-14ms for
seven different times, and are shown in fig. 6.10. The time points are equidistant
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Figure 6.9: Pre- and post-ELM LFS midplane profiles of the density (a), temperature
(b), and pressure (c) at φ = 0 for Tr-08-14ms. Post-ELM profiles from two
spontaneous ELMs (Sp-318.1 and Sp-318.2) are shown. The pellet location
(in terms of ψN ) is included in the pressure plot. The post-ELM density in
the triggered ELM is higher to the spontaneous ELM because of the particle
source coming from the pellet ablation.

by 0.04 ms, and are chosen with respect to t0 = tmax(Pdiv,out ) = 14.22 ms in the same
way described for Sp-318.1. The first time point corresponds to the time of pellet injection, t = 14.0 ms. These figures visualise the magnetic topology changes
resulting from the pellet injection. The first time slice shows a near-axisymmetric
magnetic topology with field lines staying on their respective flux surfaces. In the
next time slice, 0.04 ms later, the pellet has crossed the separatrix and it is located
at ψN = 0.995 (fig. 6.9(c)). The flux surfaces have not broken, but there is a slight
deviation from axisymmetry, which is most pronounced at the outermost flux surfaces. At t − t0 = −0.14 ms, in the third frame, the pellet has reached ψN = 0.969.
This frame is the last one that clearly shows the magnetic perturbation induced by
the pellet, and not the combined effect of the pellet perturbation plus the excited
MHD activity. From the separatrix until the pellet position, magnetic reconnection
has begun to take place (as evidenced by the ‘mixing of colours’). In the fourth
frame (top, right), the pellet has penetrated until ψN = 0.943, but it is not possible
to differentiate any more between the pellet-induced perturbation and the MHD
activity. It is evident that the region that features magnetic reconnection seeps
further inward than the pellet position. At this point in time, the pedestal region
(in particular in the LFS) features a short connection length to the divertors, and
the confining magnetic field degrades even further in the next three time slices (as
can be inferred from the increased white region).
Resulting from the pellet-triggered ELM, the expelled energy is deposited onto
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Figure 6.10: Poincaré plots for 7 different time points. The times are equidistant by
0.04 ms and are chosen with respect to t0 = 14.22 ms. Closed flux surfaces
(top left) quickly degenerate as the pellet penetrates into the confined region. Between t = 0.08 ms and 0.12 ms, the ELM onset takes place and
there is clear evidence of reconnection taking place. The ergodic region penetrates further inward as the ELM crash develops (bottom row), and short
connection length to the divertor targets is evidenced by the white region.

the inner and outer divertor targets in a non-axisymmetric pattern. In the same
way as Sp-318.1 (and all the ELMs simulated for this study), less energy impinges
onto the inner divertor than onto the outer divertor. The heat flux onto the outer
divertor at t = t0 = 14.22 ms can be seen in fig. 6.11. In contrast to the heat flux
deposition pattern from the spontaneous ELM (fig. 6.6), the peak heat flux from
Tr-08-14ms is weaker, and there are only two stripes that display large heat fluxes.
The main stripe is related to the primary strike-line (located at ∼ 2 cm), and the
second stripe comes from a secondary strike-line that sweeps from top to bottom
and is maximised roughly at 240◦ . The latter rotates slowly along φ̂, and it is
characterised by an n = 1 helical perturbation.
As a consequence from the fewer number of (secondary) strike-lines observed in
the heat flux deposition pattern for Tr-08-14ms, with respect to Sp-318.1, the wetted area is reduced. In particular, the spontaneous ELM features Awet ≈ 0.95 m2 ,
while the pellet-triggered ELM has a wetted area that is Awet ≈ 0.65 m2 . Namely,
there is a reduction of ∼ 31% in the wetted area by means of pellet injection. This
simulation result is qualitatively consistent with pellet-triggered ELMs in experi-
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Figure 6.11: Heat flux impinging in the outer divertor at t0 = 14.22 ms for Tr-08-14ms.
The footprint generated by mainly two strike lines can be seen as distinct
peaks. The wetted area of the heat flux profile at this time is Awet ≈ 0.65 m2 :
roughly 31% smaller than Sp-318.1. The peak heat flux is visibly smaller
than Sp-318.1, shown in fig. 6.6.

ments [102]. Confirming whether this qualitative similarity translates to quantitative consistency with respect to experimental observations goes beyond the scope
of the present work, but has to be determined before being able to conduct reliable
predictive simulations.
6.4.3 Comparison of Sp-318 and Tr-08-14ms
The instantaneous comparison of peak heat flux and wetted area between spontaneous and pellet-triggered ELMs does not tell the full story. Indeed, the timeintegrated heat flux profile describes how the energy is deposited along the divertor
targets during the ELM crashes. This quantity is the target energy fluence,
Z
q(s, φ, t)dt.
(6.1)
εtarget (s, φ) =
tELM

The integration is performed over the ELM duration, tELM . Figure 6.12 shows
the resulting profiles for the outer divertor energy fluence in full black line for
Tr-08-14ms, in full red line for Sp-318.1, and in pink line with squares for Sp-318.2.
The latter corresponds to the second ELM crash in the simulation that includes
n = 0, 3, 6, . . . , 18. The full lines correspond to the fluence profile in the toroidal
angle φ = 0, i.e., the toroidal position of pellet injection. The deviations from the
full line describe the fluence at different toroidal angles, so the toroidal variation
of the fluence. The peak fluence is larger for the spontaneous ELMs than for the
pellet-triggered ELM. Two spontaneous ELMs are shown because the first ELM
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crash that is simulated displays a higher ELM size than the next ELMs because
of the seed perturbations, as described in the previous chapter (in 5.3.2). From
the figure, it is also possible to directly observe the reduced wetted area between
Tr-08-14ms and the spontaneous ELMs.

Figure 6.12: The ELM energy fluence for the outer divertor for three different ELMs: the
pellet-triggered ELM Tr-08-14ms and the spontaneous ELMs Sp-318.1 and
Sp-318.2. The spontaneous ELMs show a higher energy fluence throughout the target, but the pellet-triggered ELM is characterised by a narrower
wetted area.

The reduced peak fluence that is observed between Tr-08-14ms and Sp-318.1 can
be understood from the multi-machine scaling from Ref. [90]. The scaling fits the
measured peak parallel energy fluence against an expression dependent on the relative ELM size, the pedestal density, temperature, and pressure, and the machine
size (eqn. 3.1). For the present simulations, the machine size is unchanged and the
pedestal density is also roughly the same between the triggered and the spontaneous
ELMs (see fig. 6.1(a)). The pedestal temperature and pressure show minor differences (see the dashed red and black lines in fig. 6.1(b) and (c)). The main difference
lies in the relative ELM size, which is ∆EELM ≈ 4.4% for the pellet-triggered ELM
and ∆EELM ≈ 7.8% for the spontaneous ELM. The relative ELM size enters the
0.52
. If the peak fluence from Sp-318.1 (15.5 mkJ2 ) is scaled by the
scaling as ∆EELM

4.4 0.52
different relative ELM sizes, the resulting peak fluence is 15.5 mkJ2 7.8
≈ 11.5 mkJ2 .
This value is comparable, but slightly larger, to the peak fluence of Tr-08-14ms (10.4
The smaller pedestal pressure and temperature at the time of pellet injection may
explain the remaining difference. Following the above procedure above for Sp-318.2
0.52
results in a similarly small discrepancy, 15.5 mkJ2 5.9
≈ 13.4 mkJ2 while the actual
7.8
peak fluence is 13.7 mkJ2 .
The instantaneous heat fluxes in the inner and outer divertors at the time of
maximum Pdiv,out for Sp-318.1 and Tr-08-14ms are shown in figs. 6.13(a) at
t = t0 = 16.57 ms and (b) at t = t0 = 14.22 ms, respectively. Poincaré plots in real
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Figure 6.13: An example spontaneous ELM, Sp-318.1, (a) and pellet-triggered ELM,
Tr-08-14ms, (b). Poincaré plots in real space characterise the nonaxisymmetric magnetic topology at φ = 0; the colour scheme represents the
plasma temperature at the initial position of the magnetic field lines that
are traced to produce the plot. The heat flux impinging on the inner and
outer divertor targets is also included. There are fewer secondary strike-lines
for Tr-08-14ms than for Sp-318.1resulting in different wetted areas. Figure
modified from Ref. [46]

space are also included in each figure to portray the non-axisymmetric magnetic
topology caused by the ELMs. The colour scale for the Poincaré plots represents
the temperature at the initial position of the magnetic field lines. The larger heat
flux for Sp-318.1 and the narrower deposition area for Tr-08-14ms are clearly
visible. The structure of the magnetic field outside of the confined region (which
generates the secondary strike lines) is visible in the Poincaré plot, and its influence
is also evident in the divertor heat fluxes. Indeed it seems that the narrowing of
the wetted area between the spontaneous ELM and the pellet-triggered ELM is directly related to the reduced number of secondary strike lines. In addition to this,
a small difference in the temperature between the Sp-318.1 and Tr-08-14ms can
be observed. This is an indication that the stochastic region reaches further inside
during the spontaneous ELM crash.
6.4.4 Mode structures
The non-axisymmetric mode structures for Sp-318.1 and Tr-08-14ms are shown in
figs. 6.14(a)-(f) at the times of maximum outer divertor incident power, t0 = 16.57 ms
and t0 = 14.22 ms, respectively. The mode structures are shown for three quantities: density (1020 /m3 ), poloidal magnetic flux (Wb), and plasma temperature
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Figure 6.14: Non-axisymmetric perturbations of density, poloidal magnetic flux, and temperature for Sp-318.1 (a)-(c), and Tr-08-14ms (d)-(f), at t0 = 16.57 and
t0 = 14.22 ms, respectively. Flux surfaces at ψN = 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, and 1.1 are
shown with gray lines. Sp-318.1 display peeling-ballooning structures, while
Tr-08-14ms feature the mix between the pellet-induced perturbation and PB
modes excited because of it. The n 6= 0 modes are larger for the triggered
ELM than for the spontaneous ELM. Figure modified from Ref. [46].

(eV). The top row (a)-(c) shows the spontaneous ELM and the bottom row (d)-
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(f) the pellet-triggered ELM; the colour scale is the same for the spontaneous and
triggered ELMs. Flux surfaces at ψN = 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, and 1.1 are also contoured in
gray. For the pellet-triggered ELMs, the dominant toroidal mode number is n = 1
and it is a helical perturbation which is produced by the pellet injection. For the
spontaneous ELM, it is the n = 3 peeling-ballooning mode. This difference indicates that there are different and/or additional physical processes that govern the
destabilisation of the two events and the non-linear dynamics that are present7 . In
JET, ELMs which are triggered by pellets are characterised with n = 1 [238]. Experiments in AUG exhibit spontaneous ELMs with dominant toroidal mode number
is the range n = 2 . . . 5 [109]. It is encouraging that the simulations qualitatively
match the experimental observations in terms of dominant n.
The n 6= 0 perturbations for Sp-318.1, figs. 6.14(a)-(c), feature modes with a
peeling-ballooning structure inside the separatrix. In all quantities (especially the
poloidal magnetic flux), ballooning modes on the LFS can be distinguished. In
addition, there are large fluctuations of the temperature in the SOL; these follow
the structures observed in fig. 6.13(a). Tr-08-14ms displays different behaviour in
terms of the spatial mode structures. It is possible to faintly distinguish peelingballooning structures; in particular in the density perturbations at the HFS between
ψN = 0.9 and 1.0. Unfortunately, discriminating between PB modes excited by
the pellet and the large pellet-induced perturbation is not possible. Therefore,
the absence of clear PB structures may either be because they are masked by
the pellet-induced perturbation, or because pellet-triggered ELM hosts different
perturbations.
There are more differences in the spatial structure of the modes of the spontaneous ELM and the pellet-triggered ELM. One such difference is the large density
perturbation that is directly caused by the density source related to the pellet ablation process, fig. 6.14(d) vs. 6.14(a). In general, the density perturbations observed
inside the confined region for Tr-08-14ms are larger than those for Sp-318.1. However, in the SOL the density perturbations are larger for the spontaneous ELM. In
contrast to the density perturbations, the temperature perturbations are observed
to be stronger for Sp-318.1 than for Tr-08-14ms. Finally, the X-point region is
very different between the two ELMs: the density and flux perturbations are very
large above the X-point for the pellet-triggered ELM, but they are weak for the
spontaneous ELM.

6.5 Comparison between spontaneous and pellet-triggered ELM
This section compares important quantities between simulations of several pellettriggered ELMs and spontaneous ELMs.
7

The described differences in the mode structures between triggered ELMs and spontaneous ELMs
remain unchanged in spontaneous ELM simulations that include the n = 1 mode. Therefore indicating
that the observed differences are not dependent on the toroidal mode numbers present in Sp-318.1.
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Figure 6.15: Simulations of spontaneous and pellet-triggered ELMs and their associated
energy losses (a) and relative ELM size (b) vs. the pre-ELM pedestal stored
energy. The spontaneous ELMs are represented with circles (for the first
ELM in a given series) and with squares (for the subsequent ELMs). It
can be seen that the first ELM in a given series, which are borne out of
arbitrary seed perturbations, have larger sizes than the subsequent ELMs.
Pellet-triggered ELMs, on the other hand, are represented with pentagons
(for small pellets) and with triangles (for large pellets). Pellet injection
appears to systematically reduce the ELM size when the pellets are injected
early enough.

6.5.1 ELM-induced thermal energy losses
The ELM energy (∆WELM ), and the relative ELM size (∆EELM ) for the different
pellet-triggered ELMs and spontaneous ELMs are shown in figs. 6.15(a) and (b),
respectively. Pellets injected at 12 ms are coloured with blue, those injected at
14 ms in black and at 15 ms in purple. Small pellets (0.8 × 1020 D atoms) are depicted with pentagons, and large pellets (1.5 × 1020 D atoms) with triangles. The
spontaneous ELMs are represented with different colours to distinguish the toroidal
mode numbers that were present in the given simulations, e.g., red for the simulations with n = 0, 3, 6, . . . , 18. Additionally, the first ELM in a series is shown with
coloured circles, while the subsequent ELMs are depicted with squares. The different symbols used to distinguish between the first ELM crash and the subsequent
ELMs is chosen because the first ELM crashes are observed to be systematically
larger than the next ELMs in a given series, as explained in the previous chapter
(in 5.3.2) and in Ref. [37]. The spontaneous ELMs that are preceded by selfconsistent seeds (squares) all have very similar sizes: their average absolute ELM
size is ∆WELM = 25.88 ± 0.96 kJ, and relative ELM size is ∆EELM = 6.22 ± 0.24%.
For the pellet-triggered ELMs, the pre-ELM pedestal stored energy acts as a
measure for the time of pellet injection. Because the pedestal build-up is simulated,
the earliest pellet injection (12 ms in blue colour) is associated with a lower pedestal
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stored energy than the latest pellet injection (15 ms in purple colour). The pellettriggered ELMs are characterised by ELM sizes that monotonically increase as
the injection time is closer to the onset of the spontaneous ELM (with increasing
pedestal stored energy). For the small pellets (pentagons), only the injection at
15 ms results in similar absolute and relative ELM losses, with respect to the selfconsistent spontaneous ELMs (squares). An increase in the pellet-triggered ELM
size is observed with the injection of larger pellets (triangles). Indeed, the large
pellet injected at 14 ms shows similar ELM size as the self-consistent spontaneous
ELMs, while the small pellet injected at the same time features a smaller ELM size
(roughly 30% smaller absolute ELM size).
The pellet-triggered ELM with the smallest size corresponds to a small pellet
injected at 12 ms: ∆WELM = 13.5 kJ, which is roughly half of the average ELM
size for the spontaneous ELMs. The differences in ELM size observed between the
pellet-triggered ELMs and the spontaneous ELMs seem to qualitatively agree with
experiments in AUG [44].
6.5.2 Toroidal mode spectrum
Figure 6.16 shows time-averaged spectra of the non-axisymmetric perturbations in
terms of their toroidal mode numbers. Pellet-triggered ELMs are shown with lines
and symbols: ELMs triggered by small pellets are symbolised with pentagons and
triggered by large pellets with triangles. Spontaneous ELMs are depicted with full
lines. The time averaging is done for 0.5 ms and it starts from 0.1 ms before the
max
time of max(Σnn>1
Emag,n ).

Figure 6.16: Time-averaged spectra of the magnetic (a) and kinetic (b) energies with
respect to the toroidal mode numbers. Spontaneous ELMs are shown with
full lines, and pellet-triggered ELMs with lines and symbols (pentagons for
small pellets, and triangles for large pellets). The time averaging runs for
max
0.5 ms, and it starts at t − t(max(Σnn>1
Emag )) = −0.1 ms.

The dominant toroidal mode in the pellet-triggered ELM simulations corresponds
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to the n = 1 helical perturbation, which is qualitatively consistent with experiments [238] and with previous JOREK simulations [76, 178]. The energy of the
modes then decreases for larger n, but after n ∼ 8 a ‘saturation’ is observed. This
is because of the excitation of high-n ballooning modes. For the presented spontaneous ELMs, low toroidal mode numbers are the most unstable ones n = 2, 3, 4,
which is consistent with experimental measurements at AUG [109], however higher
toroidal mode numbers have also been reported to be dominant during the ELM
crash [33, 129]. The mode spectrum also shows decreasing energies for the modes
with higher-n, but the mechanism in this case is related to the non-linear drive
from three-wave coupling [196]. It is worth mentioning that an additional spontaneous ELM simulation which includes n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 19 has the n = 3 as the most
unstable mode, and the n = 1 is clearly sub-dominant.
The magnetic energies of the non-axisymmetric perturbations for the ELMs
described in section 6.4 (Sp-318.1 and Tr-08-14ms) and Sp-318.2 are shown
in figs. 6.17(a)-(c). The figure clearly demonstrates the differing dynamics between pellet-triggered ELM and the spontaneous ELMs. The precursor phase for
Sp-318.1 and Sp-318.2 can be clearly observed up to one millisecond before the
ELM crash. In contrast, the pellet-triggered ELM grows shortly after the pellet
is injected (∼ 0.1 ms). It is apparent that the magnetic energies decay in amplitude in a shorter time scale for the spontaneous ELMs than for Tr-08-14ms. The
pellet-triggered ELM has a comparatively higher pedestal density after the end
of the ELM crash (as can be seen in fig. 6.9). This causes the diamagnetic drift
to be weaker in the post-ELM phase for Tr-08-14ms than for the spontaneous
ELMs(vi∗ ∼ 1/ne ). Therefore, the related stabilising effect is weaker and allows the
n 6= 0 perturbations to maintain large amplitudes for longer times.
6.5.3 Heat flux and energy fluence comparison
Unmitigated type-I ELMs are predicted to cause intolerable heat loads to the divertor targets in ITER [90]. The feasibility of pellet pacing as a control method remains
unclear. One remaining uncertainty deals with the heat loads related to pellettriggered ELMs, as it has been experimentally observed that said heat loads are deposited over narrower regions than comparable spontaneous ELMs [102]. Choosing
the time of maximum incident power onto the outer divertor, t0 = tmax(Pdiv,out ) , the
divertor incident power onto the inner and outer divertors is shown in figs. 6.18(a)
and (b) for several ELMs by shifting the time to t − t0 . The inner divertor receives
less power than the outer divertor, which is inconsistent with experimental observations [236] most probably due to the single temperature model and/or to the
simplified SOL modelling (temperature-dependent viscosity or the missing influence
of neutrals). As mentioned before, spontaneous ELMs with low toroidal resolution
result in unrealistically low incident power (compare Sp-212.2 and Sp-318.2) because of the longer precursor phase. For this reason, spontaneous ELMs simulated
with nmax < 15 are neglected. Also, only the second (or third) ELMs in a series are
plotted. An ELM triggered by a small pellet injected at 14 ms has been simulated
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Figure 6.17: Magnetic energies of the non-axisymmetric perturbations of Tr-08-14ms (a)
and Sp-318.1 (b). The y-axes, time in ms, correspond to the time ranges
from fig. 6.7 and fig. 6.3, respectively. The colour scale is logarithmic.

Figure 6.18: Incident power onto the inner (a) and outer (b) divertor targets for several spontaneous (gray, yellow, red, and green) and pellet-triggered ELMs
(blue, black, and purple). Sp-212.2 has too little toroidal resolution and it
does not converge. Therefore, it is neglected from the analysis. The pellettriggered ELMs all show a reduction of the peak incident power (shown at
t − t0 = 0 ms).

with higher toroidal resolution (up to nmax = 18), and it shows a slightly smaller
peak divertor incident power (7%) with respect to Tr-08-14ms. Consequently, we
consider the pellet-triggered ELMs shown in fig. 6.18 to be adequately converged.
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Figure 6.19: Heat flux profiles at the outer divertor at the time of maximum outer divertor
incident power. ELMs triggered by small pellets (a) and large pellets (b)
injected at 12 (blue) and 14 ms (black) are compared to spontaneous ELMs
(c) and (d). The heat flux is deposited over a narrower area for pellettriggered ELMs than for spontaneous ELMs.

Figure 6.18 shows that there is an important reduction in the peak divertor
incident power when ELMs are triggered by pellets. It is also apparent that there
is only a minor influence of the pellet size; only the small pellet injected at 12 ms
differs in peak Pdiv with respect to the other pellet-triggered ELMs. The heat flux
profiles on the outer divertor for several ELMs are shown in figs. 6.19(a)-(d) at t0 .
Solid lines show the heat flux profile at φ = 0 (which is the pellet injection angle),
and the small dots represent the heat flux at other toroidal angles. There are eight
different ELMs represented; (a) and (b) show pellet-triggered ELMs with small and
large pellets, respectively. (c) and (d) show spontaneous ELMs with nperiod = 3
and 2, respectively. All four examples of pellet-triggered ELMs show narrower heat
deposition area when compared to the spontaneous ELMs, but similar peak heat
fluxes. The non-axisymmetric features corresponding to the spontaneous ELMs are
concentrated at s & 5 cm. For the pellet-triggered ELMs, on the other hand, there
is non-axisymmetry in the heat flux even at the location of the primary strikeline (s ≈ 3 cm). These results qualitatively agree with experimental observations
of the heat flux deposition patterns of pellet-triggered ELMs [102]. A systematic
quantitative validation goes well beyond the scope of the present work.
Material limits are usually determined by the peak energy fluence, which is de-
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Figure 6.20: Simulations of spontaneous and pellet-triggered ELMs and their associated
peak target fluence vs. the pre-ELM pedestal stored energy. The spontaneous ELMs are represented with circles (for the first ELM in a given series)
and with squares (for the subsequent ELMs). The first ELM in a given series
has higher peak fluence than the subsequent ELMs. Pellet-triggered ELMs
are represented with pentagons (for small pellets) and with triangles (for
large pellets). Pellet injection appears to systematically reduce the peak fluence when the pellets are injected early enough, but there is only a moderate
decrease in the peak fluence between pellet-triggered ELMs and spontaneous
ELMs.

termined by the time integrated heat flux deposition profile. An example of this
was shown for Sp-318.1, Sp-318.2, and Tr-08-14ms in fig. 6.12. The peak values of the target fluence for the various different ELMs (excluding Sp-212 because
of the insufficient toroidal resolution) are plotted in fig. 6.20 with respect to the
pre-ELM pedestal stored energy. The symbols correspond to those from fig. 6.15:
ELMs triggered by small pellets with pentagons, by large pellets with triangles, and
spontaneous ELMs with circles and squares (circles for the first ELM in a given
series).
The peak target fluence of five pellet-triggered ELMs is shown in comparison
to six spontaneous ELMs. Only one pellet-triggered ELM, Tr-08-15ms, shows
larger peak target fluence than a spontaneous ELM (Sp-318.2). Among the pellettriggered ELMs, Tr-08-15ms has the largest pre-ELM pedestal stored energy. The
remaining pellet-triggered ELMs show a reduction of peak target fluence with respect to all spontaneous ELMs. Injecting a pellet at 12 ms results in the largest
reduction of peak target fluence (Tr-08-12ms and Tr-15-12ms). There is only a
small influence of pellet size onto the peak fluence. For the spontaneous ELMs, the
peak fluence decreases between the first ELM in a series (circles) and the subsequent
ELMs (squares), as shown already in fig. 6.12. The fact that the peak heat flux in
fig. 6.19 is comparable between pellet-triggered ELMs and spontaneous ELMs may
seem to be contradictory with the measured reduction in peak target fluence in
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fig. 6.20. However, this is not the case because of the precursor phase, that is only
present in the spontaneous ELMs, causes an increase of the peak fluence. The ELM
duration (tELM in eqn. 6.1) is determined from the time at which Pdiv,out exceeds
3.4 MW until it returns to the same value.
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6.6 Conclusions
The simulations presented in this chapter have been published in Ref. [46], and
some of them in Ref. [45]. A comparison of pellet-triggered ELMs and spontaneous
ELMs simulated with JOREK has been shown. The simulations of pellet injection
were performed by Shimpei Futatani based on the type-I ELM cycles simulation
set-up established as part of this thesis. The pellet injections are performed at
different time points in the simulations of type-I ELM cycles presented in the previous chapter. Injecting pellets too early during the pedestal build-up fails to trigger
ELMs [45]. This finding, which is qualitatively consistent with the pellet-triggering
lag-time observed at AUG-W and JET-ILW, is an important step forward for the
predictive assessment of pellet pacing as an ELM control method or as a scheme to
prevent impurity accumulation. The pellet-triggered ELM simulations presented
in this chapter considered two different sizes, both of which represent experimentally accessible sizes. The simulations included ExB and diamagnetic flows, but
neglected higher order terms in the fluid velocity. The pedestal resistivity that was
used for these simulations lies within the experimental error bars for the neoclassical
resistivity. The parallel heat diffusion was set to realistic Spitzer-Härm values.
The non-linear dynamics of representative spontaneous and pellet-triggered ELMs
were described in detail to show the differences and similarities observed. The absence of a precursor phase in the pellet-triggered ELMs is a fundamental difference
between the two events. The triggered ELM becomes excited roughly 0.1 ms after the pellet injection, when the pellet perturbation is located near the maximum
pressure gradient region. This result is consistent with experimental measurements
from AUG [231]. The dominant mode numbers that are present during each type
of ELM crash was also observed to differ from n = 1 in the pellet-triggered ELMs
to n = 2, 3, 4 in the spontaneous ELMs. It has been observed that triggered ELMs
have a dominant n = 1 contribution in JET [238], and that spontaneous ELMs
feature dominant n = 2 . . . 6 during the ELM crash in AUG [109]. The n = 1 perturbation in the pellet-triggered ELMs is directly related to the pellet injection,
and it is a helical perturbation which is reflected in the heat flux profiles at the
divertor tiles.
A single temperature description and a simplified SOL model were used, which
reduces the complexity of the simulations, but neglects some physics relevant for
the deposition of energy onto the divertor targets. Despite this simplification,
qualitative agreement is found in terms of the experimentally observed narrowing
of the wetted area of pellet-triggered ELMs with respect to spontaneous ELMs [102].
It is suggested that the narrower deposition area is related to a reduction in the
number of secondary strike-lines. Indeed, the simulations show several strike-lines
for the spontaneous ELMs together with a wide deposition area, while only one
secondary strike-lines for the pellet-triggered ELMs. The singular secondary strikeline related to the pellet-triggered ELM is related to the n = 1 helical perturbation.
A comparison of several pellet-triggered ELMs showed that the pellet size has
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small influence onto the ELM size. Injecting a pellet earlier during the pedestal
build-up leads to a smaller ELM size because of the lower pedestal stored energy.
Several spontaneous ELMs are also included in the comparisons, and it is observed
that pellet injection leads to smaller ELM sizes. However, if the pellet is injected
too close to the onset of the spontaneous ELM, the ELM losses are comparable
to the spontaneous ELM. The peak divertor incident power is also smaller for the
cases with pellet injection with respect to the spontaneous ELMs. Finally, the peak
target fluence is also smaller for pellet-triggered ELMs than for spontaneous ELMs.
The largest reduction in peak fluence is obtained for pellets injected 4 ms before a
spontaneous ELM is excited.
The first direct comparison of pellet-triggered ELM and spontaneous ELM simulations in AUG was presented in this chapter. Qualitative, and in some respects
quantitative, agreement to the experiment was found in several important aspects
like the dominant mode numbers during the respective ELM crashes, the reduction of ELM size when ELMs are triggered by means of pellet injection, and the
corresponding narrowing of the wetted area. Future investigations onto pellet pacing obtained by repetitive pellet injection are underway. Ultimately, quantitative
comparisons between simulations and experiments must be performed.
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Edge instabilities in high-confinement mode (H-mode) plasmas have been studied via numerical simulations with the goal of improving the underlying physical
mechanisms. A specific type of edge instability, type-I edge localised modes (type-I
ELMs), could limit the lifetime of large tokamaks like ITER. Type-I ELMs have
been theoretically understood as the coupling of two edge instabilities: currentdriven peeling modes and pressure gradient-driven ballooning modes. Scenarios
that do not host type-I ELMs, like the quasi-continuous exhaust (QCE) regime,
and scenarios that mitigate their deleterious effects have been developed and experimentally tested. Nevertheless, their successful applicability in ITER, or other
future machines, is not void of uncertainties. In that sense, achieving reliable simulations of ELMs in a predictive manner can provide valuable support for future
experiments. Several key features of ELMs have been reproduced in simulations
with various codes thus far. However, an important characteristic of type-I ELMs
lies in their cyclical nature which, until now, had not been reproduced in numerical
simulations.
Past simulations of ELMs were initialised with unstable plasma conditions (unstable to peeling-ballooning modes) and the cyclical dynamics of ELMs could not be
obtained. In such simulations, the ELM-related energy and particle losses depend
on how unstable the initial conditions are. Therefore, said approach cannot produce
predictive simulations. In this thesis, a different approach was followed to understand how these instabilities behave when the stability boundary is crossed (as it
happens in experiments). Namely, simulations start with stable initial conditions,
and the pedestal build-up is simulated. During the build-up, the bootstrap current
density evolution is accounted for in the simulations with a source term, and the
stabilising effects of the ExB and diamagnetic drifts are considered. With this approach, three main topics were investigated in the course of this work by considering
realistic experimental parameters for the ASDEX Upgrade (AUG) tokamak:
• Small ELMs similar to those observed in the QCE regime (chapter 4),
• the cyclical dynamics of type-I ELMs (chapter 5), and
• the premature excitation of ELMs by deuterium pellet injection (chapter 6).
The non-linear extended MHD code JOREK (chapter 2) has been used for all the
simulations presented in this thesis. The main results presented in this thesis are
summarised in the following.
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7.1 Resistive peeling-ballooning modes during the QCE regime
The QCE regime is a promising scenario that avoids type-I ELMs altogether while
maintaining good confinement properties. The pedestal is limited below the type-I
ELM threshold by small ELMs/peeling-ballooning turbulence, which quasi-continuously
expel heat and particles from the confined region. As such, it might constitute an
attractive operational scenario for ITER. However, it is presently unclear whether
or not such regime can be achieved in ITER. Chapter 4, presents simulations that
show several key characteristics of such small ELMs. Non-ideal (resistive) peelingballooning modes near the separatrix in the simulations present a transport mechanism that prevents the onset of type-I ELMs. These modes are hypothesised to be
the transport mechanism that prevents the pedestal build-up towards type-I ELM
crashes and thus might form the basis for accessing the QCE regime.
It is observed that the necessary conditions to sustain sufficient outwards transport by the resistive peeling-ballooning (PB) modes are primarily determined by
the separatrix density and the input heating power. In particular, simulations with
high ne,sep and low heating power observe phases with quasi-continuous outwards
transport that prevent the pedestal from reaching a type-I ELM unstable scenario.
Sufficiently increasing the heating power stabilises the resistive PB modes and the
plasma state moves to a type-I ELMy H-mode. Similarly, reducing the separatrix
density completely stabilises the resistive PB modes and allows the pedestal to
build-up towards a type-I ELM unstable scenario.

7.2 The importance of seed perturbations
Type-I ELM cycles have been simulated in realistic X-point geometry, for the first
time, in the course of this thesis. This represents a significant step forward in
terms of the predictive assessment of type-I ELMs in future machines like ITER,
and will form the basis for predictive simulations of ELM control in the future.
The multi-ELM simulations are presented in chapter 5 and the studies performed
highlight the importance of seed perturbations onto the ELM dynamics. The simulated type-I ELMs show good quantitative agreement with respect to experimental
observations in terms of the dominant toroidal mode numbers during the ELM
crash (n = 2, 3, 4), and good qualitative agreement in terms of ELM size and duration. Additionally, the dependence of the repetition frequency of the simulated
ELMs with the imposed heating power is consistent with the one observed for
type-I ELMs, i.e., the ELM repetition frequency increases(decreases) with increasing(decreasing) input heating power. Finally, two self-amplifying mechanisms are
proposed to explain the explosive onset of the ELM crash (faster than exponential
growth). Low-n peeling-ballooning precursor modes (and their interaction with the
background plasma) cause ∇p to locally increase, but on average cause it to decrease. The precursors also induce a reduction of the stabilising plasma flows on a
faster time scale than the global decrease of the destabilising pressure gradient and
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current density. The combined influence of these local and global effects results in
an explosive onset of the ELM crash.
The initial conditions for the non-axisymmetric perturbations are arbitrary at
the beginning of any simulation. The first ELM crash grows out of arbitrary seed
perturbations. After the first ELM crash, the non-axisymmetric perturbations
retain some information from the ELM crash (structure and amplitude), which
means that the seed perturbations for the second ELM crash are fundamentally
different than those for the first ELM. This leads to important differences between
the first ELM and the subsequent ELMs. In order to consider self-consistent seed
perturbations, it is necessary to simulate more than one ELM, thus highlighting
the importance of multi-ELM simulations for predictive purposes.

7.3 Pellet-triggered ELMs and spontaneous ELMs
A direct comparison between spontaneous ELMs and pellet-triggered ELMs was
also produced as part of this thesis. This study was performed in collaboration with
Shimpei Futatani, who performed the pellet-triggered ELM simulations by using
the type-I ELM cycles simulation set-up established as part of this thesis. Analysis
of results and, in particular, the comparisons to spontaneous ELM crashes were
performed as part of this thesis. In contrast to spontaneous ELMs, pellet-triggered
ELMs do not observe a precursor phase as they become rapidly excited within
< 0.1 ms from the time of injection. In qualitative agreement with experimental
observations, the ELM is triggered when the pellet position roughly corresponds
to the location of maximum pressure gradient. The dominant perturbation in
the pellet-triggered ELM simulations is a helical perturbation related to the n = 1
toroidal mode number, as it is also observed in experiments.
The pellet-triggered ELMs achieve a reduction in the ELM size, with respect
to the spontaneous ELM counterparts, if they are excited early enough during
the pedestal build-up, i.e., when less energy is stored in the confined region. The
area over which the expelled energy is deposited (wetted area) becomes reduced
by roughly 30% when ELMs are triggered. The simulation results suggest that
the narrower wetted area for the triggered ELMs results from a reduction in the
number of strike-lines that deviate from the primary strike-line during the ELM
crash. For the spontaneous ELMs there are several secondary strike-lines and a wide
deposition area, while the pellet-triggered ELMs display only one clear secondary
strike-line related to the n = 1 helical perturbation and a reduced wetted area.
ELMs were triggered with pellets of two different sizes, and the pellet size is
observed to only weakly influence the ELM dynamics. The bigger pellets cause
slightly larger ELM-related losses. The peak divertor incident power and the time
integrated target fluence are lower for pellet-triggered ELMs than for spontaneous
ELMs. The largest reductions are observed when ELMs are triggered earlier during
the pedestal build-up, i.e., when less thermal energy is stored in the confined region. Qualitative, and in some respects quantitative, agreement with experimental
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observations was obtained in several important aspects. For example, the dominant
mode numbers during the respective ELM crashes, the reduction of ELM size when
ELMs are triggered by means of pellet injection, and the corresponding narrowing
of the wetted area.

7.4 Outlook
The results obtained in the course of this thesis advanced the state of the art for
modelling edge localised modes in several ways. Simulations of type-I ELM cycles,
resistive peeling-ballooning turbulence that might be the underlying phenomenon
for the quasi-continuous exhaust (QCE) regime, and a consistent comparison between spontaneous ELMs and pellet-triggered ELMs were produced through the
novel approach of simulating the pedestal build-up that has been established in
this thesis. Said studies can, and should, be extended to further advance validation
of the models with experiments and, eventually, provide insight to future experiments. The simulations presented in this thesis considered a single fluid model with
extensions to consider two-fluid effects (diamagnetic drifts) and the evolving bootstrap current density through a source term. Future work should consider separate
ion and electron temperatures because they can have an important effect onto the
ELM dynamics. For example with respect to heat transport in ergodic magnetic
fields and, therefore, heat deposition onto divertor targets.
There are several lines of research that can be followed with the imposed pedestal
build-up at fixed pedestal width established in this thesis. Some have already been
started through various collaborations: the application of resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs) to investigate ELM mitigation, free-boundary ELM cycles simulations, pellet-ELM pacing, and shaping effects onto the resistive PB modes in
the QCE regime. Others, such as naturally ELM-free regimes (QH-mode or EDA
H-mode, for instance), and the influence of pedestal position/collisionality, or of
neutral particles onto the ELM dynamics, could be investigated with the respective adaptations in the simulation set-up. The influence of neutral particles can
be studied with JOREK by using an existing fluid neutrals model. Note, however,
that the imposed pedestal build-up with fixed pedestal width constitutes an incomplete model as it does not consider several dynamical effects that exist during
(and influence) the pedestal build-up (neutrals penetration, stabilisation and/or
destabilisation of various turbulent micro-instabilities, neoclassical physics, radiation losses, plasma-wall interactions, etc.). The pedestal width in experiments
varies between two type-I ELM crashes, but the physical mechanisms that determine the widening are not completely understood. Including all the physical effects
that influence the pedestal build-up would require resolving extremely small spatial scales and fast time scales. Unfortunately, there is no code available that can
realistically account for all such effects. Therefore, developing a (reduced) model to
characterise the inter-ELM particle and heat transport driven by micro-turbulence
and neoclassical physics and coupling it to JOREK is a necessary step towards
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more realistic simulations of type-I ELM cycles.
The current density and its gradient govern the destabilisation of edge localised
external kink (peeling) modes, and they have a stabilising effect onto high-n ballooning modes. During the inter-ELM phase, the current density grows in the
edge due to the neoclassical bootstrap current which forms as the density and temperature profiles steepen. The MHD model does not encompass the formation of
the bootstrap current density. However, in its present version, JOREK considers
an analytical expression that ties the density, temperature, and pressure profiles
to the bootstrap current density. In such a way, the increase of the edge current
density was considered in the simulations presented in this thesis. Said analytical
expressions are not accurate throughout different collisionality regimes and can be
improved with dedicated developments. This is foreseen as an important improvement that should be resolved before validation efforts can be conducted. This is
true both for type-I ELM simulations and for resistive PB modes that underlie the
QCE regime.
Code validation is perhaps the most critical step towards predictive simulations.
In order to achieve this, simulation and experiments have to be closely intertwined
in order to compare results from each of them. A systematic validation of the typeI ELM cycles simulations should be carried out in order to understand to what
extent the results agree with experimental measurements. Similarly, the resistive
PB modes have to be validated with medium-sized tokamaks where the QCE regime
is accessible (AUG and/or TCV). Ultimately, after simulations and experiments in
larger machines like JET and/or JT-60SA, the applicability of the QCE regime in
ITER can be assessed through predictive simulations.
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